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ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ LOTNUM: 13T-b
NAME: Benjamin Adams, family tomb YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate in granite CONDITION: 2003 some lichen/left cor.chip
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: Built AD 1827

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BENJ LOTNUM: 43G-a
NAME: Mr. Benjamin Adams YEAR: 1826 AGE: 82
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 26, 1826
HEADSTONE: slate/willow/columns/urn CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 58
COMMENT: In memory of/My flesh shall slumber in the ground Till the last trumpets joy

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, BETS LOTNUM: 43 -a
NAME: Betsey YEAR: 1836 AGE: 40
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1836
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/WA RA JQA HA CONDITION: lichen
MAKER: Warren 7:6 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William Adams his wife, son John Q., Horace son of William & Susannah Adams

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, CALV LOTNUM: 93 -a
NAME: Calvin W. Adams YEAR: 1879 AGE: 51y'rs, 7mo's.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Dec. 1, 1879
HEADSTONE: marble/double/FATHER CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/chip
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, probably VERSE: 87
COMMENT: on same granite base with Sarah L./Not dead but gone before

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, HANNA LOTNUM: 43G-b
NAME: Hannah YEAR: 1849 AGE: 82y'rs 6mo's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 18, 1849
HEADSTONE: slate/urn,willow,column,rosett CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: T. Warren, Lowell 8:6 VERSE: 59
COMMENT: In memory of/The woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be praised.

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, HORA LOTNUM: 43 -a
NAME: Horace YEAR: 1838 AGE: 21
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: July 9, 1838
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/WA RA JQA HA CONDITION: lichen
MAKER: Warren 7:6 VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of William & Susannah/with William Adams & Betsey his wife, John Q.

ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN LOTNUM: 13T-c
NAME: Mr. John Adams, family tomb YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate in granite CONDITION: 2003 some lichen
FOOTSTONE:
**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN**
**LOTNUM: 26 -d**
**NAME: Mr John Adams**
**YEAR: 1791**
**AGE: 71yrs 6mos 19dy**
**BIRTHDATE: March ye 15th AD1791**
**HEADSTONE: slate/umbrella, head with wings**
**FOOTSTONE: slate/design at top**
**COMMENT: Erected in memory of**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN**
**LOTNUM: 43 -a**
**NAME: John Q.**
**YEAR: 1836**
**AGE: 3yrs.**
**BIRTHDATE: Sept. 20, 1836**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/RA JQA HA**
**COMMENT: with William Adams & Betsey their son, Horace son of William & Susannah**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, JOHN**
**LOTNUM: 43L-c**
**NAME: Mr. John Adams**
**YEAR: 1824**
**AGE: 37**
**BIRTHDATE: Jan. 22, 1824**
**HEADSTONE: slate/willow, urn & columns**
**FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/J.A.**
**COMMENT: In memory of**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, LUCY**
**LOTNUM: 43L-b**
**NAME: Miss Lucy Adams**
**YEAR: 1808**
**AGE: 15yrs 7mo. 17dy**
**BIRTHDATE: Octr. 13. 1808**
**HEADSTONE: slate/willow, urn, narrow column**
**FOOTSTONE: slate/Miss L.A.**
**COMMENT: In Memory of Daugr. of Lieut. Samuel Adams & Mrs. Sarah his wife/Death with**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, LUCY**
**LOTNUM: 93 -c**
**NAME: Lucy F. Adams**
**YEAR: 1929**
**AGE: 69**
**BIRTHDATE: 1869**
**HEADSTONE: marble/rounded**
**FOOTSTONE: no**
**COMMENT: In memory of/Go, travell and live to god**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, ROBE**
**LOTNUM: 26 -a**
**NAME: Mr. Robert Adams**
**YEAR: 1798**
**AGE: 47**
**BIRTHDATE: Sept 19th 1798**
**HEADSTONE: slate/willow urn & columns**
**FOOTSTONE: slate/RA**
**COMMENT: In memory of/Go, travell and live to god**

**ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SALLY**
**LOTNUM: 26 -b**
**NAME: Sally Adames**
**YEAR: 1793**
**AGE: 1yr 8m & 6d.**
BIRTHDATE: August ye 5th 1793
HEADSTONE: slate/design at top CONDITION: bad lichen/reset in cement
FOOTSTONE: slate/SA CONDITION: tipped/lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/Daughter of Capt Timothy Adams & Mrs Joanna his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SAMU LOTNUM: 43L-a
NAME: Lieutenant Samuel Adams YEAR: 1816 AGE: 62
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 3, 1816
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed CONDITION: sunken/acid rain/huge chip off
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/S.A. CONDITION: off foundation/tipped badly
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SARA LOTNUM: 26 -c
NAME: Mrs. Sarah Adams YEAR: 1808 AGE: 84
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 3, 1808
HEADSTONE: slate/urn/curtain CONDITION: remounted
FOOTSTONE: slate/SA CONDITION: bad lichen
MAKER: 66 VERSE: no
COMMENT: Sacred to the memory of/Wife of Mr. John Adams
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SARA LOTNUM: 43L-a
NAME: Sarah YEAR: 1854 AGE: 92
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 2, 1854
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed CONDITION: sunken
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/S.A. CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lieutenant Samuel Adams/his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, SARA LOTNUM: 93 -b
NAME: Sarah L. YEAR: 1880 AGE: 45y'rs, 4mo's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 26, 1880
HEADSTONE: marble.double/fancy/MOTHER CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/chip
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler VERSE: 111
COMMENT: on same granite base as Calvin W. Adams/Absent but not dead
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ADAMS, WILL LOTNUM: 43 -a
NAME: William Adams YEAR: 1851 AGE: 68
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 15, 1851
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/WA RA JQA HA CONDITION: lichen
MAKER: Warren 7:6 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Betsey his wife, their son John Q., Horace son of William & Susannah
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ALCORN, C.WA LOTNUM: DS05 -a
NAME: C. Walter YEAR: 1968 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1968
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: ALCORN/with Mary B.
ALPHNAME: ALCORN, DONA  LOTNUM: 169 -a
NAME: Donald  YEAR: 1920  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920  DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/with James T.E., Martha M. their son, Edith their daug.

ALPHNAME: ALCORN, EDIT  LOTNUM: 169 -a
NAME: Edith C.  YEAR: 1988  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918  DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/with James T.E., Martha M., Donald/VR & cem.rec.she .2d
1919

ALPHNAME: ALCORN, JAME  LOTNUM: 169 -a
NAME: James T. E. Alcorn  YEAR: 1955  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1880  DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/with Martha M. his wife, Donald their son, Edith their daug.

ALPHNAME: ALCORN, MART  LOTNUM: 169 -a
NAME: Martha M.  YEAR: 1961  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878  DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/with James T.E. his wife, Donald their son, Edith their daug.

ALPHNAME: ALCORN, MARY  LOTNUM: DS05 -a
NAME: Mary B.  YEAR: 1970  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1911  DEATHDATE: 1970
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: ALCORN/with C. Walter

ALPHNAME: ANDERSON, CARL  LOTNUM: CS054-a
NAME: Carl L.  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWork1025LawrenceStLow  VERSE:
COMMENT: with Laura B.

ALPHNAME: ANDERSON, LAUR  LOTNUM: CS054
NAME: Laura B.  YEAR: 1999  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919  DEATHDATE: 1999
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
ALPHNAME:  ARCESE, GLOR  LOTNUM:  E162 -b
NAME:  Gloria A.  YEAR:  2002  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Feb. 5, 1931  DEATHDATE:  Nov. 26, 2002
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Louis A.

ALPHNAME:  ARCESE, LOUI  LOTNUM:  E162 -a
NAME:  Louis A Arcese  YEAR:  2004  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Aug 27 1927  DEATHDATE:  Apr 23 2004
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME:  ARCESE, LOUI  LOTNUM:  E162 -b
NAME:  Louis A.
BIRTHDATE:  Aug. 27, 1927  DEATHDATE:  Apr. 23, 2004
HEADSTONE: #E162-a/Louis A. Arcese  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Gloria A.

ALPHNAME:  AVERY, EMEL  LOTNUM:  75 -e
NAME:  Emeline Avery  YEAR:  1884  AGE:  82yrs. 7mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:  Feb. 28, 1884
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slant/MOTHER  CONDITION: a little lichen on rear
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:
COMMENT: front:MOTHER/rear:inscription

ALPHNAME:  AVERY, MELV  LOTNUM:  75 -f
NAME:  Melvin E. Avery  YEAR:  1893  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  Sept. 21, 1835  DEATHDATE:  June 8, 1893
HEADSTONE: marble monum./rounded/BROTHER  CONDITION: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:
COMMENT: At Rest

ALPHNAME:  BANCROFT  LOTNUM:  42 -h
NAME:  infant boy  YEAR:  1819  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  1819  DEATHDATE:  March 4, 1819
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Isaac son of Isaac & Hannah Bancroft, infant twin sister/"Of such is

ALPHNAME:  BANCROFT  LOTNUM:  42 -h
NAME:  infant girl  YEAR:  1819  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  March 1819  DEATHDATE:  March 5, 1819
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 50
COMMENT: with Isaac son of Isaac & Hannah Bancroft/twin sister (of a brother)/"Of such

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BANCROFT, ISAAC LOTNUM:  42 -h
NAME: Isaac YEAR: 1827 AGE: 15months & 8ds.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 17, 1827 Lowell
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 50
COMMENT: son of Isaac and Hannah Bancroft/also infant brother & twin sister/"of such is

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BANCROFT, MARY LOTNUM:  42 -f
NAME: Mrs. Mary YEAR: 1825 AGE: 28
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 3, 1825
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,columns weedwhackerscars/tilted/chips
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 48
COMMENT: IN Memory of/wife to Stowell Bancroft/Log'd in this peaceful grave, her body

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BARBO, LOUI LOTNUM: E095 -b
NAME: Louise Sera YEAR: 1997 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 7, 1927 DEATHDATE: May 20, 1997
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: LeominsterMonumentCo.339ElectricAve VERSE: 192
COMMENT: BARBO/with Salvatore Joseph/Always in our hearts

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BARBO, SALV LOTNUM: E095 -a
NAME: Salvatore J Barbo YEAR: 2003 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug 20 1919 DEATHDATE: May 23 2003
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: LeominsterMonumentCo.339ElectricAve VERSE: 192
COMMENT: BARBO/with Louise Sera/Always in our hearts

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BARRETT, ELIZ LOTNUM:  43P-a
NAME: Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett YEAR: 1820 AGE: 82
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 24, 1820
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,rosette,col,inset CONDITION: mower scratches/lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Sacred to the memory/wife of Mr. Joel Barrett

*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BARRETT, JOEL                    LOTNUM: 43P-b
NAME: Mr. Joel Barrett                    YEAR: 1805        AGE: 67
BIRTHDATE:                                  DEATHDATE: June 5, 1805
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, handles, cols, fancy   CONDITION: lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: no                                 CONDITION:
MAKER:                                      VERSE: no
COMMENT: Erected In Memory of
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BARRON, PAT                     LOTNUM: 45-b
NAME: Patty                             YEAR: 1837        AGE: 48
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: April 23, 1837
HEADSTONE: slate/willow columns/design/urn CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/P.C.B.           CONDITION: good
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell                    VERSE: 75
COMMENT: IN Memory of/wife of Elias Barron/Sleep fond wife, securely sleep while frien
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BARTLESON, MIC                 LOTNUM: E107-a
NAME: Michael M.                        YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 9, 1944               DEATHDATE: Jan. 1, 2000
HEADSTONE: mauvbrngran./cross/heart/flwr. CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks1025LawrenceStMA VERSE: 194
COMMENT: Beloved Husband
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BARTLETT, AUGU                  LOTNUM: 103B-a
NAME: Augusta Bartlett                  YEAR: 1969        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872                       DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE: granite monum./slanted/flower CONDITION: severe lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                       VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                     
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BATTLES                         LOTNUM: 68-f
NAME: Mother                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: granite/small/MOTHER        CONDITION: sunken/lichen
MAKER:                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                     
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BATTLES                         LOTNUM: 68-g
NAME: Father                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: granite/small/FATHER        CONDITION: lichen/tipped
MAKER:                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT:                                     
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BATTLES, ARTH                    LOTNUM: 79-a
NAME: Arthur W.                         YEAR: 1886        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864                       DEATHDATE: 1886
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                   VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side: with Harrietta E./front: William D. & Harriete A. Battles
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, BENJ  LOTNUM: 68 -b
NAME: Benjamin Battles  YEAR: 1858  AGE: 67y'rs, 7mo's.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: February 17, 1858
HEADSTONE: single marble/double gran.base  CONDITION: acid rain on verse
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 96
COMMENT: his stone on same base with wife Charlotte/I will set him on high
because he

************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, CHAR  LOTNUM: 68 -a
NAME: Charlotte  YEAR: 1884  AGE: 89y'rs, 10mo's.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: October 23, 1884
HEADSTONE: single marble/double gran.base  CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 95
COMMENT: wife of Benjamin Battles, stones on same base/"Faithful" Rev. 2,10.
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, HARR  LOTNUM: 79 -a
NAME: Harriet H.  YEAR: 1932  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1932
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 105
COMMENT: front:with William D. Battles his wife/BATTLES/"These died in faith"

************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, JAME  LOTNUM: 68 -d
NAME: James Alonzo  YEAR: 1863  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1863
HEADSTONE: granite monument/v. small  CONDITION: good/lichen starting
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, JOHN  LOTNUM: 68 -c
NAME: John Quincy Battles  YEAR: 1902  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 24, 1827  DEATHDATE: Oct. 11, 1902
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/design  CONDITION: good/lichen starting
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 97
COMMENT: BATTLES/with Mary Melvin Knapp his wife/The righteous shall be in everlasting
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, LEON  LOTNUM: 68 -e
NAME: Leonora K. Battles  YEAR: 1941  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 12, 1866  DEATHDATE: May 17, 1941
HEADSTONE: granite/very small  CONDITION: sunken/illeg./tree root prob.
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Daughter of John Q. & Mary Melvin Battles
************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BATTLES, MARI  LOTNUM: 79 -a
NAME: Marietta E.  YEAR: 1886  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1886
HEADSTONE: granite monument/tall  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: on right side with Arthur W.

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BATTLES, MARY                   LOTNUM:  68 -c
NAME: Mary Melvin Knapp                 YEAR: 1904        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 31, 1827 DEATHDATE: Mar. 25, 1904
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/design CONDITION: good/lichen starting
FOOTSTONE: no                     CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 97
COMMENT: BATTLES/withJohn Quincy Battles his wife/The righteous shall be in everlasting

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BATTLES, WILL                   LOTNUM:  68 -c
NAME: William D. Battles                YEAR: 1895        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1824                       DEATHDATE: 1895
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 105
COMMENT: front:with his wife Harriet/BATTLES/"These died in faith"

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, CLAR                      LOTNUM:  70 -c
NAME: Clara                             YEAR: 1971        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching badly
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: withMinotBeanhiswife,Nathan,wife
Welthy,Finett,ValmarGladu,wifeMildred,Dorot.Z

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, CLAR                      LOTNUM:  70 -e
NAME: Clara B. Locke                    YEAR: 1971        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871                       DEATHDATE: 1971
HEADSTONE: #70-c/CLARA                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: withMinotBeanhiswife,Nathan,wife
Welthy,Finett,ValmarGladu,wifeMildred,Dorot.Z

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, ELDA                      LOTNUM:  39 -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 16, 1884
HEADSTONE: #39-d/Father                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: south:with Sarah S. his wife/west:Sarah E. Bean

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, ELDA                      LOTNUM:  39 -d
NAME: Father                            YEAR: 1881        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/FATHER/marble           CONDITION: acidrain/lichen/stone loose
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: south:with Sarah S. his wife/west:Sarah E. Bean

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, FINE                      LOTNUM:  70 -e
NAME: Finett W. Bean                    YEAR: 1864        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                        DEATHDATE: 1864
HEADSTONE: #70-f/FINETT                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                          CONDITION:  
MAKER:                             VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

withNathan, wife Welthy, Minot, wife Clara, Valmar Gladu, wife Mildred, Dorothy Zollinger

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, FINE                      LOTNUM:  70 -f
NAME: Finett                            YEAR: 1864        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush    CONDITION: some lichen  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, MINO                      LOTNUM:  70 -d
NAME: Minot                             YEAR: 1950        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching badly  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, MINO                      LOTNUM:  70 -e
NAME: Minot A. Bean                     YEAR: 1950        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1870                       DEATHDATE: 1950  
HEADSTONE: #70-d/MINOT                 CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, NATH                      LOTNUM:  70 -e
NAME: Nathan C. Bean                    YEAR: 1895        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1819                       DEATHDATE: 1895  
HEADSTONE: #70-i/NATHAN               CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, SARA                      LOTNUM:  39 -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 10, 1886  
HEADSTONE: #39-e/Mother               CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell VERSE: no  
COMMENT: south: with Eldad P. Bean his wife/west: Sarah E.  

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, SARA                      LOTNUM:  39 -c
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush    CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:  
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no  
COMMENT:                           

BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Nov. 11, 1849
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: west side/Dau. of Eldad P. & Sarah S. Bean/south:Eldad P.Bean, Sarah S.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, SARA                      LOTNUM:  39 -e
NAME: Mother                         YEAR: 1886        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slanted/rounded/marble     CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/stone
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, WELT                      LOTNUM:  70 -e
NAME: Welthy A. Byam                   YEAR: 1889        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838                       DEATHDATE: 1889
HEADSTONE: #70-h/Welthy                CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: withNathanBeanhiswife,Finett,Minot,his
wifEClaara,ValmarGladu,Mildred,DorothyZ.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAN, WELT                      LOTNUM:  70 -h
NAME: Welthy                          YEAR: 1889        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/cross     CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BEAUBIEN, DONA                 LOTNUM: CS119-a
NAME: Donald J Beaubien                YEAR: 1982        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1920                       DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 157
COMMENT: PVT US ARMY WORLD WAR II 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BELLEVILLE, FLOR                LOTNUM: 197 -c
NAME: Flora B.                        YEAR: 1965        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1890                       DEATHDATE: 1965
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Walter B. his wife, T/Sgt. Walter B. Belleville, Jr., James E. Belleville
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BELLEVILLE, JAME              LOTNUM: 197 -c
NAME: James E. Belleville              YEAR: 1971        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1917                       DEATHDATE: 1971
HEADSTONE: #197-a/James E. Belleville  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Walter B., Flora B., T/SGT Walter B. Belleville
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BELLEVILLE, JAME
NAME: James E Belleville
BIRTHDATE: Feb 19 1917
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BELLEVILLE, WALT
NAME: Walter B. Belleville
BIRTHDATE: 1892
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Flora B. his wife, T/Sgt. Walter B. Belleville, Jr., James E. Belleville

ALPHNAME: BELLEVILLE, WALT
NAME: T/Sgt.WalterB.Belleville,Jr
BIRTHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: #197-b/Walter B. Belleville
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Walter B. his wife Flora B., James E. Belleville

ALPHNAME: BERNARD, DAVI
NAME: David W.
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 19, 1944
HEADSTONE: granite/BERNARD/verse scrolled
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: Adrian Lutz
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BERUBE, JOSE
NAME: Joseph L. Berube
BIRTHDATE: 1907
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Marion B. Berube/John A. and Cora B.Redmond

ALPHNAME: BERUBE, MARI
NAME: Marion B. Berube
BIRTHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Joseph L. Berube/John A. and Cora B.Redmond
ALPHNAME: BICKFORD, AUGU LOTNUM: 145 -a
NAME: Augusta H. Bickford YEAR: 1917 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 18, 1832 DEATHDATE: Sept. 17, 1917
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Daniel W. Bickford
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BICKFORD, DANI LOTNUM: 145 -a
NAME: Daniel W. Bickford YEAR: 1905 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 28, 1826 DEATHDATE: May 22, 1905
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Augusta H. Bickford
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BIGLEY, JANE LOTNUM: E156A-a
NAME: Jane Imelda YEAR: 2000 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1927 DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: granite/dove,flower, leaves CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BIGLEY
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BILLS, EDGA LOTNUM: 175B-a
NAME: Edgar L. YEAR: 1939 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860 DEATHDATE: 1939
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear with his wife Eva G.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BILLS, EVA LOTNUM: 175B-a
NAME: Eva G. YEAR: 1997 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896 DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear with Edgar L. his wife
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BIMTS, KHAI LOTNUM: E101B-a
NAME: Khaina Bimts YEAR: 1998 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 22, 1909 DEATHDATE: July 9, 1998
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/rose, leaves CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Beloved Grandmama
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL LOTNUM: 18 -a
NAME: YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/small/slanted CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: says only "Perpetual Care"
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ABBI LOTNUM: CS050-a
BIRTHDATE: 1890                       DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Glen R., his wife

ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, ACEN               LOTNUM:  59B-a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  86
COMMENT: with mother Mary, 6 siblings who lie buried near this spot, and Mary/Cast thy

ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, ANDR               LOTNUM:  95-a
NAME: Andrew M. Blaisdell               YEAR: 1909        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841                       DEATHDATE: 1909
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: W. Andrews  Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL, Perpetual Care/with his wives Fannie, Mary, daughters Rose, Lois

ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, ANDR               LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Andrew I. Blaisdell               YEAR: 1973        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900                       DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with Grace E., Erving A. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, CARO                LOTNUM:  59B-a
NAME: Caroline                          YEAR:             AGE: 2yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  86
COMMENT: with mother Mary, 6 siblings who lie buried near this spot, and Mary/Cast thy

ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, CLIF                LOTNUM: 176A-a
NAME: Cliff Ford                        YEAR: 1975        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1899                       DEATHDATE: 1975
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: LuzBrothersInc 1122Gorham St Lowell       VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/with his wife Etta McKewin

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ERVI
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Erving A. Blaisdell
YEAR: 1978
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1938
DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with Andrew J, Grace E. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ETTA
LOTNUM: 176A-a
NAME: Etta McKewin
YEAR: 1966
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900
DEATHDATE: 1966
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: LuzBrothersInc 1122Gorham St Lowell VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/with Cliff Ford his wife

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, FANN
LOTNUM: 95-a
NAME: Fannie M.
YEAR: 1879
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841
DEATHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: W. Andrews Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL, Perpetual Care/with husb. Andrew, wife Mary, daughters Rose, Lois

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, FANN
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Fanny L. Blaisdell
YEAR: 1915
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898
DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/front with Irving A., Mary A., Helen E. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, GLEN
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Glenn Roy Blaisdell
YEAR: 1982
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan 11 1897
DEATHDATE: Dec 1 1982
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 152
COMMENT: #49-a has Glenn; #50-a has Glen

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, GLEN
LOTNUM: CS049-a
NAME: Glen R.
YEAR: 1982
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: #CS49-a/Glenn Roy Blaisdell CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Abbie M. his wife

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, GRAC
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Grace E. Blaisdell
YEAR: 1978
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1905
DEATHDATE: 1978
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with Andrew J, Erving A. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, HELE
LOTNUM: 59B-a
NAME: Hellen
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 86
COMMENT: with mother Mary, 6 siblings who lie buried near this spot, and Mary/Cast thy

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, HELE
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Helen E. Blaisdell
BIRTHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE: no
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/front with Irving A., Mary A., Fanny L. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, IRVI
LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Irving A. Blaisdell
BIRTHDATE: 1867
HEADSTONE: no
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/front with Mary A., Fannie L., Helen E. Blaisdell

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ISRA
LOTNUM: 18 -c
NAME: Father Israel Blaisdell
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 23, 1887
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: 16
COMMENT: "Blessed is he that Considereth the poor."

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, JOEL
LOTNUM: 42 -a
NAME: Joel S. Blaisdell
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 27, 1855
HEADSTONE: double marble mon./leaf branch
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/with Maria Blaisdell his wife/FATHER on top

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, JOHN
LOTNUM: 59B-a
NAME: John
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 86
COMMENT: with mother Mary, 6 siblings who lie near this spot and Mary/Cast thy burden

ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, JOSI
LOTNUM: 18 -e
NAME: Brother Josiah I. Blaisdell
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Dec. 22, 1915
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
HEADSTONE:                                     COND ITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CON DITION:
MAKER: W. Andrews Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL, Perpetual Care/with Andrew, Fannie, Mary, their dau. Rose
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, LOUIS                 LOTNUM:  95 -a
NAME: Mother Louisa V.                  YEAR: 1892        AGE: 74yrs 9mos 28dy
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 24, 1892
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed                     COND ITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CON DITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  17
COMMENT: Wife of Israel Blaisdell/*Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, MARI                 LOTNUM:  60 -a
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 2, 1902
HEADSTONE: double marble mon./leaf branch      COND ITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CON DITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/with Joel S. Blaisdell his wife/MOTHER on top
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, MARY                 LOTNUM:  42 -a
NAME: Mary Heald                        YEAR: 1842        AGE: 74
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 10, 1842
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design       COND ITION: slightly tipped/mower scratch
FOOTSTONE: slate/M.H.B.                         CONDITION: restored to lot 1993/tipped
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  86
COMMENT: wife of Henry Blesdill/also 7 children who lie near this spot, and Mary/Cast t
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, MARY                 LOTNUM:  59B-a
NAME: Mary                              YEAR:             AGE: 58yrs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: New York
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design       COND ITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CON DITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  86
COMMENT: with Mary Heald wife of Henry Blesdill, and 7 of their children/Cast thy burde
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BLAISDELL, MARY                 LOTNUM:  95 -a
NAME: Mary M.                           YEAR: 1906        AGE: 1840                       DEATHDATE: 1906
HEADSTONE:                                     COND ITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CON DITION:
MAKER: W. Andrews Lowell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL Perpetual Care/with Andrew his wife, Fanny his wife, Rose, Lois
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, MARY  LOTNUM: 121A-a
NAME: Mary A. Blaisdell  YEAR: 1923  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860  DEATHDATE: 1923
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BLAISDELL/front with Irving A., Fannie L., Helen E. Blaisdell
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ROSE  LOTNUM: 95-a
NAME: Rose  YEAR: 1879  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879  DEATHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: W. Andrews Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: BLAISDELL, Perpetual Care/with Andrew, Fannie, Mary, their dau. Lois
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, ROXY  LOTNUM: 59B-a
NAME: Roxy  YEAR: 3 wks.  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 86
COMMENT: with mother Mary Heald, 6 siblings who lie buried near this spot and Mary/Cast
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, SARA  LOTNUM: 59B-a
NAME: Sarah  YEAR: 37yrs.  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, vertical design  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 86
COMMENT: with mother Mary, 6 siblings who lie buried near this spot, and Mary/Cast thy
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLAISDELL, SUMN  LOTNUM: 18-b
NAME: Uncle Sumner Blaisdell  YEAR: 1872  AGE: 60y'rs. 4mo's.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: June 3, 1872
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 15
COMMENT: At rest
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLECK, JAME  LOTNUM: E158B-a
NAME: James Henry  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 27, 1954  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. 72 Dracut Rd Huds  VERSE:
COMMENT: BLECK/with Beloved wife Jane Marie, dtr. Katherine Elizabeth
************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BLECK, JANE  LOTNUM: E158B-a
NAME: Jane Marie (Cantieri)  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 20, 1953  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. 72 Dracut Rd Huds  VERSE:
COMMENT: BLECK/Beloved wife/with James Henry, Katherine Elizabeth
ALPHNAME: BLECK, KATH  LOTNUM: E158B-a
NAME: Katherine Elizabeth  YEAR: 2002  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. 72 Dracut Rd Huds  VERSE: 199
COMMENT: BLECK/Beloved Daughter/Beloved Katie/with James Henry, Jane Marie
(Cantieri)

ALPHNAME: BROWN, ANNI  LOTNUM: 147B-a
NAME: Annie M. Brown  YEAR: 1942  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885  DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.  VERSE:
COMMENT: with Frank H. Brown

ALPHNAME: BROWN, FRAN  LOTNUM: 147B-a
NAME: Frank H. Brown  YEAR: 1957  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873  DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.  VERSE:
COMMENT: with Annie M. Brown

ALPHNAME: BROWN, GLAD  LOTNUM: 43H-b
NAME: Gladys A.  YEAR: 1893  AGE: 1 yr. 8 mos.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 22, 1893
HEADSTONE: marble monument/sl. fancy/rose  CONDITION: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 120
COMMENT: Section III/Dau. of Clarence W. & Emma E. Brown/In heaven we'll meet her

ALPHNAME: BROWN, INFA  LOTNUM: 43H-b
NAME: Infant  YEAR: 1814  AGE: 30 minutes
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 17, 1814  DEATHDATE: Aug. 17, 1814
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow  CONDITION: weedwhacker scars/base chipped
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 61
COMMENT: In memory of/with mother Lucy, sister Lucy/At eighteen days the babe must yield

ALPHNAME: BROWN, LUCY  LOTNUM: 43H-b
NAME: Mrs. Lucy  YEAR: 1814  AGE: 36
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 17, 1814
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow  CONDITION: weedwhacker scars/base chipped
FOOTSTONE: slate/LB  CONDITION: chips
MAKER:  VERSE: 61
COMMENT: In memory of/Wife of Mr. Samuel Brown/with 30 min. old infant, dau. Lucy/At ei

ALPHNAME: BROWN, LUCY  LOTNUM: 43H-b
NAME: Lucy  YEAR: 1802  AGE: 18 days
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 14, 1802
HEADSTONE: slate/urn,willow      CONDITION: weedwhacker scars/base chipped
FOOTSTONE:                          CONDITION: 
MAKER:                             VERSE: 61
COMMENT: with Mrs. Lucy wife of Mr. Samuel Brown their daughter, infant 30 min. old

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BROWN, SAMU                      LOTNUM: 43H-a
NAME: Samuel Brown                      YEAR: 1847        AGE: 81
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Jan. 22, 1847
HEADSTONE: slate/flat/urn,willow               CONDITION: chip at top
FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/SB                        CONDITION: chips
MAKER: Granitekrafts 5 Park St. Ayer Mass        VERSE: 60
COMMENT: 5.10/There is rest in Heaven

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BRUUN, CHRI                     LOTNUM: 139 -b
NAME: Christen Bruun                    YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1868                       DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: Granitekrafts 5 Park St. Ayer Mass        VERSE:
COMMENT: JOHNSON/with Hans Johnson, his wife Andrine Bruun, Oluf Bruun

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BRUUN, OLUF                     LOTNUM: 139 -b
NAME: Oluf Bruun                        YEAR: 1912        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1828                       DEATHDATE: 1912
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: Granitekrafts 5 Park St. Ayer Mass        VERSE:
COMMENT: JOHNSON/with Hans Johnson, his wife Andrine Bruun, Christen Bruun

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BURDETTE, EARL                  LOTNUM: CS097-a
NAME: Earl R Burdette                   YEAR: 1988        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1922                       DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross       CONDITION: sod sl. encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1025LawrenceSt.       VERSE: 154
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BURDETTE, EARL                  LOTNUM: CS098-a
NAME: Earl R. Burdette                  YEAR: 1988        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 11, 1922                DEATHDATE: July 29, 1988
HEADSTONE: #CS97-a/Earl R. Burdette            CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1025LawrenceSt.       VERSE: 155
COMMENT: BURDETTE

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BURNS, ELME                     LOTNUM: CS083-a
NAME: Elmer F. Burns                    YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                          VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Thomas E. son

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BURNS, THOM                     LOTNUM: CS083-a
NAME: Thomas E.                         YEAR: 1982        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1950  DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE:
COMMENT: son/with Elmer F.

ALPHNAME:  BURT, ALEE                      LOTNUM: 121B-b
NAME: Aleene Woodhead Burt              YEAR: 1996        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1954                       DEATHDATE: 1996
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                                     

ALPHNAME:  BURTON, FLOR                    LOTNUM:  36-a
NAME: Florence Lucy Cresswell           YEAR: 1930        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1883                       DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Emerson Burton his wife, Margaret M. his wife, Thelma daughter

ALPHNAME:  BURTON, MARG                    LOTNUM:  36-a
NAME: Margaret McDowall Burton          YEAR: 1956        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873                       DEATHDATE: 1956
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles Emerson Burton his wife, Florence Lucy, Thelma Frances Burton

ALPHNAME:  BURTON, THEL                    LOTNUM:  36-a
NAME: Thelma Frances Burton             YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912  DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                    CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Emerson Burton dau./Florence Lucy, Margaret McDowall Burton

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ALBE                      LOTNUM:  31-b
NAME: Albert Chapman                     YEAR: 1863        AGE: 1y'r
BIRTHDATE: 1863  DEATHDATE: Apr. 25 1863
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: north side/with Mary Adaline/west "children of S. & M.A. Byam
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ALBE                      LOTNUM:  31 -b
NAME: Mary Adaline                      YEAR: 1863        AGE: 9y'rs 1mo 25dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Nov. 11, 1863
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 6
COMMENT: south/verse illegible/with Albert/west "children of S. & M.A. Byam"

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, AMEL                      LOTNUM:  69 -b
NAME: Mother A.F.B.                     YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching badly
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, AMEL                      LOTNUM:  69 -e
NAME: Amelia F. Wetherbee               YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1850                       DEATHDATE: 19 25
HEADSTONE: #69-b/Mother A.F.B                  CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                                  VERSE: 99
COMMENT: BYAM/Perpetual Care/with Frank C.Byam his wife,Ernest Hall, wife
Nettie/The Lor

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, AMEL                      LOTNUM: 184 -b
NAME: Amelia B.                         YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1890                       DEATHDATE: 19 61
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/with Arnold his wife, Marjorie, Paul, Amelia B., David

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, AMEL                      LOTNUM: 184 -b
NAME: Amelia B. Byam                    YEAR: 1992        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924                       DEATHDATE: 19 92
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/with Arnold, his wife Amelia B., Marjorie, Paul, David

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, AMOS                      LOTNUM:  89 -e
NAME: Amos N. Byam                      YEAR: 1891        AGE: 37y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Nov. 25, 1891
HEADSTONE: marble monument/round/HUSBAND        CONDITION:
knicks/lichen/arain/v.loose
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                       VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ANNA                      LOTNUM: 188B-a
NAME: Anna Saville Byam                 YEAR: 1995        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1913                       DEATHDATE: 1995
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                            CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                                VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARAB                       LOTNUM:  74 -d 
NAME: Belle                             YEAR: 1878        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: marble/flowers     CONDITION: 
loose/tipped/lichen/acid rain       
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARAB                       LOTNUM:  74 -e 
NAME: Arabella P.                       YEAR: 1878        AGE: 48 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 16, 1878 
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: G.F. Witherell  Lowell                VERSE: no 
COMMENT: rear:with Susan Byam,Sophronia Cook/front: Josiah, Sophronia, Sarah Byam 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARNO                       LOTNUM: 184 -b 
NAME: Arnold A. Byam                    YEAR: 1950        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1882                       DEATHDATE: 1950 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/with Amelia B. his wife, Marjorie, Paul, Amelia B., David 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARTH                       LOTNUM: 151 -b 
NAME: Arthur Wendell                    YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1917                       DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: BYAM/with beloved wife and mother Roberta Kearney 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARZE                       LOTNUM: 110 -b 
NAME: Zella                             YEAR: 1902        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite block                   CONDITION: slightly chipped on left side 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 116 
COMMENT: top: ZELLA/Jesus loves me 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, ARZE                       LOTNUM: 110 -e 
NAME: Arzella Grace                     YEAR: 1902        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 1, 1896                 DEATHDATE: Apr. 28, 1902 
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no 
COMMENT: L.A. BYAM/Dau. of Lyman A., Grace M. Byam/front: with them, their dau. Amy Valk 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, BETH                       LOTNUM: 124 -e
NAME: Beth Byam Yates                   YEAR: 1985        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1928              DEATHDATE: 1985 
HEADSTONE: #124-c/BETH             CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                           VERSE: 141 
COMMENT: rear/with Kenneth H. Byam, Ella L., Janet Byam Schiraldi 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, DANI               LOTNUM:  84 -d 
NAME: Pappa                         YEAR: 1918        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                          DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush        CONDITION: sod encroaching 
FOOTSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, DANI               LOTNUM: 184 -b 
NAME: Daniel Proctor Byam           YEAR: 1918        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1841             DEATHDATE: May 25, 1918 
HEADSTONE: #84-d/Pappa               CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, DAVI               LOTNUM: 184 -c 
NAME: David A. Byam II              YEAR: 1996        AGE: 
HEADSTONE: #184-c/David "Dair" Byam CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: 
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/Beloved son of Caroline and David 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, DAVID              LOTNUM:  89 -c 
NAME: Infant                        YEAR: 1882        AGE: 2mo's 
BIRTHDATE:                          DEATHDATE: Oct.3,1882  Byam gen 
HEADSTONE: marble mon/small/droop.rosebud CONDITION: bad mower 
scratches/loose ston 
FOOTSTONE: no                       CONDITION: 
MAKER:                             VERSE: no 
COMMENT: top:Eddie/infant son of A.N. & E.A. Byam 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, EDNA               LOTNUM: 110 -e 
NAME: Edna Samson Byam              YEAR: 1972        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: July 1, 1898             DEATHDATE: Sept. 30, 1972 
HEADSTONE: #110-g/SAMMIE            CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no 
COMMENT: rear:with Edwin Colby Byam his wife/front:Lyman, Grace, Amy, Arzella 
*************************************************** ************************ 
ALPHNAME: BYAM, EDNA               LOTNUM: 110 -g
NAME: Sammie
YEAR: 1972
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, EDWI
LOTNUM: 69 -e
NAME: Edwin Byam
YEAR: 1835
AGE: 6mo's.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 22, 1835
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Fannie A., Rufus E. Byam

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, EDWI
LOTNUM: 110 -e
NAME: Edwin Colby Byam
YEAR: 1980
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 22, 1898
DEATHDATE: June 28, 1980
HEADSTONE: #110-f/EDDIE
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with wife Edna Sampson Byam/front: Lyman, Grace, Amy, Arzella

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, EDWI
LOTNUM: 110 -f
NAME: Eddie
YEAR: 1980
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 89 -d
NAME: Elizabeth A.
YEAR: 1885
AGE: 29y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Nov. 1, 1885
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rounded/LIZZIE
sunkbase, acidrain, stone slturn
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Amos N. Byam

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 115 -a
NAME: A. Elizabeth
YEAR: 1915
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1887
DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: I.M. Hadley
VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/ with George, Jennie, Mabel, Maude

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 124 -b
NAME: Ella
YEAR: 1986
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ELIZ
LOTNUM: 124 -e
NAME: Ella L.                           YEAR: 1986        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1905                      DEATHDATE: 1986
HEADSTONE: #124-b/ELLA               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE: 141
COMMENT: rear/with Kenneth H. Byam, Beth Byam Yates, Janet Byam Schiraldi
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, EMIL                  LOTNUM:   7 -a
NAME: Emily Byam                      YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 19, 1834                DEATHDATE: Oct. 7, 1913
HEADSTONE: granite monument/ BYAM     CONDITION: 2003 excellent but sl lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Samuel L. Byam, "his wife"
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, EPHR                  LOTNUM:  25 -b
NAME: Ephraim B.                      YEAR: 1852        AGE: 4mos. & 10dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 12, 1852
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/flower spray CONDITION: date & age sunken under ground
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Son of Ephraim L. & Sarah A. Byam
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, EPHR                  LOTNUM:  31 -a
NAME: Ephraim Albert                  YEAR: 1861        AGE: 16y'rs10mos29ds
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 6, 1861
HEADSTONE: marble/almost flat/finger up CONDITION: reset/acid rain/sunken/lichen
FOOTSTONE: marble/rounded             CONDITION: broken off piece gone
MAKER:                               VERSE: 31
COMMENT: Son of S. & M.A. Byam/Gone to rest - ere life's bright morn Had with Sorrow's
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, FANN                   LOTNUM:  69 -e
NAME: Fannie A. Byam                   YEAR: 1863        AGE: 9y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 20. 1863
HEADSTONE: #69-f/Fannie                CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:with Edwin, Rufus E. Byam
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, FANNI                 LOTNUM:  69 -f
NAME: Fannie                           YEAR: 1863        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush     CONDITION: chipped
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE: no
COMMENT:                              
***************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, FLORA                 LOTNUM: 164 -a
NAME: Flora R.                         YEAR: 1942        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860                       DEATHDATE: 1942
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                               VERSE:
COMMENT: BYAM CLOWATER/with Otis Byam his wife/Marion R., Doris B., Orville A.

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, FRAN LOTNUM: 69 -a
NAME: Father F.C.B. YEAR: 1933 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, FRAN LOTNUM: 69 -e
NAME: Frank Colby Byam YEAR: 1933 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848 DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: #69-a/Father F.C.B. CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan VERSE: 99
COMMENT: BYAM/Perpetual Care/rear:with wife Amelia, Ernest Hall, wife Nettie/The Lord h
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, FRAN LOTNUM: E045 -a
NAME: Frank W. S. Byam YEAR: 1967 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1915 DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BYAM/with Estelle LaRock Byam Diamond
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, GEOR LOTNUM: 89 -b
NAME: George O. Byam YEAR: 1910 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 2, 1829 DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1910
HEADSTONE: granite monument/rounded CONDITION: good except tree roots/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: F. M. Hadley, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/with his wife Mary A. Capen
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, GEOR LOTNUM: 115 -a
NAME: George C. Byam YEAR: 1891 AGE: 2y'rs
BIRTHDATE: 1857 DEATHDATE: 1891
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: I.M. Hadley VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/with Jennie his wife, children Mabel, Maude,A. Elizabeth
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, GRAC LOTNUM: 89 -a
NAME: Grace B. YEAR: 1869 AGE: 2y'rs
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 8, 1869 Byam Gen
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Moran & Dutton Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Minnie T. children Of George O.& Mary A. Byam/front Grace and Minnie
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, GRAC LOTNUM: 110 -c
NAME: Grace YEAR: 1979 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block
CONDITION: bad chip left rear corner
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, GRAC
LOTNUM: 110 -e
NAME: Grace Hutchins Byam
YEAR: 1979
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 16, 1876
DEATHDATE: Oct. 29, 1979
HEADSTONE: #110-c/GRACE
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, HANN
LOTNUM: 69 -e
NAME: Hannah M.
YEAR: 1909
AGE: 96y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 21, 1909
HEADSTONE: #69-g/Mother
CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: 100
COMMENT: front:with S. Edwin Byam his wife/"I shall be satisfied when I awake with thy

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, HANN
LOTNUM: 69 -g
NAME: MOTHER
YEAR: 1909
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, JAME
LOTNUM: 167 -a
NAME: James S. Byam
YEAR: 1920
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864
DEATHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/with his wife Louise L. Reed

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, JENN
LOTNUM: 115 -a
NAME: Jennie A.
YEAR: 1949
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861
DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION:
MAKER: I.M. Hadley
VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/with George C. Byam his wife, children Mabel, Maude,A. Elizabeth

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, JOHN
LOTNUM: 38 -d
NAME: Father
YEAR: 1906
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: sod encroaching, chipped
FOOTSTONE: granite/flush
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

****************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, JOHN  LOTNUM: 38 -e
NAME: John Byam  YEAR: 1906  AGE:
HEADSTONE: 38-d/Father  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Sarah C. his wife, Marietta his wife/rear:Arthur, Stella Dutton

ALPHNAME: BYAM, JOSI  LOTNUM: 74 -a
NAME: Father  YEAR: 1865  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  HEADSTONE: marble monu./double/flower  CONDITION: acid rain/ twisted/loose
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mother Sophronia/also Sarah/Arabella/Susan/Sophronia A. Cook

ALPHNAME: BYAM, KENN  LOTNUM: 124 -a
NAME: Kenneth  YEAR: 1986  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:  COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BYAM, LAUR  LOTNUM: 44 -c
NAME: Laura J.  YEAR: 1914  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 24, 1834  DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1914
HEADSTONE: #44-e/LAURA  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Winter, Lowell  VERSE: 74
COMMENT: rear:daughter of Marcus D. & Rebeckah C. Byam/with them, Mary P.

ALPHNAME: BYAM, LAUR  LOTNUM: 44 -e
NAME: Laura  YEAR: 1914  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  HEADSTONE: marble/curved/small  CONDITION: bad lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LORÉ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 142 -c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Loretta E. Byam</td>
<td>YEAR: 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1874</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Lysander M. Byam, his wife Sarah E. Norton, May A. Byam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LUCY</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 188B-b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Lucy Hannah</td>
<td>YEAR: 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1886</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Ray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LYMÁ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 110 -d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Lyman</td>
<td>YEAR: 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: granite block</td>
<td>CONDITION: lichen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: top: LYMÁ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LYMÁ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 110 -e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Lyman Andrew Byam</td>
<td>YEAR: 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: Jan. 1, 1875</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: Aug. 15, 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: #110-d/LYMÁ</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LYSÁ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 142 -b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Lysander</td>
<td>YEAR: 1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: granite/small arch/LYSÁNDER</td>
<td>CONDITION: sod encroaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LYSÁ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 142 -c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Lysander M. Byam</td>
<td>YEAR: 1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1837</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: #142-b/Lysander</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with his wife Sarah E. Norton, Loretta E. Byam, May A. Byam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME:  BYAM, MABE</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 115 -a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME: Mabel E.</td>
<td>YEAR: 1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1883</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: no</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER: I.M. Hadley</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: BYAM/with George, Jennie, Maude, A. Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARC  LOTNUM: 44 -a
NAME: Father  YEAR: 1878  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/small  CONDITION: bad lichen/bad chip left
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARC  LOTNUM: 44 -c
NAME: Marcus D. Byam  YEAR: 1878  AGE: 72
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Mar. 22, 1878
HEADSTONE: #44-a/FATHER  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Winter, Lowell  VERSE: 74
COMMENT: with Rebeckah C., Mary P. his wives/back:with Laura

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARI  LOTNUM: 38 -e
NAME: Marietta Rouillard  YEAR: 1917  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 15, 1844  DEATHDATE: Aug. 1, 1917
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Byam his wife, Sara his wife/rear:Arthur, Stella Dutton

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARJ  LOTNUM: 184 -b
NAME: Marjorie E.  YEAR: 1944  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1911  DEATHDATE: 1944
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/with Arnold, his wife Amelia B., Paul, Amelia B., David

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARY  LOTNUM: 31 -c
NAME: Mary A.  YEAR: 1864  AGE: 42yrs. 1mo. 27d
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: marble/flat
FOOTSTONE: broken in 3/on ground  CONDITION:
MAKER: obscured  VERSE: 32
COMMENT: wife of Stillman Byam/Rest dear one, rest, Thine earthly days With all it

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARY  LOTNUM: 44 -c
NAME: Mary P.  YEAR: 1890  AGE: 91
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 17, 1890
HEADSTONE: #44-d/MOTHER  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Winter, Lowell  VERSE: 74
COMMENT: Wife of Marcus D. Byam/with him, Laura J.

ALPHNAME: BYAM, MARY  LOTNUM: 44 -d
NAME: Mother  YEAR: 1890  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/curved/small  CONDITION: bad lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, MARY                      LOTNUM:  84 -c
NAME: Mamma                             YEAR: 1910        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/raised       CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VE RSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/front:with Daniel Proctor Byam his wife, Paul Field, his wife Bessie Alta
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, MARY                      LOTNUM:  84 -e
NAME: Mary P. Wetherbee                 YEAR: 1910        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 16, 1852              DEATHDATE: Dec. 11, 1910
HEADSTONE: #84-c/Mamma                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VE RSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/front:with Daniel Proctor Byam his wife, Paul Field, his wife Bessie Alta
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, MARY                      LOTNUM:  89 -b
NAME: Mary A. Capen                     YEAR: 1918        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 9, 1828              DEATHDATE: Aug. 5, 1918
HEADSTONE: granite monument/rounded      CONDITION: good except tree roots/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER: F. M. Hadley, Lowell                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/with George O. Byam his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, MINN                      LOTNUM:  89 -a
NAME: Minnie T.                         YEAR: 1877        AGE: 4y'r & 9mo
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Jan. 11, 1877
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER: Moran & Dutton Lowell                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Grace B. children of George O. & Mary A. Byam/front:Grace and Minnie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, OTIS                      LOTNUM:  13T-a
NAME: Otis Byam, family tomb            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: slate in granite              CONDITION: good/2003 some lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: Built 1835
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, OTIS                      LOTNUM: 164 -a
NAME: Otis Byam                         YEAR: 1953        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862                       DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: COND ITION:
FOOTSTONE: COND ITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BYAM CLOWATER/with Flora R. his wife/Marion R., Doris B., Orville A. Clowater
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, PAUL LOTNUM: 184 -a
NAME: Paul W. Byam YEAR: 1984 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1917 DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 162
COMMENT: CPL US Army World War II
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, PAUL LOTNUM: 184 -b
NAME: Paul W. Byam YEAR: 1984 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1917 DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE: #184-a/Paul W. Byam CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/BYAM/with Arnold, Amelia, Marjorie, Amelia B., David
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, RAY LOTNUM: 188B-b
NAME: Ray Spaulding YEAR: 1955 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886 DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Lucy Hannah
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, REBE LOTNUM: 44 -b
NAME: Mother YEAR: 1838 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/small CONDITION: bad lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ROBE LOTNUM: 44 -c
NAME: Rebeckah C. YEAR: 1838 AGE: 33
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 24, 1838
HEADSTONE: #44-b/MOTHER CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Winter, Lowell VERSE: 74
COMMENT: wife of Marcus D. Byam/with him, Mary P./back:Laura D./Partner and children...
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ROBE LOTNUM: 151 -b
NAME: Roberta Kearney YEAR: 1997 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1927 DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE: #151-a/Roberta CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: BYAM/ Beloved wife and mother/with Arthur Wendell Byam
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, ROBE LOTNUM: 151 -a
NAME: Roberta                           YEAR: 1997        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: black granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: excellent 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, RUFU                      LOTNUM: 69 -e 
NAME: Rufus E. Byam                     YEAR: 1866        AGE: 26y'rs. 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Mar. 25, 1866 
HEADSTONE: #69-i/Rufus                         CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: granite rectangle/flush              CONDITION: good 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, RUFU                      LOTNUM: 69 -i 
NAME: Rufus                             YEAR: 1866        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 69-E/Rufus E. Byam                  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: granite rectangle/flush              CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, S. E.                     LOTNUM: 69 -e 
NAME: S. Edwin Byam                     YEAR: 1873        AGE: 62y'rs 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 6, 1873 
HEADSTONE: #69-h/Father                        CONDITION: good 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 100 
COMMENT: front:with Hannnah M. his wife/"I shall be satisfied when I awake with thy" 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, S. ED                     LOTNUM: 69 -h 
NAME: Father                            YEAR: 1873        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 69-h/S. Edwin Byam                  CONDITION: sod encroaching 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, SAMU                      LOTNUM: 7 -a 
NAME: Samuel L. Byam                    YEAR: 1887        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: May 10, 1836               DEATHDATE: Feb. 22, 1887 
HEADSTONE: granite monument/BYAM               CONDITION: 2003 excellent but sl lichen 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: no 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with wife Emily 
**************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM: 25 -a 
NAME: Sarah A.                           YEAR: 1857        AGE: 37yrs 9months 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: January 4, 1857 
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed CONDITION: tipped forward/off base 
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: Wife of Ephraim L. Byam
ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM:  38 -c
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1873        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: granite/flush CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM:  38 -e
NAME: Sarah C.                          YEAR: 1873        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 3, 1835               DEATHDATE: May 30, 1873
HEADSTONE: 38-c/Mother                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Byam his wife, Marietta his wife/rear:Arthur, Stella Dutton

ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM:  74 -b
NAME: Sarah                             YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/flowers                      CONDITION: acid
rain/twisted/loose
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM:  74 -e
NAME: Sarah                             YEAR: 1888        AGE: 78y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 8, 1888
HEADSTONE: #74 -b/SARAH.                       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: G.F. Witherell Lowell                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with Sophronia wives Josiah Byam, Josiah/rear: Arabella, Susan, Sophronia

ALPHNAME: BYAM, SARA                      LOTNUM: 142 -c
NAME: Sarah E. Norton                   YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840                       DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE: #142-a/Sarah                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Lysander M. Byam his wife, Loretta E. Byam, May A. Byam

ALPHNAME: BYAM, SOPH                      LOTNUM:  74 -a
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1841        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble monu./double/flower CONDITION: acid
rain/twisted/loose
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Josiah

ALPHNAME: BYAM, STILL                      LOTNUM:  31 -d
NAME: Stillman Byam                     YEAR: 1878        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 11, 1817             DEATHDATE: July 9, 1878
HEADSTONE: marble/point/FLT in rings Maso    CONDITION: "F" broken off
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat
CONDITION: out of gr./lean. on headstone
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Co. K 6th Reg't M.V.M. 1862
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, SUSA          LOTNUM:  74 -c
NAME: Susan                     YEAR: 1856        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: marble/flowers       CONDITION: acid
rain/twisted/loose
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, SUSA          LOTNUM:  74 -e
NAME: Susan                     YEAR: 1856        AGE: 18
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Sept. 18, 1856
HEADSTONE: #74 -c/SUSAN.         CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER: G.F. Witherell Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Sophronia daughters of Josiah/Sophronia Byam
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, Sara          LOTNUM:  142 -a
NAME: Sarah                      YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE: granite/small arch/SARAH       CONDITION: sod encroaching ends
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, LOUI            LOTNUM:  167 -a
NAME: Louise L. Reed           YEAR: 1930        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869                DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE:                       CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER:                             VERSE:  
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/James S. Byam, his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  BYAM, SOPH            LOTNUM:  74 -e
NAME: Sophronia                 YEAR: 1841        AGE: 43y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Sept. 11, 1841
HEADSTONE: #74 -a/MOTHER         CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER: G.F. Witherell Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:Sarah wives Josiah Byam, Josiah/rear: Arabella, Susan Byam, Sophronia Cook
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  Cady, Edward          LOTNUM:  E082 -a
NAME: Edward A Cady             YEAR: 1998        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov 10 1924          DEATHDATE: Mar 12 1998
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:  
MAKER:                             VERSE: 187
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  Cady, Edward          LOTNUM:  E082 -b
NAME: Edward Arthur              YEAR: 1998        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: No v. 10, 1924               DEATHDATE: Mar. 12, 1998
HEADSTONE: #E082-a/Edward A. Cady             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Colmer                                    VERSE:
COMMENT: with Sally Roberts
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CADDY, SALL                      LOTNUM: E082 -b
NAME: Sally Roberts                       YEAR:               AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:              HEADSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Colmer                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Edward Arthur
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CALDER, CHAR                    LOTNUM:  72 -a
NAME: Charles T. Calder                 YEAR: 1955        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873                       DEATHDATE: 19 55        HEADSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elizabeth M. George his wife, Evelyn E. Kroll and loving husband Raymond
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CALDER, ELIZ                    LOTNUM:  72 -a
NAME: Elizabeth M. George               YEAR: 1978        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879                       DEATHDATE: 19 78        HEADSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: CALDER/with Charles T. Calder his wife, Evelyn E. Kroll and loving hus.Raymond
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CAMPANELLA, MILD                LOTNUM:  91P-a
NAME: Mildred P. Campanella             YEAR: 1967        AGE:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: stone is in path
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CANN, FRED                      LOTNUM: 171  -a
NAME: Frederick H. Cann                 YEAR: 1943        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 4, 1918               DEATHDATE: May 14, 1943        HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle             CONDITION: blackened
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CANN, HARV                       LOTNUM: 171  -b
NAME: Harvey G.                                   YEAR: 1969        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1891                     DEATHDATE: 1969                     HEADSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: LuzBrothers 1122GorhamStLowell,Mass         VERSE: no
COMMENT: CANN/with Nora his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CANN, NORA                     LOTNUM: 171  -b
NAME: Nora                              YEAR: 1964        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1891                       DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: LuzBrothers 1122GorhamStLowell,Mass       VERSE:
COMMENT: CANN/with Harvey his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CANN, WARR                      LOTNUM: 171 -c
NAME: Warren H Cann                     YEAR: 1990        AGE: Mar 30 1921
BIRTHDATE: Feb 1 1990                 DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 156
COMMENT: TEC 4 US Army World War II
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARDEN, ELVI                    LOTNUM: E039 -a
NAME: Elvin A Carden                    YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 27 1926                DEATHDATE: Dec 23 2000
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 180
COMMENT: BM1 US NAVY WORLD WAR II
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARR, CHRI                      LOTNUM: E083 -b
NAME: Christina S.                      YEAR: 1998        AGE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Leland E.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARR, LELA                      LOTNUM: E083 -a
NAME: Leland E.                         YEAR: 1998        AGE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 186
COMMENT: with Christina S./Lt. Col. Aus.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON                          LOTNUM: CS032-a
NAME: Our Little Angels                 YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite/landscape/lake clouds       CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 148
COMMENT: landscape, clouds, mountains, trees, sunrise, hills. Our Little Angels on lake
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON, BEAT                    LOTNUM: 43A-a
NAME: Beatrice A. Carson                YEAR: 1935        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                        DEATHDATE: 1935
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Clayton G. Martin, his wife Eva J.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON, JACK                    LOTNUM: CS027-a
NAME: Jackson B.                        YEAR: 1978        AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Perry Monument Co., Pelham, N.H. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Phyllis L.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON, JAME                    LOTNUM: CS029-a
NAME: James Allen                       YEAR: 1979        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1973                       DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE: granite/CARSON/stalking tigers CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: flush rectangle
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON, PHYL                    LOTNUM: CS027-a
NAME: Phyllis L.                        YEAR: 1988        AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Perry Monument Co. Pelham, N.H. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Jackson B.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARSON, SHAR                    LOTNUM: CS030-a
NAME: Sharon Marie                      YEAR: 1979        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1975                       DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE: granite/CARSON/resting lambs CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: flush rectangle, resting lambs heads face name
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARTER, DORO                    LOTNUM: 116B-b
NAME: Dorothy U. Chase                  YEAR: 1979        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 3, 1899               DEATHDATE: Nov. 22, 1979
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:CARTER/rear:inscription/with Maxwell B. Carter his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARTER, MAXW                    LOTNUM: 116B-a
NAME: Maxwell B. Carter                 YEAR: 1964        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov 17, 1895               DEATHDATE: July 29, 1964
HEADSTONE: marble rectangle/flush       CONDITION: sod encroach./some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: New Hampshire PVT 103 FA 26 Yankee Div World War I
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CARTER, MAXW                    LOTNUM: 116B-b
NAME: Maxwell B. Carter
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 17, 1895
HEADSTONE: 116B-a/Maxwell B. Carter
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: front:CARTER/rear: inscription/with his wife Dorothy U. Chase
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CASE, BRAD
NAME: Bradley
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1912
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: daffodills/scroll/with his wife Raenette Byam
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CASE, RAEN
NAME: Raenette Byam
BIRTHDATE: July 25, 1916
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: daffodills/scroll/with Edward F. his wife, infant son Bradley
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, ABBIE
NAME: Abbie M.
BIRTHDATE: April 13, 1880
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rose bud
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: front:ABBIE/Gone but not forgotten/Dau.of Calvin B. & Maria S.Hodgkins
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, ADAM
NAME: Adams Chamberlin
BIRTHDATE: 1839
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: with Harriet his wife,Earl their son,daughter Millie
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, EARL
NAME: Earl A.
BIRTHDATE: 1873
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: with Adams Chamberlin,Harriet their son, Millie their daughter
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, EDE
NAME: Edward F.
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1912
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: daffodills/scroll/with his wife Raenette Byam, infant son Bradley
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CASE, BRAD
NAME: Bradley
BIRTHDATE: 1946
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: Daffodills/scroll/infant son with Edward F., Raenette Byam
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: CASE, EDWA
NAME: Edward F.
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1912
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
COMMENT: daffodills/scroll/with his wife Raenette Byam, infant son Bradley
***********************************************************
NAME: Ede I.                       YEAR: 1852       AGE: 5yrs & 8mos.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Oct. 26, 1852
HEADSTONE: marble/sl. pointed/dove fly up       CONDITION: sunk in ground hiding verse
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/E.J.C.                 CONDITION: out of ground by stone/chipped
MAKER:                                            VERSE: 1
COMMENT: Daughter of Samuel B. & Ruth E. CHAMBERLAIN/The dying words of our Ede.----
*********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, HARR          LOTNUM:  75 -g
NAME: Harriet                       YEAR: 1922       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1837                     DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Adams Chamberlin his wife,Earl their son,daughter Millie
***********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, JOEL          LOTNUM:  63 -a
NAME: Joel Chamberlain              YEAR: 1899       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 21, 1816            DEATHDATE: Feb. 12, 1899
HEADSTONE: marble/flat               CONDITION: bad a.rain/lichen/chips/illeg.
FOOTSTONE: no                                 CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 15
COMMENT: At Rest.
***********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN          LOTNUM:  75 -b
NAME: John F. Chamberlin             YEAR: 1858       AGE: 26
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 1st, 1858
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                                 CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 102
COMMENT: chunk gone:John F., from V.R./with Martha his wife/We shall meet again my dear
***********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, JOSE          LOTNUM:  43I-b
NAME: Mr. Joseph Chamberlain 3rd     YEAR: 1828       AGE: 30
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sep. 23, 1828
HEADSTONE: slate/urn,willow/4rosettes               CONDITION: base chipped/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/JC            CONDITION: letters barely visible
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 63
COMMENT: Lo where the silent willow weeps A husband, a father sleeps. No eye from
***********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, JOSE          LOTNUM:  75 -d
NAME: Joseph Chamberlain             YEAR: 1861       AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: March 14, 1861
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rounded    CONDITION: broken in two/lying on ground
FOOTSTONE: no                                 CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
***********************************************************

ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, JOSI          LOTNUM:  27 -a
NAME: Josiah B.                      YEAR: 1838       AGE: 1yr, 9m.
BIRTHDATE: March 1, 1838
HEADSTONE: slate/willow
COMMENT: Son of Parker and Mary Chamberlain

NAME: Lilley Ette
YEAR: 1851
AGE: 10 days
BIRTHDATE: July 25, 1851
HEADSTONE: marble/sl. pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKE: VERSE: no
COMMENT: infant daughter of Samuel B. & Ruth E. Chamberlain

NAME: Lucy Elizabeth
YEAR: 1827
AGE: 2 mo. & 9 days
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 7, 1827
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKE: VERSE: 62
COMMENT: In memory of daughter of Mr. Joseph Chamberlin 3rd, wife Betsy/Farewell dear

NAME: Maria S.
YEAR: 1884
AGE: 52 yrs 6 mos.
BIRTHDATE: June 17, 1884
HEADSTONE: marble/v.intricate/roses plus
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKE: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of S. B. Chamberlin/MOTHER

NAME: Martha H.
YEAR: 1858
AGE: 23
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 3, 1858
HEADSTONE: Condition:
FOOTSTONE: Condition:
MAKE: VERSE: 103
COMMENT: with John F. Chamberlin his wife/They were lovely and pleasant in life and in

NAME: Martha P.
YEAR: 1873
AGE: 70 yrs.
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 13, 1873
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
FOOTSTONE: Condition:
MAKE: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Joseph Chamberlin

NAME: Mary A.
YEAR: 1887
AGE: 86 yrs 4 mos
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 18, 1887
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
FOOTSTONE: Condition: rel. good but some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with Parker Chamberlain/his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, MILL  LOTNUM: 75 -g
NAME: Millie  YEAR: 1947  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1869  DEATHDATE: 1947  
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: Daughter, with Adams, Harriet Chamberlin, Earl their son
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, PARK  LOTNUM: 27 -b
NAME: Parker Chamberlain  YEAR: 1867  AGE: 64 yrs 10 mo's  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Dec. 5, 1867  
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: rel. good, but some lichen  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: with Mary A. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, RHOD  LOTNUM: 45 -a
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 24, 1859  
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed  CONDITION: lichen/mowerchip-1/sunk/tipped  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE: 40  
COMMENT: Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, RUTH  LOTNUM: 41 -b
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 10, 1860  
HEADSTONE: marble obelisk/short/finger up  CONDITION: sl. off-set from base/acid rain  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell  VERSE: 38  
COMMENT: Wife of S.B. Chamberlain/"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord."
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, SAMU  LOTNUM: 41 -a
NAME: Dea. Samuel B. Chamberlin  YEAR: 1898  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 16, 1810  DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1898  
HEADSTONE: marble/flat  CONDITION: acid rain/some lichen  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER: Chas. Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: 41  
COMMENT: I wait for the Lord
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN, SARA  LOTNUM: 75 -a
NAME: Sarah Lizzie  YEAR: 1874  AGE: 17 yrs  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 3, 1874  
HEADSTONE: marble/wreath, dove/flat  CONDITION: bad acid rain  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  
MAKER: Witherell & Co., Lowell  VERSE: no  
COMMENT: dau. of J.F. & M.H. Chamberlin
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: CHAMBERLAIN/MESERVE  LOTNUM: 27 -d
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:  

ALPHNAME: CHAMPEAUX, BARB
LOTNUM: E081-a
NAME: Barbara L. (Mears)  YEAR: 1998  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: beloved wife/with James V. Champeaux, Loving Parents of Niles and Walker

ALPHNAME: CHAMPEAUX, JAME
LOTNUM: E081-a
NAME: James V. Champeaux  YEAR: 1998  AGE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with beloved wife Barbara L. (Mears), Loving Parents of Niles and Walker

ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, BEAT
LOTNUM: CS111
NAME: Beatrice M.  YEAR: 1985  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919  DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: GarsideGraniteProducts24NabnassetSt VERSE:
COMMENT: AFCO on left rear/with Gerald P., Cynthia Kay Chandler

ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, CYNT
LOTNUM: CS111
NAME: Cynthia Kay Chandler  YEAR: 1996  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1938  DEATHDATE: 1996
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: GarsideGraniteProducts24NabnassetSt VERSE:
COMMENT: AFCO on left rear/with Gerald P., Beatrice M.

ALPHNAME: CHANDLER, GERA
LOTNUM: CS111-a
NAME: Gerald P.  YEAR: 1915  DEATHDATE:
BIRTHDATE: 1915  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: GarsideGraniteProducts24NabnassetSt VERSE:
COMMENT: AFCO on left rear/with Beatrice M., Cynthia Kay Chandler

ALPHNAME: CLARK, ANNI
LOTNUM: 138-b
NAME: Gramma Clarke  YEAR: 1982  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with David S.W. Clarke/cem. rec. Anne E. (Sarty)

ALPHNAME: CLARK, DAVI
LOTNUM: 138-a
NAME: David S.W. Clarke  YEAR: 1988  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 26, 1932 DEATHDATE: Dec. 26, 1988
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/CLARKE CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with Gramma Clarke

ALPHNAME: CLARK, DAVI LOTNUM: 138-b
NAME: David S.W. Clarke YEAR: 1988 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1932 DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE: #138-a/David S.W. Clarke CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with Gramma Clarke

ALPHNAME: CLARK, HENR LOTNUM: 138-b
NAME: Henrietta M. C. Clarke YEAR: 1930 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 10, 1877 DEATHDATE: June 5, 1930
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/with Samuel J. Clarke, his wife

ALPHNAME: CLARK, ROME LOTNUM: 17-a
NAME: Romey L. YEAR: 1916 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885 DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: granite flush rectangle/CLARK CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Rock of Ages VERSE: no
COMMENT: Cem rec.: Died November 23, 1916

ALPHNAME: CLARK, ROSE LOTNUM: 17-a
NAME: Rose M. YEAR: 1969 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886 DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE: granite flush rectangle/CLARK CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: Rock of Ages VERSE: no
COMMENT: Cem rec. Died Dec. 29, 1968

ALPHNAME: CLARK, SAMM LOTNUM: 138-b
NAME: Samuel J. Clarke YEAR: 1936 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 8, 1880 DEATHDATE: Feb. 29, 1936
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/with his wife Henrietta M.C. Clarke

ALPHNAME: CLINGAN, ANN LOTNUM: 140-a
NAME: Ann B. Locke YEAR: 1941 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1870 DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/with James Clingan his wife, infants Evelyn, Isabelle

ALPHNAME: CLINGAN, EVEL LOTNUM: 140-a
NAME: Evelyn YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: infant
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/infant/with James Clingan his wife Ann B. Locke, infant Isabelle
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLINGAN, ISAB LOTNUM: 140 -a
NAME: Isabelle YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: infant
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/infant/with James Clingan his wife Ann B. Locke, infant Evelyn
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLINGAN, JAME LOTNUM: 140 -a
NAME: James Clingan YEAR: 1958 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879 DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: front/with his wife Ann B. Locke, infants Evelyn, Isabelle
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLOUGH, JAME LOTNUM: E103 -a
NAME: Clough YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: irregular chunk of stone
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLOUGH, JAME LOTNUM: 120A-a
NAME: James Henry Clough YEAR: 1984 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb 8 1902 DEATHDATE: Mar 12 1984
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Luz Brothers, Inc. 1122 Gorham St. VERSE:
COMMENT: SC3 US NAVY WORLD WAR II
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLOUGH, JAME LOTNUM: 120A-b
NAME: James H. Clough YEAR: 1984 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902 DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE: #120A-a/James Henry Clough CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Luz Brothers, Inc. 1122 Gorham St. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Celestia F., Joseph H., Pearl E. Clough
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLOUGH, JOSE LOTNUM: 120A-b
NAME: Joseph H. Clough YEAR: 1949 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1861 DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Luz Brothers, Inc. 1122 Gorham St. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Celestia F., James H., Pearl E. Clough
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: CLOUGH, PEAR LOTNUM: 120A-b
NAME: Pearl E. Clough YEAR: 2001 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907 DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CON DITION:  
MAKER: Luz Brothers, Inc. 1122 Gorham St.  VERSE:  
COMMENT: with Joseph H., Celestia F., James H. Clough  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  CLOWATER, DORI  LOTNUM: 164 -a  
NAME: Doris B.  YEAR: 1983  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1895  DEATHDATE: 1983  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: BYAM CLOWATER/with Orville A. Clowater/his wife, Marion R. Clowater  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  CLOWATER, JAME  LOTNUM: 187A-b  
NAME: James Y. Clowater  YEAR: 1941  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1873  DEATHDATE: 1941  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER: Hepworth Memorials Londonderry, NH  VERSE:  
COMMENT: front CLOWATER WHITE/rear with Merrill E. White, his wife Pauline M. Clowater  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  CLOWATER, MARI  LOTNUM: 164 -a  
NAME: Marion R. Clowater  YEAR: 1931  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1861  DEATHDATE: 1931  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: BYAM CLOWATER/with Otis Byam, his wife Flora R/Doris B., Orville A. Clowater  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  CLOWATER, ORVI  LOTNUM: 164 -b  
NAME: Orville Clowater  YEAR: 1964  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Aug 19 1896  DEATHDATE: Aug 18 1964  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  CONDITION: sod encroaching/blackened  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE: 214  
COMMENT: PFC BTRY F 102 FIELD ARTY World War I  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  COBURN, BURT  LOTNUM: E018 -a  
NAME: Burton C.  YEAR: 1997  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 2, 1940  DEATHDATE: Nov. 11, 1997  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: COBURN/with G. Daisy  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  COBURN, G.DAI  LOTNUM: E018 -a  
NAME: G. Daisy  YEAR:  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 13, 1935  DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: COBURN/with Burton C.  
***************************************************  ************************
ALPHNAME:  COMRIE, ELAI  LOTNUM: E017 -b  
NAME: Elaine P.  YEAR:  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT:  
***************************************************  ************************
BIRTHDATE: June 24, 1933             DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: COMRIE/with Robert G. Sr.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COMRIE, ROBE                LOTNUM: E017 -a
NAME: Robert G Comrie Sr              YEAR: 1990        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov 16 1931                DEATHDATE: Aug 22 1990
HEADSTONE: flush/gray granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: 179
COMMENT: SN US NAVY KOREA
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COMRIE, ROBE                LOTNUM: E017 -b
NAME: Robert G. Sr                    YEAR: 1990        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 16, 1931              DEATHDATE: Aug. 22, 1990
HEADSTONE: #E017-a/Robert G. Comrie Sr CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: COMRIE/with Elaine P.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COOK, AUST                  LOTNUM: DS16 -a
NAME: Austin W.                        YEAR: 1973        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909                       DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with his wife Dorothy R.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COOK, DORO                  LOTNUM: DS16 -a
NAME: Dorothy R.                       YEAR: 1999        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1913                       DEATHDATE: 1999
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with Austin W./his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COOK, SOPH                  LOTNUM: 74 -e
NAME: Sophronia A.                    YEAR: 1882        AGE: 58   (V.R. 57)
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 24, 1882
HEADSTONE: #74 -f/SOPHRONIA           CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER: G.F. Witherell Lowell           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of William P. Cook/rear with Susan, daughters of Josiah/Sophonia Byam
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  COOK, SOPH                  LOTNUM: 74 -f
NAME: Sophronia                       YEAR: 1882        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: marble/flowers             CONDITION: loose on base/lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE:                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  CORMICK, MATT               LOTNUM: 5 -a
NAME: Matthew J. Cormick                YEAR: 1969        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Nov 27 1909  DEATHDATE: July 20 1969 
HEADSTONE: granite/flush/a cross       CONDITION: 2003 good but chip front edge 
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts Tec 5  107 Eva Hosp World War II
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CORMICK, WILL             LOTNUM:  5 -b
NAME: William J. Cormick                YEAR: 1932        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 3, 1932 Cemrec 
HEADSTONE: granite monument/leaves      CONDITION: good/2003 lichen 
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Cemetery Dept. Records: d. Sept. 3, 1932 age 29 yrs, 3 mos., 14 days
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  COULAM, CHES             LOTNUM: CS036-a
NAME: Chester P. Coulam                 YEAR: 1980        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1919 DEATHDATE: 1980 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush       CONDITION: sod encroaching badly 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 150
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  COWDRAY, EVEL              LOTNUM: 110 -e
NAME: Evelyn (Byam) Cowdray             YEAR: 1997        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 16, 1900 DEATHDATE: Dec. 24, 1997 
HEADSTONE: #110-h/Evelyn     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Edwin Colby Byam, his wife Edna Sampson Byam
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  COWDRY, Evel               LOTNUM: 110 -h
NAME: Evelyn                          YEAR: 1997        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: speckled granite     CONDITION: almost flush/excellent 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CREAMER, GOLD              LOTNUM: 119A-a
NAME: Goldie M.                        YEAR:             AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1918 DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/leaves CONDITION: good/tree root upper rt.corner 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lyle M.
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  CREAMER, LYLE              LOTNUM: 119A-a
NAME: Lyle M.                          YEAR: 1961        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1906 DEATHDATE: 1961 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/leaves CONDITION: good/tree root upper rt.corner 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Goldie M.
ALPHNAME: CRETE, BARB  LOTNUM: E088 -a
NAME: Barbara Concannon  YEAR: 1993  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 10, 1937  DEATHDATE: June 4, 1993
HEADSTONE: granite/cross upper left corn.  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Colmer  VERSE:
COMMENT: Beloved wife and devoted mother

ALPHNAME: CURRIER, BESS  LOTNUM: 172 -a
NAME: Bessie Nickerson Currier  YEAR: 1964  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892  DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co. Manufacturers Lowell  VERSE:
COMMENT: On front:NICKERSON/rear:Rev.George, Emma Carson, George, Viola Nickerson

ALPHNAME: DADMUN, BETS  LOTNUM: 42 -i
NAME: Mrs. Betsey  YEAR: 1839  AGE: 63
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 6, 1839
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, column/urn  CONDITION: chips at base
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/B.D.  CONDITION: 2002 footstone out of place
MAKER: B.K. Park, Harvard  VERSE: 52
COMMENT: wife of Mr. Joseph Dadmun/"Tho' never on earth shall we see her return, Yet

ALPHNAME: DALTON, GLAD  LOTNUM: 202 -b
NAME: Gladys (Knowlton) Dalton  YEAR: 1991  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 10, 1917  DEATHDATE: March 9, 1991
HEADSTONE: flush/gran. rectangle/daffodill  CONDITION: left side chips/sodencroaching
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: DALTON, ROBE  LOTNUM: 202 -a
NAME: Robert Frazer Dalton  YEAR: 1991  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct 20 1912  DEATHDATE: Sep 5 1991
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 147
COMMENT: PFC US Army World War II

ALPHNAME: DAWES, CLAR  LOTNUM: 102 -b
NAME: Clarence  YEAR: 1917  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900  DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 115
COMMENT: with Manoah, Hannah/"Be ye also ready"

ALPHNAME: DAWES, HANN  LOTNUM: 102 -b
NAME: Hannah  YEAR: 1957  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886  DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                          VERSE: 115
COMMENT: with Manoah, Clarence/"Be ye also ready"
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DAWES, MANO                     LOTNUM: 102 -b
NAME: Manoah Dawes                      YEAR: 1945        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 17, 1862              DEATHDATE: June 26, 1945
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: with Hannah, Clarence/"Be ye also ready"
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DELONG, ALBE                    LOTNUM: 147A-a
NAME: Alberta M.                        YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914                       DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: with Lydianna
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DELONG, LYDI                    LOTNUM: 147A-a
NAME: Lydianna                          YEAR: 19823        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                       DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: with Alberta M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DIAMOND, ESTE                   LOTNUM: E045 -a
NAME: Estelle LaRock Byam Diamond       YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1917                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: gray granite/ship's wheel           CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: BYAM/with Frank W.S. Byam
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DIODATI, ALEX                   LOTNUM: E157 -a
NAME: Alexander Edward                  YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1945                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: gray granite/ship's wheel           CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: DIODATI
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DONOGHUE, RYAN                  LOTNUM: E286 -a
NAME: Ryan M. Donaghue                  YEAR: 2003        AGE:
HEADSTONE: small stick of marble/plastic       CONDITION: fair/chipped
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
COMMENT: words apparently typed on card enclosed in plastic wrapped around it
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  DOOLE, JAME                     LOTNUM: 201A -b
NAME: James E. Doole                    YEAR: 1980        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1893                       DEATHDATE: 1980
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 115
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>BIRTHDATE</th>
<th>DEATHDATE</th>
<th>HEADSTONE</th>
<th>FOOTSTONE</th>
<th>MAKER</th>
<th>COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOOLE, MILD</td>
<td>Mildred M. Bowne</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td></td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with James E. Doole his wife/V.R &amp; cemetery rec. Mildred M. Bowne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOLE, MOTH</td>
<td>MOTHER</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>flush/granite rectangle</td>
<td></td>
<td>sod encroaching badly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW, CELI</td>
<td>Celia Battles Park Dow</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td></td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with A. Heady Park his wife/left:Homer Battles Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRYDEN, ALIC</td>
<td>Alice B.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Sept.7,2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with Edward O., Judith E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRYDEN, EDWA</td>
<td>Edward O.</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with Alice B., Judith E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRYDEN, JUDI</td>
<td>Judith E.</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td></td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with Edward O., Alice B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUDLEY, BENJ</td>
<td>Dea. Benj. Dudley</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct. 25, 1799</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 1879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>east side/God is our refuge and strength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, BETS
LOTNUM: 85 -a
NAME: Betsey P.
YEAR: 1837
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 20, 1808
DEATHDATE: Nov. 28, 1837
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: north side/wife of Dea. Benj. Dudley

ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, GEOR
LOTNUM: 85 -a
NAME: George H. Dudley
YEAR: 1910
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1836
DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: west side/with Hittie D. his wife

ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, GUIL
LOTNUM: 166 -a
NAME: Guilford H. Dudley
YEAR: 1934
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857
DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, HITT
LOTNUM: 85 -a
NAME: Hittie D.
YEAR: 1913
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1836
DEATHDATE: 1913
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: west side with George H. Dudley, his wife

ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, LUCY
LOTNUM: 166 -b
NAME: Lucy A. Morse
YEAR: 1921
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862
DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: his wife [of Guilford H. Dudley in lot 166 -a]

ALPHNAME: DUDLEY, MART
LOTNUM: 85 -a
NAME: Martha H.
YEAR: 1887
AGE: 86y'rs 9mo's
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Dec. 17, 1887
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
VERSE: 108
COMMENT: south side/wife of Dea. Benj. Dudley/Gone to her mansion above.

ALPHNAME: DUREN, JOSE
LOTNUM: 111 -a
NAME: Joseph Duren
YEAR: 1884
AGE: 83
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Apr. 18, 1885
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary A. his wife
ALPHNAME: DUREN, MARY  LOTNUM: 111 -a
NAME: Mary A.  YEAR: 1897  AGE: 88y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 6, 1897
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: fair/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Joseph Duren, his wife

ALPHNAME: DUTTON, ARTH  LOTNUM: 38 -a
NAME: Arthur  YEAR: 1951  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle /flush  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: DUTTON, ARTH  LOTNUM: 38 -e
NAME: Arthur E. Dutton  YEAR: 1951  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875  DEATHDATE: 1951
HEADSTONE: 38-a/Arthur  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Stella his wife/front:John, Sarah, Marietta Byam

ALPHNAME: DUTTON, STELL  LOTNUM: 38 -b
NAME: Stella  YEAR: 1956  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: granite/flush  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: DUTTON, STELL  LOTNUM: 38 -e
NAME: Stella M. Byam  YEAR: 1956  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875  DEATHDATE: 1956
HEADSTONE: 38-b/Stella  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with Arthur Dutton his wife/front:John, Sarah, Marietta Byam

ALPHNAME: EISNOR, MARY  LOTNUM: 57 -a
NAME: Mary P. Eisnor/Dau.  YEAR: 1958  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1881  DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Andrew L. Felch & Paulina his wife, their dau., Fred their son, Lewis son

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, BESS  LOTNUM: 165 -c
NAME: Bessie A. Kennedy  YEAR: 1973  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884  DEATHDATE: 1973
HEADSTONE: #165-a/B.K.E.  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with John B. Emerson his wife, Henry H.Emerson, Louise F.
ALPHNAME: EMERSON, BESS  LOTNUM: 165 -a
NAME: B.K.E.  YEAR: 1973  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, BRYA  LOTNUM: 165 -e
NAME: Bryant C. Emerson  YEAR: 1996  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 9, 1913  DEATHDATE: January 9, 1996
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, HENR  LOTNUM: 165 -c
NAME: Henry H. Emerson  YEAR: 1921  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1840  DEATHDATE: 1921
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 176
COMMENT: with Louise F. his wife, John B., Bessie A. Co. C 30th Mass. INF
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, IREN  LOTNUM: 165 -d
NAME: Irene R. Holdsworth  YEAR: 1976  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 10, 1912  DEATHDATE: July 5, 1976
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: blackened/ sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: wife of Bryant C. Emerson
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, JOHN  LOTNUM: 165 -c
NAME: John B. Emerson  YEAR: 1960  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1880  DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE: #165-b/J.B.E.  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Bessie A. Kennedy his wife, Henry H. Emerson, Louise F.
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, JOHN  LOTNUM: 165 -b
NAME: J.B.E.  YEAR: 1960  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
***************************************************

ALPHNAME: EMERSON, LOUI  LOTNUM: 165 -c
NAME: Louise F.  YEAR: 1924  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845  DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Henry H. Emerson his wife, John B., Bessie A.
***************************************************
ALPHNAME: ERVINE, BARB                      LOTNUM: 185 -d
NAME: Barbara House Ervine                YEAR: 1999      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1931                   DEATHDATE: Sept. 5, 1999
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle        CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE:
COMMENT:
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FADDEN, ADDI                     LOTNUM: 17 -c
NAME: Addie E. Varney                     YEAR: 1923      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                           DEATHDATE: 1923
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/ivy/lt.brown    CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles C. Fadden/Cem. Dept. she is his wife (Adelina Eva)
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FADDEN, CHAR                     LOTNUM: 17 -c
NAME: Charles C. Fadden                   YEAR: 1922      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1857                           DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/ivy/lt.brown    CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Addie E. Varney
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FADDEN, JAME                     LOTNUM: 17 -b
NAME: James H.                            YEAR: 1957      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892                           DEATHDATE: 1957
HEADSTONE: granite monument/flush/flowers  CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: FADDEN/with Nellie
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FADDEN, NELL                     LOTNUM: 17 -b
NAME: Nellie                              YEAR: 1991      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896                           DEATHDATE: 1991
HEADSTONE: gray granite monument/flowers   CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: FADDEN/with James H.
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FELCH, ANDR                      LOTNUM: 57 -a
NAME: Andrew L. Felch                     YEAR: 1934      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845                           DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE:                                CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Paulina his wife, Fred their son, Mary dau., Lewis son
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FELCH, FRED                      LOTNUM: 57 -a
NAME: Fred W.                             YEAR: 1893      AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874                           DEATHDATE: 1893
HEADSTONE:                                CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Andrew L. Felch & Paulina, their son, Mary P. Eisnor dDau., Lewis E. son
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FELCH, LEWI                     LOTNUM: 57 - a
NAME: Lewis E./Son                      YEAR: 1959        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879                       DEATHDATE: 1959
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                            CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: son/with Andrew L. Felch & Paulina his wife, Fred their son, Mary Eisnor dau
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FELCH, PAUL                     LOTNUM: 57 - a
NAME: Paulina Elizabeth                 YEAR: 1914        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1851                       DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                            CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Andrew L. Felch his wife, Fred their son, Mary Eisnor Dau, Lewis son
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FERRIS, ROBE                    LOTNUM: 88 - a
NAME: Robert H. Ferris                  YEAR: 1873        AGE: 73
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 5, 1873
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed               CONDITION: acid rain/chips/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                            CONDITION:
MAKER: G.F. Witherell                        VERSE: no
COMMENT:
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FIELD, BESS                     LOTNUM: 84 - b
NAME: Alta                              YEAR: 1974        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush to grd  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FIELD, BESS                     LOTNUM: 84 - e
NAME: Bessie Alta Byam                  YEAR: 1974        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 27, 1885              DEATHDATE: Mar. 23, 1974
HEADSTONE: #84-b/Alta                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/front with Paul Field his wife, Daniel P. Byam, his wife Mary P.
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FIELD, PAUL                     LOTNUM: 84 - a
NAME: Paul                              YEAR: 1970        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush to grd  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
****************************************************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: FIELD, PAUL                     LOTNUM: 84 - e
NAME: Paul M. F. Field                  YEAR: 1970        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 2, 1883               DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1970
HEADSTONE: #84-a/Paul                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/front with his wife Bessie Alta Byam, Daniel P. Byam, wife Mary P.
ALPHNAME: FINLEY, BERN  LOTNUM: 196-M
NAME: Berna Finley  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1931  DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: "with" Jack Finley/in memory only/not buried here

ALPHNAME: FINLEY, BERN  LOTNUM: 151mem
NAME: Berna Finley  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1931  DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: a memorial stone only/she is not buried here

ALPHNAME: FINLEY, BERN  LOTNUM: E151mem
NAME: Berna Finley  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1931  DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: flush grey granite  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Not actually buried here/in memory only.

ALPHNAME: FINLEY, J ACK  LOTNUM: 196-M
NAME: Jack Finley  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1929  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: "with" Berna Finley/in memory only/not buried here

ALPHNAME: FISH  LOTNUM: 163-a
NAME: Fish  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: pink quartz looking/FISH  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: FISH, CHAR  LOTNUM: 101-a
NAME: Little Charlie  YEAR: 1897  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 6, 1896  DEATHDATE: Oct. 25, 1897
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/also C.F.M., his wife Lillian, Sarah, Emma

ALPHNAME: FISH, CHARLES  LOTNUM: 101-a
NAME: C.F.M. Fish  YEAR: 1906  AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with his wife Lillian/also Sarah, Emma, Charlie
ALPHNAME: FISH, EMMA
LOTNUM: 101 -a
NAME: Emma J. Fish
YEAR: 1883
AGE: 18y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 13, 1883
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: left: with Sarah/also C.F.M., Lillian, Charlie

ALPHNAME: FISH, LILL
LOTNUM: 101 -a
NAME: Lillian E. Fish
YEAR: 1940
AGE: 59y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 31, 1864
DEATHDATE: Sept. 4, 1940
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with C.F.M. Fish his wife/also Sarah, Emma, Charlie

ALPHNAME: FISH, SARA
LOTNUM: 101 -a
NAME: Sarah W. Fish
YEAR: 1892
AGE: 59y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: June 17, 1892
DEATHDATE: June 17, 1892
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: left: with Emma/also C.F.M., Lillian his wife, Charlie

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, BENJ
LOTNUM: 62 -a
NAME: Benj. M. Fletcher
YEAR: 1906
AGE: 1867
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 29, 1827
DEATHDATE: Nov. 10, 1906
HEADSTONE: granite monu/slant/vine, leaves
CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: C. Wheeler/Lowell
VERSE: 94
COMMENT: FLETCHER/top:The memory of the just is blessed/Member of Co.G.13 Regt.N.H.Vol.

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, ELLA
LOTNUM: 76 -b
NAME: Ella M.
YEAR: 1870
AGE: 16y'rs. & 3mo's
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 14, 1870
DEATHDATE: Nov. 14, 1870
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: tipped/bad
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 104
COMMENT: Dau'r. of R. & M.J. Fletcher/Asleep in Jesus

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, FRED
LOTNUM: 76 -f
NAME: Fred L.
YEAR: 1953
AGE: 1867
BIRTHDATE: 1867
DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Julia N.

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, GEOR
LOTNUM: 80 -c
NAME: George M. Fletcher
YEAR: 1900
AGE: 18y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 31, 1864
DEATHDATE: Sept. 4, 1940
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted/vine
CONDITION: lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: C. Wheeler/Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: FLETCHER/with Nellie P. Fletcher Fradd
ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, JAME  LOTNUM: 76 -e
NAME: James W. Fletcher  YEAR: 1857  AGE: 4mo's.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Apr. 4, 1857 (V.R.)
HEADSTONE: marble monument/small/pointed CONDITION: bad mower chips at rear/a.rain
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: in V.R. not on stone:d. Apr. 4, 1857 son of Samuel & Rosanna Fletcher

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, JULI  LOTNUM: 76 -f
NAME: Julia N.  YEAR: 1924  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Fred L. Fletcher his wife

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, LUCI  LOTNUM: 62 -a
NAME: Lucinda V.  YEAR: 1908  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 15, 1829  DEATHDATE: Oct. 15, 1908
HEADSTONE: granite monu/slant/vine,leaves CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 94
COMMENT: with Benj. M. Fletcher his wife/top:The memory of the just is blessed

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, LUCY  LOTNUM: 76 -a
NAME: Lucy M.  YEAR: 1859  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 1, 1859
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Minnie J./children of R. & M.J. FLETCHER

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, MABE  LOTNUM: 94 -a
NAME: Mabelle  YEAR: 1892  AGE: 24y'rs. 12d'ys
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 13, 1892
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rounded CONDITION: broken but fixed firm/acidrain
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan VERSE: 3
COMMENT: wife of Fred L. Fletcher/Precious memories cluster Here....... (acid rain)

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, MART  LOTNUM: 76 -c
NAME: Martha J. Fletcher  YEAR: 1911  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 2, 1829  DEATHDATE: Apr. 1, 1911
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: top:MOTHER/bottom:FLETCHER/with Robert Fletcher

ALPHNAME: FLETCHER, MINN  LOTNUM: 76 -a
NAME: Minnie J.  YEAR: 1856  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 24, 1856
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
ALPHNAME:  FLETCHER, ROBERT                LOTNUM:  76 -c
NAME: Robert Fletcher                   YEAR: 1902        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 1, 1828               DEATHDATE: Sept. 21, 1902
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 121
COMMENT: top:FATHER/bottom:FLETCHER/with Martha/Member of Co.E.,26th Mass. Vols.
Enlist
******************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  FLETCHER, ROSA                  LOTNUM:  76 -d
NAME: Rosanna                           YEAR: 1856        AGE: 23
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 2, 1856
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed                      CONDITION: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Samuel Fletcher
******************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  FORD, B. FRA                  LOTNUM: 174A-a
NAME: B. Frank Ford                     YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896                       DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/cross/rectangle       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 149
COMMENT: with his wife Mildred Dalton Park
******************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  FOREMAN, DAVI                   LOTNUM: CS033-a
NAME: David B. Foreman                  YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920                       DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/cross/rectangle       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 149
COMMENT: CPL US Army Air Corps World War II
******************************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  FOREMAN, MARY                   LOTNUM: CS034-a
NAME: Mary H.                           YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1926                       DEATHDATE:             
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: 5 pointed star/with David B., his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FORTE                               LOTNUM: 136B-d
NAME: Forte                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                                   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 142
COMMENT: fallen cross on crushed flowers with leaves at upper left/curved design on top
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FORTE, ELEA                       LOTNUM: 136B-a
NAME: Eleanore G.                             YEAR: 1990        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924                               DEATHDATE: 1990
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FORTE, JOSE                       LOTNUM: 136B-c
NAME: Josephine D.                            YEAR: 1993        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1890                               DEATHDATE: 1993
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FORTE, PETE                       LOTNUM: 136B-b
NAME: Peter V.                                YEAR: 1999        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924                               DEATHDATE: 1999
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FOX, FRAN                          LOTNUM: E260-a
NAME: Francis E. Fox                          YEAR: 2002        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jun 7 1920                         DEATHDATE: Feb 14 2002
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 160
COMMENT: with Helen L. Fox
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FOX, HELE                          LOTNUM: E260-a
NAME: Helen L. Fox                            YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1923                               DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Francis E. Fox
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  FRADD, NELL                        LOTNUM: 80-c
NAME: Nellie P. Fletcher Fradd                YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1863                               DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted/vine      CONDITION: lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no                                  CONDITION:
MAKER: C. Wheeler/Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: FLETCHER/with George M. Fletcher

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FREEMAN, BARB LOTNUM: 204A -a
NAME: Barbara A. YEAR: 1963 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1930 DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: gran/lily/fallen cross/FREEMAN CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks 1001LawrenceSt. VERSE:
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FULLER, CHAR LOTNUM: 61 -d
NAME: Charles A. W. Fuller YEAR: 1902 AGE: 82y'rs. 9m's.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 10, 1902
HEADSTONE: marble monu./fancy/oak leaves CONDITION: tipped/acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT:

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FULLER, ELLE LOTNUM: 61 -a
NAME: Ellen L. YEAR: 1848 AGE: 3yrs. 3mos. 23d
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 28, 1848
HEADSTONE: marble/flat CONDITION: acid rain starting/chips
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell VERSE: 91
COMMENT: Daughter of Chas. A.W. & Emily FULLER/Oh cease thy grief ye parents dear, Thy

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FULLER, EMIL LOTNUM: 61 -c
NAME: Emily YEAR: 1881 AGE: 60yr's. 11mo's.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 19, 1881
HEADSTONE: marble mon./fancy/leaves, etc. CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell VERSE: 93
COMMENT: wife of Chas. A.W. Fuller/rest thee, mother, rest thee, wife In thy quiet,

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FULLER, JULI LOTNUM: 61 -b
NAME: Julia M. YEAR: 1848 AGE: 4yrs 11mos 18ds
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 21, 1848
HEADSTONE: marble/flat CONDITION: acid rain starting/chips
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 92
COMMENT: daughter of Chas. A.W. & Emily FULLER/beautiful, lovely, She was but given A

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: FULTON, LAUR LOTNUM: E080 -b
NAME: Laura Louise Fulton YEAR: 2003 AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz VERSE:
COMMENT: with William J. Fulton
ALPHNAME: FULTON, WILL
NAME: William J Fulton
BIRTHDATE: Jan 8 1914
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: 

NAME: William J Fulton
YEAR: 1997
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Jan 8, 1914
DEATHDATE: Sep 24 1997
HEADSTONE: #E080-a/William J Fulton
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: Adrian Luz
VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Laura Louise Fulton

ALPHNAME: GALLANT, RICH
NAME: Richard J. Gallant
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 8, 1961
HEADSTONE: blkgran./2hearts,male portrait
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: Adrian Luz
VERSE: 206
COMMENT: complex design includes 5 baby-size footprints, cross, "xox o xo." Not on cem list

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, EDWI
NAME: Edwin H.
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 23, 1875
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT: GARLAND/with parents Samuel,S.Elizabeth/also child.
Edwin,Stella,Ernest,Maude

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, EDWI
NAME: Edwin H.
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 27, 1865
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT: GARLAND/with parents Samuel,S. Elizabeth/ also child.
Edwin,Stella,Ernest,Maude

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, ERNE
NAME: Ernest A. Garland
BIRTHDATE: 1867
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT: GARLAND/with parents Samuel,S. Elizabeth/also child.
Edwin,Edwin,Stella,Maude

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, MAUD
NAME: Maude Garland
BIRTHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: GARLAND/with Samuel, S. Elizabeth/also their children Edwin, Edwin, Stella, Ernest

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, S. E. LOTNUM: 116 -a
NAME: S. Elizabeth YEAR: 1923 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 27, 1839 DEATHDATE: May 10, 1923
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: GARLAND/with Samuel J. his wife, children Edwin, Edwin, Stella, Ernest, Maude

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, SAMU LOTNUM: 116 -a
NAME: Samuel J. Garland YEAR: 1903 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 18, 1835 DEATHDATE: Feb. 5, 1903
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 135
COMMENT: GARLAND/Post 185, G.A.R., 10th Conn. Vols./with S. Elizabeth his wife, children

ALPHNAME: GARLAND, STELL LOTNUM: 116 -a
NAME: Stella R. Garland YEAR: 1949 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869 DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: GARLAND/with parents Samuel, S. Elizabeth/also child. Edwin, Edwin, Ernest, Maude

ALPHNAME: GARLICK, CLAR LOTNUM: 116A-a
NAME: Clarence YEAR: 1967 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 28, 1901 DEATHDATE: June 14, 1967
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: GARLICK/rear: inscription/with his wife Dorothy

ALPHNAME: GARLICK, DORO LOTNUM: 116A-a
NAME: Dorothy M. YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 7, 1896 DEATHDATE: Nov. 25, 1995
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: GARLICK/rear: inscription, with Clarence his wife

ALPHNAME: GAY, SUSA LOTNUM: 98 -f
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Jan. 4, 1935
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/WIFE CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Charles H. Spaulding and Edward G. Gay

ALPHNAME: GEARY, ROBE LOTNUM: E234 -a
NAME: Robert Joseph Geary YEAR: 2006 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr 25 1938                DEATHDATE: Apr 16 2000
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/ cross          CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                                               VERSE: 200
COMMENT:                                          ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GEARY, ROBE                     LOTNUM: E234 -b
NAME: Robert J. Geary                   YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 25, 1938              DEATHDATE: April 16, 2000
HEADSTONE: #E234-a/Robert Joseph Geary        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Lutz                               VERSE: 209
COMMENT:  GEARY/Devoted husband, Daddy and Papa ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GELINEAU, EUNI                  LOTNUM: 182 -f
NAME: Eunice L. Gelineau                YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918                       DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE: rec.granite/flush/cross at top      CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                                          ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GELINEAU, RICH                  LOTNUM: 182 -g
NAME: Richard P. Gelineau               YEAR: 1958        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919                       DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE: rectangle/granite/flush/cross       CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                                          ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GERRISH, CATH                   LOTNUM: 54 -a
NAME: Catherine C.                      YEAR: 1852        AGE: 32y'rs, 6mo's.
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Nov. 3, 1852
HEADSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                    CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Thomas M. Gerrish his wife, children Charles M., Fannie J. Gerrish ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GERRISH, CHAR                   LOTNUM: 54 -a
NAME: Charles M.                        YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE:             
HEADSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                    CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Charles M. & Fannie J. children of Thomas M. & Catherine C. Gerrish ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GERRISH, FANN                   LOTNUM: 54 -a
NAME: Fannie J.                          YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE:             
HEADSTONE:                                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                    CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell               VERSE: no
COMMENT: Charles M. & Fannie J. Gerrish Children of Thomas M. & Catherine C. Gerrish ****************************************
ALPHNAME:  GERRISH, THOM                   LOTNUM: 54 -a
NAME: Thomas M. Gerrish                  YEAR: 1889        AGE: 69yr's, 7mo's.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:  Sept. 18, 1889
HEADSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                  CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler  Lowell               VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Catherine C. his wife, children Charles, Fannie J. Gerrish
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  GLADU, MILD                     LOTNUM:  70 -a
NAME: Mildred                           YEAR: 1977        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching badly
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Valmar Gladu, Dorothy Zollinger, Nathan, wife Welthy, Minot, wife Clara Bean
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  GLADU, VALM                     LOTNUM:  70 -b
NAME: Val                               YEAR: 1958        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching badly
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mildred Gladu, Dorothy Zollinger, Nathan, wife Welthy, Minot, wife Clara Bean
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  GOODRIDGE, ADDI                 LOTNUM:  43B-d
NAME: Mother                            YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 7, 1873               DEATHDATE: Mar. 9, 1937
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle                   CONDITION: flush/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Eben Goodridge his wife, Theodore S. Puffer, his wife Florence A. Puffer
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  GOODRIDGE, ADDI                 LOTNUM:  43B-f
NAME: Addie F. Goodridge                  YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 7, 1873               DEATHDATE: Mar. 9, 1937
HEADSTONE: #43B-d/Mother                  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: perp.care/with Eben Goodridge his wife, Theodore & Florence Puffer
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  GOODRIDGE, EBEN                 LOTNUM:  43B-e
NAME: Dad                               YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:               
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle          CONDITION: flush
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no                      
COMMENT:                             
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GOODRIDGE, EBEN                LOTNUM: 43B-f
NAME: Eben Goodridge                  YEAR: 1937        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 10, 1871             DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1937
HEADSTONE: #43B-e/Dad                  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no                      
COMMENT: with his wife Addie F. Goodridge, Theodore S. Puffer, his wife Florence Puffer
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GOODWILL, HELE               LOTNUM: CS023-a
NAME: Helen F.                           YEAR: 1977        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: 1977
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
MAKER: LuzBrothersInc 1122 GorhamSt.Lowell VERSE: 
COMMENT: with John J.                 ******************

ALPHNAME: GOODWILL, JOHN               LOTNUM: CS023-a
NAME: John J.                           YEAR: 1980        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: 1980
HEADSTONE:                             CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
MAKER: LuzBrothersInc 1122 GorhamSt.Lowell VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Helen F.                 ******************

ALPHNAME: GRIFFIN, CHAR                LOTNUM: 52 -a
NAME: Charles Griffin               YEAR: 1887        AGE: 66yrs
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: June 10, 1887
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/FATHER      CONDITION: repaired/lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION: 
MAKER: C. Wheeler                      VERSE: no
COMMENT:                              ******************

ALPHNAME: GURICH, FRAN                 LOTNUM: DS12 -a
NAME: Francis Joseph Gurich           YEAR: 1972        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 2 1914                 DEATHDATE: Jan 28 1972
HEADSTONE: bronze rectangle           CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 173                     
COMMENT: MASSACHUSETTS CM3 USNR World War II
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: GURICH, LINDA                LOTNUM: E049 -b
NAME: Linda L.                          YEAR: 2001        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1950                         DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:                          
COMMENT: with Louis A. his wife Twyla B./their daughter
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: GURICH, LOUI
LOTNUM: E049 -a
NAME: Louis A. Gurich
YEAR: 2003
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jun 9 1921
DEATHDATE: Mar 6 2003
HEADSTONE: flush/bronze
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Twyla B Gurich
CONDITION: excellent
VERSE: 184

ALPHNAME: GURICH, LOUI
LOTNUM: E049 -b
NAME: Louis A.
YEAR: 2003
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1921
DEATHDATE: 2003
HEADSTONE: #D049-a/Louis A. Gurich
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with his wife Twyla B., their daughter Linda L.
CONDITION:
VERSE:

ALPHNAME: GURICH, TWYL
LOTNUM: E049 -b
NAME: Twyla B.
YEAR: 
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: #D049-a/Twyla B. Gurich
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Louis A. his wife /their daughter Linda L.
CONDITION:
VERSE:

ALPHNAME: GURICH, TWYL
LOTNUM: E049 -a
NAME: Twyla B Gurich
YEAR: 
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 5 1924
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/bronze
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Louis A. Gurich
CONDITION: sod encroaching
VERSE:

ALPHNAME: GUZMAN, LYDI
LOTNUM: E050 -a
NAME: Lydia Guzman R.
YEAR: 2001
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 6, 1935
DEATHDATE: June 6, 2001
HEADSTONE: flush/reddish granite/flowers
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: ABUELITA/cross between dates
CONDITION: sod encroaching
VERSE:

ALPHNAME: HADLEY, EDWA
LOTNUM: 183 -b
NAME: Edward
YEAR: 1963
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rectangle/granite/flush
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:
CONDITION: good
VERSE:

ALPHNAME: HADLEY, EDWA
LOTNUM: 183 -d
NAME: Edward W. Hadley
YEAR: 1963
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: #183-b/Edward
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/HADLEY/with Elsie L.Staples his wife,Helen E.Campbellhis wife
CONDITION:
VERSE:
ALPHNAME: HADLEY, ELSI                  LOTNUM: 183 -a
NAME: Elsie                             YEAR: 2001        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rectangle/granite/flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HADLEY, ELSI                  LOTNUM: 183 -d
NAME: Elsie L. Staples                  YEAR: 2001        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1906 DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: #183-a/Elsie                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/HADLEY/with Edward W. Hadley his wife, Helen E. Campbell
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HADLEY, HELE                  LOTNUM: 183 -c
NAME: Helen                             YEAR: 1939        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rectangle/granite/flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HADLEY, HELE                  LOTNUM: 183 -d
NAME: Helen E. Campbell                 YEAR: 1939        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900 DEATHDATE: 1939
HEADSTONE: #183-c/Helen                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/HADLEY/with Edward W. Hadley his wife, Elsie L. Staples
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, ERNE                    LOTNUM:  69 -d
NAME: Ernest                            YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching badly
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, ERNE                    LOTNUM:  69 -e
NAME: Ernest Hall                       YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1863 DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE: #69-d/Ernest                 CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with his wife Nettie, Frank Byam, wife Amelia
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, NETT                    LOTNUM:  69 -c
NAME: Nettie                            YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush      CONDITION: sod encroaching slightly
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HALL, NETT
LOTNUM: 69 -e
NAME: Nettie A. Byam
YEAR: 1961
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877
DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE: #69-c/Nettie
CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Ernest Hall his wife, Frank Byam, his wife Amelia

ALPHNAME: HALLWAY, WILL
LOTNUM: E093-a
NAME: William A.
YEAR: 1939
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 21 2004
DEATHDATE: Sept. 19 1939
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 217
COMMENT: with Rosemarie

ALPHNAME: HALLOWELL, ROSE
LOTNUM: E093-a
NAME: Rosemarie
YEAR: 1945
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept 21 1945
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 217
COMMENT: with William A

ALPHNAME: HALLOWES, MILD
LOTNUM: CS021-a
NAME: Mildred Louise
YEAR: 1975
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901
DEATHDATE: 1975
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: HALLOWS/with Isabel E.Taylor

ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, CHAR
LOTNUM: CS117-a
NAME: Charles M. Hamblett
YEAR: 1993
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb 27, 1918
DEATHDATE: Jan 15, 1993
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 216
COMMENT: TEC 4 US Army World War II

ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, CHAR
LOTNUM: CS118-a
NAME: Charles M.
YEAR: 1993
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918
DEATHDATE: 1993
HEADSTONE: #CS117-a/Charles M.Hamblett
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with his wife Mary L. Beaubien

ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, MARY
LOTNUM: CS118-a
NAME: Mary L. Beaubien
YEAR: 1986
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1927
DEATHDATE: 1986
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Charles M. his wife

ALPHNAME: HAMBLETT, Viol
LOTNUM: 43B-a
NAME: Auntie Viola A.                  YEAR: 1942        AGE: 86y 0m 9d cem.r
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 2, 1942 cem.rec.
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/Auntie    CONDITION: flush/lichen
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT:                              *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARLOW, FRAN                 LOTNUM: 141 -a
NAME: Frank E.                        YEAR: 1962        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                       DEATHDATE: 1962
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/HARLOW CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mabelle K.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARLOW, MABE                 LOTNUM: 141 -a
NAME: Mabelle K.                      YEAR: 1959        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878                       DEATHDATE: 1959
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle flush    CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Frank E.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARRIS, CONS                 LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Constance S. Harris             YEAR: 1977        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896                       DEATHDATE: 1977
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Everett, Eva Harris/Alma, Charles Wilson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARRIS, ELIJ                 LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Elijah Dyer Harris V.S.         YEAR: 1936        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1855                       DEATHDATE: 1936
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with his wife Mathilda, Everett Elijah, Eva, Constance Harris/Alma, Charles Wilson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARRIS, EVA                  LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Eva M. Harris                   YEAR: 1968        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885                       DEATHDATE: 1968
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Everett, Constance Harris/Alma, Charles Wilson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HARRIS, EVER                LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Everett Elijah Harris           YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897                       DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:                            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                            CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Eva, Constance Harris/Alma, Charles Wilson

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HARRIS, MATH
LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Mathilda M. Harris
YEAR: 1924 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1856 DEATHDATE: 1924
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife, Everett Elijah, Eva, Constance Harris/Alma, Charles Wilson

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HARTWELL, FLOR
LOTNUM: 144 -a
NAME: Florence E. Hartwell
YEAR: 1918 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 28, 1886 DEATHDATE: Jan. 29, 1918
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William H., Lora M. Hartwell

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HARTWELL, LORA
LOTNUM: 144 -a
NAME: Lora M. Hartwell
YEAR: 1904 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 3, 1863 DEATHDATE: Aug. 11, 1904
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William H., Florence E.

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HARTWELL, WILL
LOTNUM: 144 -a
NAME: William H. Hartwell
YEAR: 1912 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1856 DEATHDATE: Oct. 2, 1912
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lora M., Florence E.

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEALD, ALIC
LOTNUM: 160A-a
NAME: Alice M. Heald
YEAR: 1947 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1930 DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: HEALD/with Roland Heald, Marguerite A. Heald

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEALD, BENJ
LOTNUM: 76A-b
NAME: Benjamin F.
YEAR: 1981 AGE:
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground CONDITION: sod starting to encroach
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEALD, ETTA
LOTNUM: 76A-b
NAME: Etta May
YEAR: 1955 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888 DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT: HEALD/with Benjamin F.

ALPHNAME: HEALD, MARG
LOTNUM: 160A-a
NAME: Marguerite A. Heald
YEAR: 1950
BIRTHDATE: 1901
DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: HEALD/with Alice M. Heald, Roland Heald

ALPHNAME: HEALD, ROL
LOTNUM: 160A-a
NAME: Roland Heald
YEAR: 1972
BIRTHDATE: 1909
DEATHDATE: 1972
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: HEALD/with Alice M. Heald, Marguerite A. Heald

ALPHNAME: HEWINS, GILB
LOTNUM: 91B-a
NAME: Gilbert Millington Hewins
YEAR: 1998
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 23, 1911
DEATHDATE: June 9, 1998
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Louise S. Perham his wife, Margaret Southard his wife

ALPHNAME: HEWINS, LOUI
LOTNUM: 91B-a
NAME: Louise S. Perham
YEAR: 1981
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 23, 1912
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gilbert Millington Hewins his wife, Margaret Southard his wife

ALPHNAME: HEWINS, MARG
LOTNUM: 91B-a
NAME: Margaret Southard
YEAR: 1986
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 29, 1908
DEATHDATE: Mar. 19, 1986
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Gilbert Millington Hewins his wife, Louise S. Perham his wife

ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, BENJ
LOTNUM: 43D-a
NAME: Benj. Haywood
YEAR: 1862
AGE: 64y'rs.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 10, 1862
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
COND: tipped/acid
rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell
VERSE: 53
COMMENT: Dear Father's Grave/Dearest husband God hath called thee First to leave our

ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, ESTH
LOTNUM: 43D-b
NAME: Esther                       YEAR: 1893          AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 9, 1807 Townsend   DEATHDATE: Nov. 26, 1893
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed        CONDITION: lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER: E. Wheeler, Lowell        VERSE: 54
COMMENT: Dear Mother's Grave/Wife of Benjamin Haywood/Perpetual care/A Heroine of the
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, HERM          LOTNUM: 43D-d
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Nov. 23, 1881
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy          CONDITION: lichen/acid rain/
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell VERSE: 56
COMMENT: O for a touch of the vanished hand  O sound of the voice that is still
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, JAME          LOTNUM: 42-b
NAME: Mr. James Heywood          YEAR: 1791          AGE: 66yrs 10mos 15d
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Novr 6th 1791
HEADSTONE: slate/winged face, column CONDITION: lichen/weedwhacker scars
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: 44
COMMENT: In Memory of/Behold and see, as you pass by, As you are now so once was I, As
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, JOSE          LOTNUM: 42-d
NAME: Mr. Joseph Heywood         YEAR: 1805          AGE: 45
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Sept. 1, 1805
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, urns, columns CONDITION: faded writing
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: 46
COMMENT: IN memory of/Friends nor physicians could not save, My mortal body from the
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, RUFU          LOTNUM: 43D-c
NAME: Rufus B. Haywood           YEAR: 1869          AGE: 30yrs. 2ms. 10d
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Dec. 11, 1869
HEADSTONE: marble/fancy/rose      CONDITION: lichen/acid rain bad
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER: Witherell & Co., Lowell   VERSE: 55
COMMENT: Stop friends and wish her love  Thy body slumbers here  That he who come to
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, SARA          LOTNUM: 42-a
NAME: Mrs. Sarah Heywood         YEAR: 1802          AGE: 75
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: March 31, 1802
HEADSTONE: slate/urn/columns     CONDITION: lichen/weedwhacker scars
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: 43
COMMENT: In memory of/Wife of Mr James Heywood/No more my friend do'nt
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, SARA          LOTNUM: 42-g
NAME: Miss Sarah Heywood         YEAR: 1837          AGE: 37
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Feb. 17, 1837
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,column CONDITION: lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 49 
COMMENT: In memory of/Her mind with scripture truths are amply stored  She loved the

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HEYWOOD, SUSA  LOTNUM:  42 -c  
NAME: Mrs. Susanna  YEAR: 1833  AGE: 73  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 9, 1833  
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn-columns  CONDITION: weedwhacker scars/lichen rear  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 45  
COMMENT: In memory of/wife of Mr. Joseph Heywood/No more shall we her friendly converse

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HIGGINS, GLAD  LOTNUM: 162 -d  
NAME: Gladys Higgins  YEAR: 1992  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: July 19, 1900  DEATHDATE: Mar. 13, 1992  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush  CONDITION: lichen  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 137  
COMMENT: Beloved Mother

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HIGGINS, LAWR  LOTNUM: 162 -c  
NAME: Lawrence Higgins  YEAR: 1975  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug 3 1887  DEATHDATE: May 4 1975  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  CONDITION: lichen  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 213  
COMMENT: CPL US ARMY/WORLD WAR I

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HODSON, ELLA  LOTNUM: 98 -d  
NAME: Ella G. Hodson  YEAR: 1920  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1920  
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: sl. loose on base/acidr/lichen  
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: no  

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HOUSE  LOTNUM: 185 -e  
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: HOUSE

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HOUSE GELINEAU  LOTNUM: 182 -d  
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  
MAKER:  VERSE:  
COMMENT: HOUSE GELINEAU

******************************************************************************* 
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, ALFR  LOTNUM: 190A-a  
NAME: Alfred W.                         YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914             DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE:               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:               CONDITION:
MAKER:               VERSE:
COMMENT: HOUSE/with Bessie C.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, ARTH                     LOTNUM: 182 -c
NAME: Arthur W. House                   YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1881             DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/FATHER CONDITION: sunken/sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, ARTH                     LOTNUM: 203 -c
NAME: Arthur L., Jr.                    YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 16, 1945              DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Arthur L., Sr. wife Thelma F. Paignon, son Donald A.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, ARTH                     LOTNUM: 203B -a
NAME: Arthur L., Sr.                    YEAR: 1993        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 11, 1911             DEATHDATE: Aug. 10, 1993
HEADSTONE:               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with wife Thelma F. Paignon, son Donald A., son Arthur L., Jr.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, ARTH                     LOTNUM: 203B -a
NAME: Arthur L., Jr.                    YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 16, 1945              DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: son, with Arthur L, Sr., wife Thelma, son Donald A.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, BESS                     LOTNUM: 190A-a
NAME: Bessie C.                         YEAR: 1988        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1917             DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE:               CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: HOUSE/with Alfred W.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, BRUC                     LOTNUM: 190A-b
NAME: Bruce C. House                    YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1940             DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching/pollution
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, CHAR                     LOTNUM: 185 -f
NAME: Charles A. House
BIRTHDATE: 1930
DEATHDATE: 1966
HEADSTONE: gran.rect./flush/saber/star
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:
CONDITION: sod encroaching
VERSE:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, CHAR
LOTNUM: 186 -a
NAME: Charles A. House
BIRTHDATE: Oct 4 1909
DEATHDATE: June 2 1974
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: 165
COMMENT: 1ST SGT US ARMY
VERSE:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, CORI
LOTNUM: 182 -b
NAME: Corinna M. House
BIRTHDATE: 1883
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/MOTHER
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:
VERS:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, DONA
LOTNUM: 203 -c
NAME: Donald A.
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 5, 1935
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Arthur L., Sr., wife Thelma F. Paignon, son Arthur L., Jr.
VERS:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, DONA
LOTNUM: 203B -a
NAME: Donald A.
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 5, 1935
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: son, with Arthur, Sr., wife Thelma, son Arthur L., Jr.
VERS:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, HARR
LOTNUM: 186 -b
NAME: Harriette Ford House
BIRTHDATE: 1922
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Ralph E. House
VERS:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, HAZE
LOTNUM: 185 -b
NAME: Hazel W. House
BIRTHDATE: Jul. 9, 1908
DEATHDATE: Feb. 19, 1982
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:
VERS:

*******************************************
ALPHNAME: HOUSE, HORA
LOTNUM: 185 -a
NAME: Horace B House
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:
VERS:

*******************************************
BIRTHDATE: Feb 14 1906                DEATHDATE: Nov 28 1945
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                                                                                     
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, JAME                     LOTNUM: 185 -g
NAME: James Walter House                YEAR: 1999        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 15 1940               DEATHDATE: Sep 1 1999
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 164
COMMENT: US Army                                                                           
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, LOUI                     LOTNUM: 182 -a
NAME: Louise Adams Barchard House       YEAR: 1963        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885                       DEATHDATE: 1963
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sinking back/sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:                                    
COMMENT: wife of Arthur W. House                                      
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, RALP                     LOTNUM: 186 -b
NAME: Ralph E. House                    YEAR: 1981        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1916                       DEATHDATE: 1981
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:                        
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:                        
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks 1025LawrenceSt.       VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Harriette Ford House                                                                 
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, THEL                     LOTNUM: 203 -c
NAME: Thelma F. Paignon                 YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 25, 1912              DEATHDATE:                        
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:                        
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:                        
MAKER:                                           VERSE:                                    
COMMENT: with Arthur L., Sr. wife, son Donald A., son Arthur L., Jr.                                          
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOUSE, THEL                     LOTNUM: 203B -a
NAME: Thelma F. Paignon                 YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 25, 1912              DEATHDATE:                        
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:                        
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:                        
MAKER:                                           VERSE:                                    
COMMENT: with Arthur L. Sr. wife/son Donald A., son Arthur L., Jr.                                          
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOWARD, SARA                    LOTNUM: 188A-a
NAME: Sarah Jane Howard                 YEAR: 1941        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1859                       DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle             CONDITION: good but mower chips
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:                        
MAKER:                                           VERSE:                                    
COMMENT:                                                                                     
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOXIE, DANI                     LOTNUM: DS14 -a
NAME: Daniel W.                                    YEAR: 1972        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918                       DEATHDATE: 1972
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with his wife Ruth F.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HOXIE, RUTH                     LOTNUM: DS14 -a
NAME: Ruth F.                           YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                       VERSE:
COMMENT: with Daniel W./his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HUNT, IVAN                      LOTNUM: CS025-a
NAME: Ivan B. Hunt                      YEAR: 1978        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898                       DEATHDATE: 1978
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/sickle & wheat       CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/sunken
FOOTSTONE: marble/rounded/A.H.                   CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/sunken
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell                     VERSE: 18
COMMENT: Why should we mourn thine absence here Thy spirit seeks a happier sphere
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HUTCHINS                        LOTNUM:  43J-F
NAME: infant child                      YEAR: 1774        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 26, 1774 buried
HEADSTONE: unknown where,this likely spot      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: source:Bk. of Christ, Rev. Ebenezer Bridge/Infant child of Thomas Hutchins
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HUTCHINS, ABRA                  LOTNUM:  23 -a
NAME: Abram Hutchins                    YEAR: 1878        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 11, 1805               DEATHDATE: June 15, 1878
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/sickle & wheat       CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/sunken
FOOTSTONE: marble/rounded/A.H.                   CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/sunken
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell                     VERSE: 18
COMMENT: Why should we mourn thine absence here Thy spirit seeks a happier sphere
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  HUTCHINS, AL                    LOTNUM:  23 -c
NAME: Mr. Al Abram                      YEAR: 1860        AGE: 24
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 27,1860Billerica
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/rose               CONDITION: acid rain, crack lower left
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/A.A.H.                 CONDITION: acid rain/tipped
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell                     VERSE: 20
At top: In memory of/son of Abram & Betsey Hutchins of Carlisle/Thy memory tho

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, ANN
LOTNUM: 71-a
NAME: Ann E. Hutchins
YEAR: 1933
AGE: 97yrs. 7mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Oct. 28, 1933
HEADSTONE: granite monum./rounded
CONDITION: chip near top/lichen/loose
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with George Hutchins his wife

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, ANNA
LOTNUM: 43J-d
NAME: Widow Anna Hutchins
YEAR: 1819
AGE: 86
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: June 8, 1819
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow in pot
CONDITION: chips/some mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/A.H
MAKER: no
VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, BENJ
LOTNUM: 1-g
NAME: Benj. P. Hutchins
YEAR: 1882
AGE: 87yrs. 8mo
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Nov. 28, 1882
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: 2003 some acid rain
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/B.P.H.
CONDITION: 2003 sl. tipped
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell
VERSE: 9
COMMENT: Gone to his rest

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, BETS
LOTNUM: 23-b
NAME: Betsey
YEAR: 1872
AGE: 66yrs 9ms 23ds.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Feb. 28, 1872
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/hand up to God
CONDITION: acid rain/mower chips
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/B.H.
CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/tipped
MAKER: O. Goodale
VERSE: 19
COMMENT: Dear Mother/Wife of Abram Hutchins/Her children arise up and call her Blessed

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, ELIA
LOTNUM: 1-a
NAME: Dea. Eliakim Hutchins
YEAR: 1851
AGE: 82
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 1851
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
too high
CONDITION: sunken/2003 reset but too high
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/E.H.
CONDITION: OK
MAKER: no
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, ELIA
LOTNUM: 1-h
NAME: Eliakim Hutchins
YEAR: 1862
AGE: 69yrs. & 22ds.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Sept. 7, 1862
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: bad acid rain/sunken/chipped
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: H. W. Dresser, Lowell
VERSE: 4
COMMENT: Adieu dearest husband Affliction and sorrow ( ) Adieu........
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, EREN        LOTNUM:  71 -b
NAME: Erena E.                  YEAR: 1864        AGE: ?2 yr. 5 mo.
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Aug.22,1864(not in VR)
HEADSTONE: short granite monument/pointed CONDITION: bad acid
rain/lichen/loose
FOOTSTONE: no                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell      VERSE: 2
COMMENT: with Georganna, children of George & Ann Hutchins/most verse illegible
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, EUNI        LOTNUM:   1 -i
NAME: Eunice                   YEAR: 1888        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1807         DEATHDATE: Aug. 2, 1888
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/fixed by 2003 CONDITION: acid rain,mold
FOOTSTONE: no                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: 10
COMMENT: wife of Eliakim Hutchins/Weep not for mother who meekly led a life of
piety
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, GEOR        LOTNUM:  71 -a
NAME: George Hutchins           YEAR: 1885        AGE: 56 yrs. 10 mos.
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: May 21, 1885
HEADSTONE: granite monum./rounded CONDITION: chip near
top/lichen/loose
FOOTSTONE: no                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: with wife Ann E. Hutchins
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, GEOR        LOTNUM:  71 -b
NAME: Georganna                 YEAR: 1860        AGE: 2 yr's 8 mo's
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Sept. 2, 1860
HEADSTONE: marble monum./pointed/small CONDITION: acid rain bad/top loose
FOOTSTONE: no                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell         VERSE: 2
COMMENT: on front/with Erena on rear/children of George & Ann Hutchins/most
verse illeg
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, HARR        LOTNUM:   1 -d
NAME: Harriet                   YEAR: 1858        AGE: 22 yrs (VR)
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Dec. 4, 1858 (VR)
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed        CONDITION: sunken/death date obscured
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/E.H.       CONDITION: tipped/2003 sunken
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: dau. of B.P. & Phebe Hutchins (death info from Chelms. V.R. & Byam
genealogy)
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, JOHN        LOTNUM:  55 -b
NAME: John Hutchins             YEAR: 1882        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1797                 DEATHDATE: 1882
HEADSTONE:                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                    CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lois his wife, John Hutchins, his wife Sarah E., Wilmer J.
 *************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, JOHN        LOTNUM:  55 -b
NAME: John Hutchins             YEAR: 1922        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1837                       DEATHDATE: 1922
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                       CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Sarah E., Wilmer J., John, his wife Lois
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, LOIS                  LOTNUM: 55 -b
NAME: Lois Hutchins                     YEAR: 1889        AGE: 85
BIRTHDATE: 1804                       DEATHDATE: 1889
HEADSTONE: slate/fancy/face          CONDITION: bad lichen/mower
scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/Mrs. Marcy Hutchins            CONDITION: bad mower scratches
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: IN memory of/Relict of Mr. Samuel Hutchins
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, MART                  LOTNUM: 1 -f
NAME: Martha L.                          YEAR: 1870        AGE: 64yrs. 8mos.
BIRTHDATE: 1870                           DEATHDATE: Jan. 16, 1870
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/old mend/reset CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/M.L.H./sl. tipped             CONDITION: 2003 broken in
2, pieces there
MAKER: VERSE: 7
COMMENT: wife of B.P. Hutchins
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, MARY                  LOTNUM: 23 -f
NAME: Mary M.                            YEAR: 1872        AGE: 24yrs 8ms 14dys
BIRTHDATE: 1872                           DEATHDATE: Nov. 19, 1872
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/flower spray CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/M.M.H.              CONDITION: acid
rain/tipped/chipped
MAKER: VERSE: 22
COMMENT: Dau. of Abram & Betsey Hutchins/There remaineth therefore a rest for
the people
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, MIAL                  LOTNUM: 47 -a
NAME: Mial W. Hutchins                   YEAR: 1925        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1844                           DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: granite/partially slanted CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: no                       CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, NELL  LOTNUM: 71-b
NAME: Nellie Matilda  YEAR: 1945  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 24, 1945
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, PHEB  LOTNUM: 1-e
NAME: Phebe S.  YEAR: 1842  AGE: 44 y (V.R.)
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Jan. 4, 1842 (V.R.)
HEADSTONE: marble/flat  CONDITION: reset, so death data gone
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/P.S.H.  CONDITION: OK/reset
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: To the memory of/wife of Benjamin P. Hutchins

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, SARA  LOTNUM: 55-b
NAME: Sarah E. Hutchins  YEAR: 1926  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John his wife, Wilmer J., John, his wife Lois

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, SIMO  LOTNUM: 23-d
NAME: Simon  YEAR: 1838  AGE: 4wks 6dys
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 27, 1838
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed  CONDITION: severe acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:  MAKER:  VERSE: 21
COMMENT: Son of Abram & Betsey/Dear parents I am changed now A golden harpt string A

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, SOLO  LOTNUM: 43J-b
NAME: Solomon Hutchins  YEAR: 1813  AGE: 1yr.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb 28, 1813
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, geometric design  CONDITION: small chip, bad mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/S.H.  CONDITION: tipped
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: son of Dn. Eliakim & Mrs. Mary Hutchins/C74.30

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, THOM  LOTNUM: 23-e
NAME: Thomas J.  YEAR: 1863  AGE: 24yrs 12dys
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 17, 1839Carlisle  DEATHDATE: Oct. 29th, 1863
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/shield swordgun  CONDITION: acid rain
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat  CONDITION: broken/half on ground
MAKER: Witherell/Lowell  VERSE: 23
COMMENT: Erected in Memory of/Son of Abram & Betsey Hutchins/Who was a Vol. in Co. E.

ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, THOM  LOTNUM: 43J-e
NAME: Mr. Thomas Hutchins  YEAR: 1807  AGE: 78
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Octr 15, 1807
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, urn CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: slate/Mr. T.H. CONDITION: mower scratches
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: In Memory of
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, WILM LOTNUM: 55-a
NAME: Wilmer YEAR: 1934 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: HUTCHINS, WILM LOTNUM: 55-b
NAME: Wilmer J. Hutchins YEAR: 1934 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871 DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE: #55-a/WILMER CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Hutchins, his wife Lois, John Hutchins, his wife Sarah E.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: JACKSON, C.VI LOTNUM: 149A-b
NAME: C. Vivian YEAR: 1981 AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Charles A.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: JACKSON, CHAR LOTNUM: 149A-a
NAME: Charles A. Jackson YEAR: 1956 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug 21 1894 DEATHDATE: Oct 17 1956
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE: 146
COMMENT: Massachusetts Sgt Medical Department World War I
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: JACKSON, CHAR LOTNUM: 149A-b
NAME: Charles A. YEAR: 1956 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894 DEATHDATE: 1956
HEADSTONE: #149A-a/Charles A. Jackson CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with C. Vivian
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: JOHNSON, ANDR LOTNUM: 139-b
NAME: Andrine Bruun YEAR: 1952 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875 DEATHDATE: 1952
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Granitekrafts 5 Park St. Ayer Mass VERSE:
COMMENT: JOHNSON/with Hans Johnson his wife, Oluf Bruun, Christen Bruun
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: JOHNSON, DORO LOTNUM: DS18-a
NAME: Dorothy M. Staples YEAR: 2000 AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CON DITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 175
COMMENT: with Raymond B. Sr./Early American Artist  Everything a Mother Can Be

ALPHNAME: JOHNSON, HANS
NAME: Hans Johnson
YEAR: 1958
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1873
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Granitekrafts 5 Park St. Ayer Mass
VERSE:
COMMENT: front JOHNSON/rear with his wife Andrine Bruun, Oluf Bruun, Christen Bruun

ALPHNAME: JOHNSON, RAYM
NAME: Raymond B. Sr.
YEAR: 1973
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 1, 1914
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 174
COMMENT: with Dorothy M. Staples/Engineer  A Loving Father

ALPHNAME: JOHNSTON, GEOR
NAME: George M. Johnston
YEAR: 1960
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: JOHNSTON on front/rear with Harriet C. Townsend his wife

ALPHNAME: JOHNSTON, HARR
NAME: Harriet C. Townsend
YEAR: 1981
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: JOHNSTON on front/rear with George M. Johnston his wife

ALPHNAME: JONES, ETHE
NAME: Ethel J.
YEAR: 2001
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE: aalmost flush granite/JONES CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Glendon F.

ALPHNAME: JONES, FOST
NAME: Foster F. Jones
YEAR: 1960
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept 21 1918
HEADSTONE: granite/flush/a cross CONDITION: OK
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts Pvt. Co C 181 Infantry World War II

ALPHNAME: JONES, GLEN
NAME: Glendon F.
YEAR: 1920
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1920
HEADSTONE: aalmost flush granite/JONES CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with Ethel J.  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  JONES, HATT  
LOTNUM:  4-c  
NAME: Hattie Fisk Jones  
YEAR: 1936  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1886  
DEATHDATE: 1936  
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/Mother  
CONDITION: good  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT:  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  KABANA, EDWA  
LOTNUM: E116-a  
NAME: Edward D. Kabana  
YEAR: 2002  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug 5 1919  
DEATHDATE: Feb 28 2002  
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross  
CONDITION: sod encroaching  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
VERSE: 195  
COMMENT: KABANA/with Beloved wife Pauline Rita/Together Forever/A loving couple, devote  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  KABANA, PAUL  
LOTNUM: E116-b  
NAME: Pauline Rita  
YEAR:  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 15, 1935  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc. Hudson NH  
VERSE: 196  
COMMENT: KABANA/with Edward Dominick/Together Forever/A loving couple, devote  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  KAKNES, JOAN  
LOTNUM: CS115-a  
NAME: Joan D.  
YEAR:  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 15, 1935  
DEATHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc. Hudson NH  
VERSE:  
COMMENT: with William E.  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  KAKNES, WILL  
LOTNUM: CS115-a  
NAME: William E.  
YEAR: 1991  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 24, 1922  
DEATHDATE: Nov. 9, 1991  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc. Hudson NH  
VERSE:  
COMMENT: with Joan D.  

*******************************************************************************  

ALPHNAME:  KEEFE, EDWA  
LOTNUM: 43E-a  
NAME: Edward Keefe  
YEAR: 1936  
AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1860  
DEATHDATE: 1936
ALPHNAME: KEENAN, ALEX
LOTNUM: 159B-a
NAME: Alexander R. Keenan Sr.
YEAR: 1998
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1925
DEATHDATE: 1998
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks, 1025 Lawrence St.
VERSE: 128
COMMENT: KEENAN/with Frances-Ellen Keenan/Remember us

ALPHNAME: KEENAN, FRAN
LOTNUM: 159B-b
NAME: Frances-Ellen Keenan
YEAR: 
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1934
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks, 1025 Lawrence St.
VERSE: 128
COMMENT: KEENAN/with Alexander R. Keenan/Remember us

ALPHNAME: KELLY, CLAIRE
LOTNUM: E097-a
NAME: Claire L.
YEAR: 1997
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908
DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks, 1025 Lawrence St.
VERSE: 193
COMMENT: with John W.

ALPHNAME: KELLY, DANIEL
LOTNUM: CS075-a
NAME: Daniel W.
YEAR: 1989
AGE: 1951
BIRTHDATE: 1989
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rec.block/granite/scroll/KELLY
CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 153
COMMENT: A wonderful Dad

ALPHNAME: KELLY, JOHN
LOTNUM: E097-a
NAME: John W.
YEAR: 2001
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907
DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Colmer                                    VERSE: 193
COMMENT: with Claire L.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KENDALL, ANGI                   LOTNUM:  90 -a
NAME: Angie E. Kendall                  YEAR: 1953        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 24, 1872               DEATHDATE: Oct. 15, 1953
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/raised            CONDITION: lichen obscuring
      entire stone
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KENDALL, ETTA                  LOTNUM:  90 -b
NAME: Etta P.                           YEAR: 1881        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Aug. 25, 1881
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rounded             CONDITION:  
      FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  15
COMMENT: wife of Robert N. Kendall (death also read as Aug. 25, 1881 or 4/not in VR)  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KENDALL, ROBE                   LOTNUM:  90 -c
NAME: Robert N. Kendall                 YEAR: 1892        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 29, 1892
HEADSTONE: marble monument/rounded             CONDITION: arain/lichen/mower
      scratch
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  15
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KIMBALL, MAXW                   LOTNUM: 123B-a
NAME: Maxwell G. Kimball                YEAR: 1955        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept 18 1911               DEATHDATE: Sept 8 1955
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
      FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 139
COMMENT:  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KIMBALL, MAXW                   LOTNUM: 123B-c
NAME: Maxwell G. Kimball                YEAR: 1955        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: 1911                              DEATHDATE: 1955
HEADSTONE: #123B-a/Maxwell G. Kimball           CONDITION:  
      FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks/1001LawrenceSt.       VERSE:  
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/KIMBALL/with Mona E. his wife  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KIMBALL, MONA                   LOTNUM: 123B-b
NAME: Mona E. Kimball                   YEAR: 1994        AGE:  
BIRTHDATE: May 11, 1911               DEATHDATE: July 19, 1994
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
      FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  
COMMENT: registered nurse/also candle on left, lamp with handle on right  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  KIMBALL, MONA                   LOTNUM: 123B-c
NAME: Mona E.  
YEAR: 1994        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1911                       DEATHDATE: 1994
HEADSTONE: #123B-b/Mona E. Kimball CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks/1001LawrenceSt. VERSE:
COMMENT: PERPETUAL CARE/KIMBALL/with Maxwell G. Kimball his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KIMPTON, ANGE                   LOTNUM: E155mem
NAME: Angelica Kimpton YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: Mother of Berna Finley/not in any lot/in memory only/not buried here
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KNOWLES, BRUC                   LOTNUM: 178 -c
NAME: Bruce E. "Biff"                   YEAR: 1993        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 21, 1953              DEATHDATE: July 17, 1993
HEADSTONE: granite/flowers/KNOWLES             CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: HudsonMonumentsInc 72DracutRdHudson VERSE: 161
COMMENT: Till We Meet Again
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KNOWLTON, HARL                  LOTNUM: 202 -c
NAME: Harlan E.                          YEAR: 1952        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1952
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Julia E. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KNOWLTON, JULI                  LOTNUM: 202 -c
NAME: Julia E.                          YEAR: 1979        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888                       DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Harlan E. his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KNUDSEN, BERT                   LOTNUM: 139 -a
NAME: Bertha Knudsen                    YEAR: 1915        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872                       DEATHDATE: 1915
HEADSTONE: round./granite/2 round flowers CONDITION: loose on base/lichen/bad chips
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KROLL, EVEL                    LOTNUM: 72 -a
NAME: Evelyn E. Kroll                   YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907                       DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: CALDER/w/Raymond S.Kroll lovinghus./Charles T. Calder, his wife Elizabeth M.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: KROLL, RAYM                    LOTNUM: 72 -a
NAME: RAYMOND S. KROLL                  YEAR: 1997        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: CALDER/loving husband EVELYN E. KROLL/also with Charles & Eliz. Calder
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LAFFIN, BEAT                    LOTNUM: 146 -a
NAME: Beatrice                          YEAR: 1986        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897                       DEATHDATE: 1986
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: good but sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Walter Laffin, Howard Miller, Louisa Miller
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LAFFIN, WALT                    LOTNUM: 146 -a
NAME: Walter                            YEAR: 1964        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901                       DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: good but sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Beatrice Laffin, Howard Miller, Louisa Miller
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LANDRY, RALP                    LOTNUM: E046 -a
NAME: Ralph J Landry                    YEAR: 1998        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan 13 1925                DEATHDATE: Oct 19 1998
HEADSTONE: flush/gray granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE: 156
COMMENT: TEC 4 US ARMY WORLD WAR II
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LANE, DANI                      LOTNUM: 119 -c
NAME: Daniel W. Lane                    YEAR: 1896        AGE: 75yrs 4mos 16dy
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Nov. 9, 1896
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded but firm CONDITION: leaning against 119-b
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: MAKER: S. Sloane VERSE: no
COMMENT: Section III/mower scratches, break offs
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LANE, EDWA                      LOTNUM: 119 -a
NAME: Edward W. Lane                    YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                        DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Section III/with Lyman, Frank A. Lane
**************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  LANE, FRAN                      LOTNUM: 119 -a
NAME: Frank A. Lane                     YEAR: 1926        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1854                        DEATHDATE: 1926
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Section III/with Lyman, Edward W. Lane
ALPHNAME:  LANE, LYMAMLOTNUM: 119 -a
NAME: Lyman Lane                 YEAR: 1914   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1843              DEATHDATE: 1914
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted             CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                VERSE: no
COMMENT: Section III/with Frank A., Edward W. Lane

ALPHNAME:  LANE, MARY          LOTNUM: 119 -b
NAME: Mary D. Lane              YEAR: 1895   AGE: 75yrs 3mos 27dy
BIRTHDATE: 1843                 DEATHDATE: Feb. 9, 1895
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded        CONDITION: leaning against 119-c but firm
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrew & Wheeler Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Section III/mower scratches, break-offs

ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, ALIC         LOTNUM: 174B-a
NAME: Alice V. Scoboria        YEAR: 1945   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1869            DEATHDATE: 1945
HEADSTONE:                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                          CONDITION:
MAKER:                         VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/LAPHAM/with Edgar B. Lapham his wife, Gertrude M. Lapham

ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, BESS         LOTNUM:   8/9-c
NAME: Bessie                   YEAR: 1916   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914             DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: #8/9-d/Bessie        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear with C. Daniel Lapham, Eva his wife/right:Perpetual Care

ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, C. D.       LOTNUM:   8/9-d
NAME: C. Daniel Lapham         YEAR: 1949   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874             DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/2" high       CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/with his wife Eva & Bessie

ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, C.D.        LOTNUM:   8/9-e
NAME: C.D.L.                  YEAR: 1949   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                    DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush     CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                          VERSE: no
COMMENT:
**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, DANI  LOTNUM: 8/9-c**

NAME: Daniel Lapham  YEAR: 1988  AGE:

BIRTHDATE: 1918  DEATHDATE: 1988

HEADSTONE: #8/9-g/Daniel Lapham  CONDITION:

FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: right/Perpetual Care/with Margaret his wife & Daniel John

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, DANI  LOTNUM: 8/9-c**

NAME: Daniel John  YEAR: 1988  AGE:

BIRTHDATE: 1947  DEATHDATE: space reserved

HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:

FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: right/Perpetual Care/with Daniel Lapham & Margaret K.

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, DANI  LOTNUM: 8/9-g**

NAME: Daniel Lapham  YEAR: 1988  AGE:

BIRTHDATE: Oct 16 1918  DEATHDATE: May 26 1988

HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross  CONDITION: good

FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: TEC 3 US Army World War II

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, EDGA  LOTNUM: 174B-a**

NAME: Edgar B. Lapham  YEAR: 1939  AGE:

BIRTHDATE: 1866  DEATHDATE: 1939

HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:

FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE:

COMMENT: Perpetual Care/LAPHAM/with his wife Alice V. Scoboria, Gertrude M. Lapham

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, EDWA  LOTNUM: 8/9-b**

NAME: E.E.L.  YEAR: 1926  AGE:

BIRTHDATE:  CONDITION:

HEADSTONE: gray granite/flush  CONDITION: good

FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT:

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, EDWA  LOTNUM: 8/9-c**

NAME: Corp. Edward E. Lapham  YEAR: 1926  AGE:

BIRTHDATE: 1841  DEATHDATE: 1926

HEADSTONE: #8/9-b/E.E.L.  CONDITION:

FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: LAPHAM/with wife Harriet/Co.K 6th Reg't M.V.M.1862,Co.B 6th Reg't M.V.M.1864

**ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, ELIZ  LOTNUM: 32-b**

NAME: Elizabeth B.  YEAR: 1892  AGE: 82yrs

BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Apr 17, 1892

HEADSTONE: granite monument/drk gray  CONDITION: stone slightly offset

FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:

MAKER: VERSE: 33
COMMENT: LAPHAM/with Elizabeth B. his wife/PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, EVA                     LOTNUM:   8/9-c
NAME: Eva L.                            YEAR: 1953        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884                       DEATHDATE: 1953
HEADSTONE: #8/9-f/E.L.L.                       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:                     MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/with C. Daniel "his wife" & Bessie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, EVA                     LOTNUM:   8/9-f
NAME: E.L.L.                            YEAR: 1953        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: 6" flat granite square/flush                  CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/with C. Daniel "his wife" & Bessie
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, GERT                    LOTNUM: 174B-a
NAME: Gertrude M. Lapham                YEAR: 1965        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1895                       DEATHDATE: 1965
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/LAPHAM/daughter/with Edgar B. Lapham, his wife Alice V.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, HARR                    LOTNUM:   8/9-c
NAME: Harriet L.                        YEAR: 1927        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845                       DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE: #8/9-a/H.L.L.                       CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/LAPHAM/with Edward E. "his wife"
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, HARR                    LOTNUM:   8/9-a
NAME: H.L.L.                            YEAR: 1927        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: gray granite/flush                  CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front/LAPHAM/with Edward E. "his wife"
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, MARG                    LOTNUM:   8/9-c
NAME: Margaret K.                       YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1916                       DEATHDATE: 1989
HEADSTONE: #8/9-h/M.K.L.                       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: right/Perpetual Care/with Daniel Lapham "his wife" & Daniel John
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  LAPHAM, MARG                    LOTNUM:   8/9-h
NAME: M.K.L.                            YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush                  CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, MARY
LOTNUM: 39 -b
NAME: Mary C. Bean
YEAR: 1931
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 26, 1840
DEATHDATE: Sept. 23, 1931
HEADSTONE: marble stone/slant/MARY
CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Mary C. Bean his wife/stone next to Nathan B. Lapham

ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, NANC
LOTNUM: 67 -a
NAME: Nancy M. George
YEAR: 1958
BIRTHDATE: 1870
DEATHDATE: 1958
HEADSTONE: granite
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Wilber E. Lapham his wife, Nathan G., his wife Pauline W.

ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, NATH
LOTNUM: 39 -a
NAME: Nathan B. Lapham
YEAR: 1899
BIRTHDATE: July 24, 1838
DEATHDATE: July 24, 1899
HEADSTONE: marble stone/slant/NATHAN
CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Chas Wheeler, Lowell
VERSE: no

ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, NATH
LOTNUM: 67 -a
NAME: Nathan G. Lapham
YEAR: 1991
BIRTHDATE: Mar 21 1895
DEATHDATE: Jul 12 1991
HEADSTONE: bl&wh.specks/granite rectangle
CONDITION: excellent/flush
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: SGT US Army World War 1

ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, PAUL
LOTNUM: 67 -a
NAME: Pauline W. Worden
YEAR: 1978
BIRTHDATE: 1898
DEATHDATE: 1978
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Nathan G. Lapham his wife, & Wilber E., Nancy M. Lapham

ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, WILB
LOTNUM: 67 -a
NAME: Wilber E. Lapham
YEAR: 1960
BIRTHDATE: 1868
DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with Nancy M. George his wife, Nathan G., his wife
Pauline W.

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAPHAM, WILL
LOTNUM: 32 -b
NAME: William Lapham
YEAR: 1859   AGE: 49yrs
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: May 5, 1859
HEADSTONE: granite monument/drk gray     CONDITION: stone slightly offset
FOOTSTONE: no          CONDITION:
MAKER:            VERSE: 33
COMMENT: LAPHAM/with Elizabeth B. his wife/PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAPORTE, ARLE
LOTNUM: 161 -a
NAME: Arlene M. (Russell)
YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 5, 1920   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Robert P., Cynthiarae M. (Johnson)
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAPORTE, CYNT
LOTNUM: 161 -a
NAME: Cynthiarae M. (Johnson)
YEAR: 1992   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 7, 1951   DEATHDATE: Sept. 27, 1992
HEADSTONE: #161-b/CINDY            CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Robert P., Arlene M. (Russell)
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAPORTE, CYNT
LOTNUM: 161 -b
NAME: CINDY
YEAR: 1992   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/gran. rectangle/crosses          CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAPORTE, ROBE
LOTNUM: 161 -a
NAME: Robert P. LaPorte
YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 29, 1922   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Arlene M. (Russell), Cynthiarae M. (Johnson)
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LAWLOR, Hele
LOTNUM: CS108-a
NAME: Helen V.
YEAR: 1990   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1929   DEATHDATE: 1990
HEADSTONE: red brown granite/LAWLOR          CONDITION: some lichen on base
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: LEACH, CLAR
LOTNUM: 46 -b
NAME: Clarinna A. Leach
YEAR: 1891   AGE: 83
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE: Apr. 16, 1891
HEADSTONE: granite monument          CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:   CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan      VERSE: 15
COMMENT: At Rest

ALPHNAME: LEACH, JACOB                  LOTNUM: 46-a
NAME: Jacob H. Leach                      YEAR:             AGE:             
BIRTHDATE:                                   DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/design           CONDITION: chips/mower scratch/lichen 
FOOTSTONE: no                                CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                      VERSE: no 

ALPHNAME: LEWIS, BESS                     LOTNUM: 191B-b
NAME: Bessie (Betty) L. Proctor Lewis       YEAR: 1990        AGE:             
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 6, 1915                    DEATHDATE: Nov. 30, 1990 
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle         CONDITION: sod encroaching 
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                      VERSE: 
COMMENT: Name on monument should read Bessie (Betty) L. Proctor Lewis

ALPHNAME: LEWIS, WALT                     LOTNUM: 191B-c 
NAME: Walter Frederic Lewis               YEAR: 1996        AGE:             
BIRTHDATE: July 6, 1913                    DEATHDATE: Oct. 18, 1996 
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle         CONDITION: lichen starting 
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                      VERSE: 
COMMENT: rear with Bessie (Betty) Proctor Lewis

ALPHNAME: LIBBY, GUY                      LOTNUM: CS090-a
NAME: Guy F.                               YEAR: 1984        AGE:             
BIRTHDATE: 1906                            DEATHDATE: 1984 
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                 CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                      VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Ruth
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Guy F.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOCKE, GEOR LOTNUM: 140 -a
NAME: George F. Locke YEAR: 1905 AGE: 64y'rs,3mo's,27
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 30, 1905
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 143
COMMENT: rear/with Lydia F. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOCKE, LYDI LOTNUM: 140 -a
NAME: Lydia F. Locke YEAR: 1926 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 16, 1844 DEATHDATE: Jan. 13, 1926
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with George F. Locke his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LODGE, ALMA LOTNUM: DS07 -a
NAME: Alma Lodge YEAR: 1969 AGE:
birth:
DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching/pollution
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANNE LOTNUM: E132 -b
NAME: Anne-Marie "Collette" YEAR: 1948 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/lilies/MOTHER CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANNE LOTNUM: E132 -d
NAME: Anne-Marie YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 8, 1948 DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: #E132-b/Anne-Marie "Collette" CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz VERSE: 198
COMMENT: LOMBARDI/with Anthony J., Jr., Anthony J. Sr.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANTH LOTNUM: E132 -a
NAME: Anthony J., Jr. YEAR: 1999 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/gran./motorcycle/doghead CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Son
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANTH LOTNUM: E132 -c
NAME: Anthony J. Sr. YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/gran./sports car/FATHER CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANTH
LOTNUM: E132 -d
NAME: Anthony J. Sr.
YEAR: 1948
AGE: 1948
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 3, 1948
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: #132-c/Anthony J. Sr.
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz
VERSE: 198
COMMENT: LOMBARDI front and rear/with Anne-Marie, Anthony J. Jr.

ALPHNAME: LOMBARDI, ANTH
LOTNUM: E132 -d
NAME: Anthony J. Jr.
YEAR: 1999
AGE: 1999
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 10, 1969
DEATHDATE: June 20, 1999
HEADSTONE: #E132-a/Anthony J.,Jr.
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz
VERSE: 198
COMMENT: LOMBARDI/Beloved Son/with Anne-Marie, Anthony J. Sr./etched portrait of Jr.

ALPHNAME: LVOVSKAYA, TATY
LOTNUM: E161 -a
NAME: Tatyana Lvovskaya
YEAR: 2004
AGE: 2004
BIRTHDATE: 10.18.1944
DEATHDATE: 04.17.2004
HEADSTONE: black granite
CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: LaFLAMME, CHAR
LOTNUM: E287 -a
NAME: Charles J. "Chuck"
YEAR: 1924
AGE: 1924
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 8, 1924
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Lutz
VERSE: 203
COMMENT: LaFlamme/with Phyllis E. (Sturtevant)

ALPHNAME: LaFLAMME, PHYL
LOTNUM: E287 -a
NAME: Phyllis E. (Sturtevant)
YEAR: 1924
AGE: 1924
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 18, 1924
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: Adrian Lutz
VERSE: 203
COMMENT: LaFlamme/with Charles J. "Chuck"

ALPHNAME: Lot 108-115 No stones
LOTNUM: E108-15
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION:
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MACELROY, ELLE
LOTNUM: 189 -a
NAME: Ellen Paignon
YEAR: 2002
AGE: 2002
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 7, 1899
DEATHDATE: Sept. 19, 2002
HEADSTONE: redbrn gran./rose/thorns/cross
CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
NAME: Ellen E.                          YEAR: 2002        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1899                       DEATHDATE: 2002
HEADSTONE: #189 -a/Ellen Paignon          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: see #189-a Ellen Paignon/with Emile, Emma, Mabel, Arthur, Grace, Frances
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MACELROY, ROBE                  LOTNUM: 189 -a
NAME: Robert Grant                      YEAR: 1895        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 26, 1990               DEATHDATE: Aug. 7, 1895
HEADSTONE: redbrown gran./rose/thorns/cross      CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: cross between names,lily-of-valley/MACELROY/with Ellen Paignon
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MACENTEE, HENR                  LOTNUM: 178 -a
NAME: Henry J Macentee                  YEAR: 2003        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar 2 1925                 DEATHDATE: Jul 11 2003
HEADSTONE: flush/rectangle/granite/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 160
COMMENT: Tec 5 US Army World War II
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MACENTEE, JANE                  LOTNUM: 178 -b
NAME: Janet F. (Adams)                  YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 9, 1933               DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: MACENTEE/rear:with Henry J., John D.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MACENTEE, JOHN                  LOTNUM: 178 -b
NAME: John D.                           YEAR: 1984        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: MACENTEE/rear:with Henry J., Janet F.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MANSFIELD, ELLE                 LOTNUM: 112 -a
NAME: Ellen                             YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block                 CONDITION: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, ELLE
LOTNUM: 113 -b
NAME: Ellen
YEAR: 1928
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848
DEATHDATE: 1928
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: no
COMMENT: MANSFIELD/front:with FATHER & MOTHER

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, ERNE
LOTNUM: 113 -a
NAME: Ernest
YEAR: 1893
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: lichen
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, ERNE
LOTNUM: 113 -b
NAME: Ernest C.
YEAR: 1893
AGE: 17y'rs., 7mo's.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Sept. 18, 1893
HEADSTONE: 113-a/ERNEST
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: 119
COMMENT: MANSFIELD/Son of Geo.& Lizzie H. Mansfield/In loving rembrance

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, GEOR
LOTNUM: 113 -b
NAME: George P.
YEAR: 1916
AGE: 66y'rs. 3mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 8, 1916
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/GEORGE
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: lichen starting
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: no
COMMENT: MANSFIELD/rear:with Lizzie H./front:FATHER & MOTHER, with Ellen

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, GEOR
LOTNUM: 113 -d
NAME: George
YEAR: 1916
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/GEORGE
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: lichen starting
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, JERE
LOTNUM: 112 -b
NAME: Jeremiah C. Mansfield
YEAR: 1883
AGE: 66yrs. 6mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: July 5, 1883
HEADSTONE: granite monument/round/FATHER
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: 117
COMMENT: Death can not sever the ties that Bind our souls, they last forever.
Rest.

ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, LEON
LOTNUM: 86 -c
NAME: Leonard Jarvis
YEAR: 1911
AGE: 91yrs 3mos 21dy
HEADSTONE: granite pointed
CONDITION: good/some lichen base, stone
FOOTSTONE: MAKER: F. M. Hadley, Lowell
COMMENT: "They have met beyond the river"
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, LIZZ LOTNUM: 113-b
NAME: Lizzie H. YEAR: 1932 AGE: 81y'rs. 4mo's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 4, 1932
HEADSTONE: 113-c/LIZZIE CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan VERSE: no
COMMENT: MANSFIELD/rear:with George P./front:FATHER & MOTHER with Ellen
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, LIZZ LOTNUM: 113-c
NAME: Lizzie YEAR: 1932 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/LIZZIE CONDITION: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: "I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH"
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, MARY LOTNUM: 86-a
NAME: Mary E. YEAR: 1893 AGE: 81 y'rs 4 mo's
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 4, 1888
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed/leaves CONDITION: big, bad chip lf rear of base
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan VERSE: 133
COMMENT: "SHE IS WAITING OVER THE RIVER FOR ME"
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, MAUD LOTNUM: 115-a
NAME: Maude E. YEAR: 1896 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 4, 1884
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
MAKER: I.M. Hadley VERSE: no
COMMENT: BYAM/with George, Jennie, Mabel, A. Elizabeth
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, MAY LOTNUM: 113-b
NAME: Tiny May YEAR: 1887 AGE: 19 days V.R.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 25, 1887 V.R.
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan VERSE: no
COMMENT: MANSFIELD/left side
***********************************************************
ALPHNAME: MANSFIELD, SUSA LOTNUM: 112-c
NAME: Susan E. Mansfield YEAR: 1884 AGE: 65yrs. 7mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 4, 1884
HEADSTONE: granite monument/round/MOTHER
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan probably
COMMENT: Earth doth not cover our loved ones
"Heaven hath received them."
Rest.

ALPHNAME: MARBLE, JOSE
LOTNUM: 24 -c
NAME: Joseph Marble
YEAR: 1854
AGE: 43
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: May 26, 1854
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell
COMMENT: He is the hope, the blissful hope. Which Jesus

ALPHNAME: MARBLE, NANCY
LOTNUM: 24 -b
NAME: Nancy
YEAR: 1885
AGE: 71 yrs. 5 mos.
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 25, 1885
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/MOTHER on top
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
COMMENT: Wife of Joseph Marble/"Blessed are the pure in heart For they shall see God."

ALPHNAME: MARSHALL, JOHN
LOTNUM: 29 -a
NAME: John Marshall
YEAR: 1776
AGE: 12 days
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Dec. 25, 1776
HEADSTONE: slate/leaf branch
FOOTSTONE: slate/John Marshall
MAKER:
COMMENT: Here lies the body of/Son of Dr. Jonas Marshall & Mrs. Mary his wife

ALPHNAME: MARSHALL, MARY
LOTNUM: 29 -c
NAME: Mrs. Mary Marshall
YEAR: 1776
AGE: 38 yrs 10 mos 7 dy
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Decr ye 17th 1776
HEADSTONE: slate/sl.fancy/face, vines, bird
FOOTSTONE: slate/MrsMaryMarshall/flow
MAKER:
COMMENT: Erected In memory of/wife of Dr. Jonas Marshall

ALPHNAME: MARSHALL, SIBY
LOTNUM: 29 -b
NAME: Sibyl Marshall
YEAR: 1776
AGE: 1 yr 2 mos & 7 days
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Decr 16 1776
HEADSTONE: slate
FOOTSTONE: slate/Sibyl Marshall
MAKER:
COMMENT: Here lies the Body of/Daughter of Dr Jonas Marshall & Mrs Mary his wife

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, CLAY
LOTNUM: 43A-a
NAME: Clayton G. Martin
YEAR: 1949
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 1880 1949
HEADSTONE: FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Eva J. his wife, Beatrice A. Carson
ALPHNAME: MARTIN, ETHERE
LOTNUM: CS020-a
NAME: Ethel I. Martin
YEAR:         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: red brown granite/flush/rec. CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, EVA
LOTNUM: 43A-a
NAME: Eva J.
YEAR:         AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885 DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: with Clayton G. Martin his wife, Beatrice A. Carson

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, FRAN
LOTNUM: 53-b
NAME: Francis W. Martin
YEAR: 1891 AGE: 28y'rs1mo.&2dys
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: June 30, 1891
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 77
COMMENT: My Son, "God thought it best to call thee home."

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, SAMU
LOTNUM: 53-a
NAME: Samuel W. Martin
YEAR: 1894 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 14, 1824 DEATHDATE: Jan. 25, 1894
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/MARTIN CONDITION: slightly tipped/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 15
COMMENT: with Sarah his wife/at rest

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, SAMU
LOTNUM: 53-c
NAME: Samuel H. Martin
YEAR: 1890 AGE: 30y'rs3mo's&7dy
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Oct. 30, 1890
HEADSTONE: granite/pointed/FLT in circles CONDITION: slightly tipped forward
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 78
COMMENT: MARTIN/Precious memor'ies cluster here.

ALPHNAME: MARTIN, SARAH
LOTNUM: 53 -a
NAME: Sarah
YEAR: 1911 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 18, 1832 DEATHDATE: April 8, 1911
HEADSTONE: granite/rounded/MARTIN CONDITION: slightly tipped/lichen
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 15
COMMENT: at rest/with Samuel W. Martin his wife

ALPHNAME: MCCORMACK, PHIL
LOTNUM: 159A-a
NAME: Philip J.
YEAR: 1979 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 10, 1931 DEATHDATE: May 19, 1979
HEADSTONE: drkgraygranite/rounded/crosses CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE: 136
COMMENT: front: McCORMACK/A friend to all
ALPHNAME: MCCORMICK, JOHN  LOTNUM: 187B-a
NAME: John  YEAR: 1941  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888  DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Sarah his wife

ALPHNAME: MCCORMICK, SARA  LOTNUM: 187B-a
NAME: Sarah  YEAR: 1970  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888  DEATHDATE: 1970
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with John his wife/cem. rec. b. Aug. 18, 1889

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, EDA  LOTNUM: 12-b
NAME: Eda  YEAR: 1833  AGE: 24
BIRTHDATE: 1809  DEATHDATE: Aug. 20, 1833
HEADSTONE: slate/willow & urn, column  CONDITION: 2003 good, reset, lichen
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/E. M.  CONDITION: 2003 good
MAKER: B. Day - Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/Daughter of Jacob & Rebekah McIntire / 6 at bottom

ALPHNAME: MCINTIRE, NATH  LOTNUM: 12-a
NAME: Nathaniel T.  YEAR: 1829  AGE: 18
BIRTHDATE: 1811  DEATHDATE: Nov. 12, 1829
HEADSTONE: slate/willow & urn, column  CONDITION: 2003 good, reset
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/N.T.M.  CONDITION: 2003 tipped/bad scrape on front
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/son of Jacob & Rebekah McIntire 5 or 6 + 10 at bottom

ALPHNAME: MCKELVIE, GLAD  LOTNUM: 102-a
NAME: Gladys E.  YEAR: 1999  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 30, 1908  DEATHDATE: Mar. 16, 1999
HEADSTONE: granite/flush/McKelvie  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with William F., his wife

ALPHNAME: MCKELVIE, WILL  LOTNUM: 102-a
NAME: William F.  YEAR: 1975  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jun. 6, 1905  DEATHDATE: Nov. 17, 1975
HEADSTONE: granite/flush/McKelvie  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Gladys E. Dawes

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, BERT  LOTNUM: 27-c
NAME: Bertha Frances Murkland  YEAR: 1960  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874  DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Harry Chamberlain Meserve his wife, Lois, Faith

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, ERNE
NAME: Ernest C. Meserve
BIRTHDATE: 1854
DEATHDATE: 1857
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear: with Harry, Nancy

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, FAIT
NAME: Faith Lucena Meserve M.D.
BIRTHDATE: 1895
DEATHDATE: 1946
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Harry, Bertha, Lois

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, HARR
NAME: Harry Chamberlain Meserve
BIRTHDATE: 1868
DEATHDATE: 1925
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 129

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, HARR
NAME: Harry Meserve
BIRTHDATE: 1833
DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, LOIS
NAME: Lois Murkland Meserve
BIRTHDATE: 1899
DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front with Harry, Bertha, Faith Meserve

ALPHNAME: MESERVE, NANC
NAME: Nancy Lucenia Chamberlain
BIRTHDATE: 1833
DEATHDATE: 1904
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Back with Harry his wife, Ernest C. Meserve

ALPHNAME: MILLER, EDWI
NAME: Edwin A. Miller
BIRTHDATE: July 28, 1830
DEATHDATE: Sept. 13, 1908
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: with Emma his wife, Harry A. son

ALPHNAME: MILLER, EMMA
LOTNUM: 146 -b
NAME: Emma
YEAR: 1909
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 21, 1832
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:

COMMENT: with Edwin his wife, Harry A. son

ALPHNAME: MILLER, HARR
LOTNUM: 146 -b
NAME: Harry A.
YEAR: 1937
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 14, 1857
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:

COMMENT: son/with Edwin A. Miller, his wife Emma

ALPHNAME: MILLER, HOWA
LOTNUM: 146 -a
NAME: Howard
YEAR: 1948
BIRTHDATE: 1877
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: good but sod encroaching
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: with Walter Laffin, Beatrice Laffin, Louisa Miller

ALPHNAME: MILLER, LOUI
LOTNUM: 146 -a
NAME: Louisa
YEAR: 1956
BIRTHDATE: 1879
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: good but sod encroaching
MAKER: VERSE: no

COMMENT: with Walter Laffin, Beatrice Laffin, Howard Miller

ALPHNAME: MILNER, EVER
LOTNUM: E275 -a
NAME: Everett Eugene Milner
YEAR: 2002
BIRTHDATE: Jun 24 1929
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: sod encroaching
MAKER: VERSE: 210

COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MILNER, EVER
LOTNUM: E275 -b
NAME: Everett E.
YEAR: 1929
BIRTHDATE: June 24, 1929
HEADSTONE: #E275-a/Everett Eugene Milner
FOOTSTONE: JUDITH - CK DATE
MAKER: Colmer Monument Wks.1025LawrenceAve
VERSE:

COMMENT: MILNER

ALPHNAME: MOLEON, ANGE
LOTNUM: E090 -a
NAME: Angelica E(Fernandez)Moleon
YEAR: 2003
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 16, 1911
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc
COMMENT: with Carlos Manuel Moran, Josefina F. Moran

ALPHNAME: MONTAGUE, GEOR
LOTNUM: 35 -b
NAME: Georgianna Stevens Montague
YEAR: 1912
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1849
DEATHDATE: 1912
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Charles Howard, Mary Jane, Elizabeth Edee, Frederick Howard Stevens

ALPHNAME: MOORE, ARTH
LOTNUM: 104A-a
NAME: Arthur S. Moore
YEAR: 1940
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: granite block
CONDITION: sunken/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MOORE, CLAR
LOTNUM: 104B-a
NAME: Clara M. Werner
YEAR: 1961
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903
DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE: granite block
CONDITION: sunken
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: WIFE

ALPHNAME: MOORE, HARR
LOTNUM: 104A-b
NAME: Harriet R. Moore
YEAR: 1951
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865
DEATHDATE: 1951
HEADSTONE: granite block/MOTHER
CONDITION: sunken/severe lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: MORAN, CARL
LOTNUM: E090 -a
NAME: Carlos Manuel Moran
YEAR: 1995
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 11, 1905
DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1995
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc
VERSE:
COMMENT: with Josefina F. Moran, Angelica E. (Fernandez) Moleon

ALPHNAME: MORAN, JOSE
LOTNUM: E090 -a
NAME: Josefina F. Moran
YEAR: 1995
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 30, 1908
DEATHDATE: Feb. 6, 1995
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments Inc
VERSE:
COMMENT: with Carlos Manuel Moran, Angelica E. (Fernandez) Moleon

ALPHNAME: MORRILL, CHAR
LOTNUM: 195 -a
NAME: Charles E.
YEAR: 1939
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876
DEATHDATE: 1939
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Gertrude G.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MORRILL, GERT                     LOTNUM: 195 -a
NAME: Gertrude G.                       YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892                       DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Charles E.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MORRIS, FRAN                     LOTNUM: CS099-a
NAME: Frances E. Morris                 YEAR: 1990        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1921                       DEATHDATE: 1990
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks/1025 LawrenceLO       VERSE:
COMMENT: MORRIS/with James F. Morris
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MORRIS, JAME                     LOTNUM: CS099-a
NAME: James F. Morris                   YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks/1025 LawrenceLO       VERSE:
COMMENT: MORRIS/with Frances E.Morris
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MURPHY, EDWA                     LOTNUM: E048 -a
NAME: Edward J.                        YEAR: 1996        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1929                       DEATHDATE: 1996
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Designed&crafted by Colmer Monument       VERSE:
COMMENT: with Shirley E.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  MURPHY, SHIR                     LOTNUM: E048 -a
NAME: Shirley E.                        YEAR: 1999        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1924                       DEATHDATE: 1999
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Designed&crafted by Colmer Monument       VERSE:
COMMENT: with Edward J.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  McCARTHY                        LOTNUM: E021 -b
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  McCARTHY, JOHN                  LOTNUM: E021 -a
NAME: John F. McCarthy                  YEAR: 1991        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1964                       DEATHDATE: 1991
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
ALPHNAME: McCRADY, CLAI  LOTNUM: E077 -a
NAME: Claire P.  YEAR: 2003  AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
COMMENT: rear with Robert E.
MAKER: VERSE:

ALPHNAME: McCRADY, ROBE  LOTNUM: E077 -a
NAME: Robert E.  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
COMMENT: rear with Claire P.
MAKER: VERSE:

ALPHNAME: McKEON, EDWA  LOTNUM: E139 -a
NAME: Edward P. McKeon  YEAR: 2002  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 17, 1931  DEATHDATE: Dec. 21, 2002
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. VERSE: 204
COMMENT: Not on cem. list.

ALPHNAME: McKEON, EDWA  LOTNUM: E139 -b
NAME: Edward P.  YEAR: 2002  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 17, 1931  DEATHDATE: Dec. 21, 2002
HEADSTONE: #E139-a/Edward P. McKeon CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Helen E. (Downey)/small stone cross leaning against base on right

ALPHNAME: McKEON, HELE  LOTNUM: E139 -b
NAME: Helen E. (Downey)  YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 13, 1931  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Hudson Monuments, Inc. VERSE:
COMMENT: with Edward P./small stone cross leaning against base on right

ALPHNAME: NICHOLS, GERT  LOTNUM: 182 -e
NAME: Gertrude Nichles  YEAR: 1943  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1877  DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: rec.granite/flush/SISTER/cross CONDITION: sunken/pollution/sod encroach
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: NICKERSON, EMMA  LOTNUM: 172 -a
NAME: Emma Carson Nickerson  YEAR: 1926  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 18, 1865  DEATHDATE: Feb. 23, 1926
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co. Manufacturers Lowell VERSE: 158
ALPHNAME: NICKERSON, GEOR
LOTNUM: 172
NAME: Rev. George H. Nickerson
YEAR: 1946
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1864
DEATHDATE: 1946
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.
VERSE:
COMMENT: on front: NICKERSON/rear: Rev. George, George, Viola/Bessie Nickerson
Currier
ALPHNAME: NICKERSON, GEOR
LOTNUM: 172
NAME: George Carson Nickerson
YEAR: 1967
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898
DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.
VERSE:
COMMENT: on front: NICKERSON/rear: Emma Carson, Rev. George, Viola/Bessie Nickerson
Currier
ALPHNAME: NICKERSON, VIOL
LOTNUM: 172
NAME: Viola Byam Nickerson
YEAR: 2000
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902
DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Lowell Monument Co.
VERSE:
COMMENT: On front: NICKERSON/rear: Rev. George, Emma Carson, George/Bessie Nickerson
Currier
ALPHNAME: NICKLES, MART
LOTNUM: 40
NAME: Martha Ella
YEAR: 1878
AGE: 19 yrs 10 mos 21d
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 9, 1858 Acton
DEATHDATE: July 1, 1878 Westford
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Andrews & Co., Lowell
VERSE: 37
COMMENT: In memory of/Dau. of John & Hannah W. Nickles/"None knew her but to love her"
ALPHNAME: NO STONES
LOTNUM: E261-65
NAME:
YEAR:
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: NO STONES
LOTNUM: E267-74
NAME:
YEAR:
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: NO STONES
LOTNUM: E276-85
NAME:
YEAR:
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  NOT IN CEMETERY RECORDS      LOTNUM: E235-59
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No lot                  LOTNUM: DS13
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stone                LOTNUM: 11
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stone                LOTNUM: E098
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stone                LOTNUM: E099
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stone                LOTNUM: E100
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stone                LOTNUM: E102B
NAME:                      YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                      DEATHDATE:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS105-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS106-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS107-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS109-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS110-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS112-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: CS113-a 
NAME: 
YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS026
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS028
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS06
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS09
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS11
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS15
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS17
NAME:  YEAR:  AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION: 
MAKER:  VERSE: 
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: DS19
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS052-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS067-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS068-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS069-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS070-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS071-a
NAME:          YEAR:   AGE:
BIRTHDATE:   DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:    CONDITION:
MAKER:       VERSE:
COMMENT:
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: No stones  LOTNUM: CS072-a
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: CS073-a
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: CS074-a
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: E001
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: E003
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: E004
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: E005
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones                       LOTNUM: E006
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E007
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E008
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E010
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E011
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E013
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E014
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:
MAKER:              VERSE:
COMMENT:            
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones   LOTNUM: E015B
NAME:                     AGE:
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  No stones 
NAME: 
YEAR: 
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: 

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E016

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E019

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E020

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E022

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E023

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E024

****************************************************
LOTNUM: E025
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E026 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E040 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E044 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: lots 51-75 not on cemetery list 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E051 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E076 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E078 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
*************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: No stones LOTNUM: E079 
NAME: YEAR: AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************
**MAKER:**

**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E085
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** 204B
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E009
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E027
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E028
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E029
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

******************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** No stones
**LOTNUM:** E030
**NAME:**
**YEAR:**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME</th>
<th>LOTNUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No stones</td>
<td>E094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No stones, not to be sold</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on Cemetery List</td>
<td>E117-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on Cemetery List</td>
<td>E129-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on Cemetery list</td>
<td>E091-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on cemetery list</td>
<td>E105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on cemetery records</td>
<td>E136-38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHDATE:          DEATHDATE:          
HEADSTONE:          CONDITION:          
FOOTSTONE:          CONDITION:          
MAKER:              VERSE:              
COMMENT:            
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  Not to be sold  LOTNUM:  66  
NAME:                                   YEAR:             AGE:          
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:          
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:          
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER:                                           VERSE:          
COMMENT:            
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  O'DONNELL, MICH                 LOTNUM: E012 -a   
NAME: Michael E.                        YEAR: 1993        AGE:          
HEADSTONE: granite/4 shamrocks, banner         CONDITION: lichen 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER: LuzBrothersInc.,1122GorhamSt.Lowell       VERSE: 190          
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  O'HARA, CHAR                    LOTNUM: CS060-a    
NAME: Charles A.                        YEAR: 1987        AGE:          
BIRTHDATE: June 14, 1931              DEATHDATE: June 15, 1987
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:          
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER:                                           VERSE:          
COMMENT: with Joan E.            
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  O'HARA, JOAN                    LOTNUM: CS060          
NAME: Joan E.                           YEAR:             AGE:          
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 1, 1932              DEATHDATE:          
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:          
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER:                                           VERSE:          
COMMENT: with Charles A.            
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  OLENCHAK, DORO                  LOTNUM: CS040-a      
NAME: Dorothy L.                        YEAR: 1983        AGE:          
BIRTHDATE: 1924                       DEATHDATE: 1983       
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:          
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER: Barre Guild                               VERSE: 151          
COMMENT: with Leonard A.            
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  OLENCHAK, LEON                  LOTNUM: CS039-a      
NAME: Leonard A. Olenchak Sr.           YEAR: 1994        AGE:          
BIRTHDATE: Oct 30 1920                DEATHDATE: Jan 21 1994
HEADSTONE: bronze rect./flush/Olenchak         CONDITION: sod encroaching 
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:          
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 151          
COMMENT: cross between dates       
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  OLENCHAK, LEON                  LOTNUM: CS040-a      
NAME: Leonard A.                        YEAR: 1994        AGE:          
BIRTHDATE: 1920                       DEATHDATE: 1994       


ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, ARTH  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Arthur L.  YEAR: 1976  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902  DEATHDATE: 1976
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emile, Emma, Mabel, Grace, Frances, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, EMIL  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Emile E.  YEAR: 1943  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1871  DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emma, Mabel, Arthur, Grace, Frances, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, EMMA  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Emma Roy  YEAR: 1954  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1870  DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emile, Mabel, Arthur, Grace, Frances, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, FRAN  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Frances J.  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emile, Emma, Mabel, Arthur, Grace, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, GRAC  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Grace E.  YEAR:  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emile, Emma, Mabel, Arthur, Frances, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PAIGNON, MABE  LOTNUM: 189 -b
NAME: Mabel M.  YEAR: 1985  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897  DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:  COMMENT: with Emile, Emma, Arthur, Grace, Frances, Ellen

ALPHNAME: PALMER, SUSA  LOTNUM: 80 -a
NAME: Susan A.  YEAR: 1893  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1827  DEATHDATE: 1893
HEADSTONE: marble mon/rounded/leaf branch
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan probably
COMMENT: in same lot next to Tristram Palmer his wife/top:MOTHER/"At Rest"

ALPHNAME: PALMER, TRIS
LOTNUM:  80 -b
NAME: Tristram F. Palmer
BIRTHDATE: 1817
DEATHDATE: 1892
HEADSTONE: marble mon/rounded/leaf branch
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan
COMMENT: top:FATHER/"Gone before"

ALPHNAME: PARK
LOTNUM:  78 -d
NAME: Park
BIRTHDATE: 
DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: #78-a,b,c,e
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: PARK, A. H.
LOTNUM:  79 -a
NAME: A. Heady Park
BIRTHDATE: 1857
DEATHDATE: 1930
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT:
rear:with Celia Battles Park Dow his wife/left side:Homer Battles Park

ALPHNAME: PARK, ALEX
LOTNUM:  78 -a
NAME: Alexander G. Park
BIRTHDATE: 1896
DEATHDATE: 1934
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Elizabeth his wife, John and Rebecca Park/their son/moved 1932 to Lot 43C

ALPHNAME: PARK, ELIZ
LOTNUM:  82 -a
NAME: Elizabeth Garland Park
BIRTHDATE: 1870
DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Alexander Joseph Park his wife

ALPHNAME: PARK, ETHE
LOTNUM:  78 -c
NAME: Ethel M. Park                     YEAR: 1982        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894          DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground        CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARK, HOME                      LOTNUM:  79 -a
NAME: Homer Battles Park                YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902          DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE:                CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: on left side/rear:A. Heady Park,Celia Battles Park Dow
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARK, JESS                      LOTNUM:  78 -e
NAME: Jessie C. Park                    YEAR: 1982        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892          DEATHDATE: 1982
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground            CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARK, JOHN                      LOTNUM:  82 -a
NAME: John Nesmith Park                 YEAR: 1901        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1821          DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE:                CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Rebecca,son Alexander,his wife Elizabeth
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARK, REBE                      LOTNUM:  82 -b
NAME: Rebecca Frances Park              YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1836          DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE:                CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Nesmith Park his wife,their son Alexander,his wife Elizabeth
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARK, RUTH                      LOTNUM:  78 -b
NAME: Ruth A. Park                      YEAR: 1979        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1892          DEATHDATE: 1979
HEADSTONE: granite/flush to ground             CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: no
COMMENT: 
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER                          LOTNUM:  34 -f
NAME: Royce M.                          YEAR: 1992        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 8, 1904      DEATHDATE: Dec. 22, 1992
HEADSTONE: gray granite/flush          CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                CONDITION:
MAKER:                     VERSE: 
COMMENT: See also Royce M. Parker #34-a
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, EDGA                     LOTNUM:  34 -e
NAME: Edgar R. Parker                  YEAR: 1918        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 17, 1871              DEATHDATE: May 29, 1918
HEADSTONE: marble monum./rounded             CONDITION: acid rain/lichen on top
FOOTSTONE: no                             CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, GRAC                  LOTNUM:  34 -d
NAME: Grace M.                        YEAR: 1974        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 28, 1874             DEATHDATE: Oct. 4, 1974 
HEADSTONE: marble monum./rounded/rosebuds CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE:  35
COMMENT: wife of Edgar R. Parker/Trust in God
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, MADG                  LOTNUM:  34 -a
NAME: Madge B.                        YEAR: 1996        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Jul. 12, 1908              DEATHDATE: Apr. 14, 1996 
HEADSTONE:                                    CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: PARKER/with Royce M.               
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, MARI                  LOTNUM:  34 -c
NAME: Maria S.                        YEAR: 1883        AGE: 35
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Feb.12, 1883 
HEADSTONE: marble monu./slant/MARIA front CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION: 
MAKER: Wm. Andrews & Co. Lowell                VERSE:  15
COMMENT: inscript. on rear/wife of Newell E. Parker/At Rest
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, NEWE                  LOTNUM:  34 -b
NAME: Newell E. Parker                  YEAR: 1900        AGE: 58 
BIRTHDATE:                             DEATHDATE: Mar. 9, 1900 
HEADSTONE: marble monument              CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION: 
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell                        VERSE:  34
COMMENT: front:Newell/rear:Newell E. Parker/"To die is gain" 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, ROYC                  LOTNUM:  34 -a
NAME: Royce M.                        YEAR: 1992        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 8, 1904              DEATHDATE: Dec. 22, 1992 
HEADSTONE: #34-f/Royce Parker              CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                          VERSE: no
COMMENT: PARKER/with Madge R./see also Royce M. Parker #34-f
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKER, ROYC                  LOTNUM:  34 -f
NAME: Royce M. Parker                   YEAR: 1992        AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec 8 1904                 DEATHDATE: Dec 22 1992 
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/lt.gr. granite CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                          VERSE:
COMMENT: MM2 US Navy World War II
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PARKHURST, CELI                LOTNUM:  28 -c
NAME: Celia                             YEAR: 1872        AGE: 74yrs. 2mos.
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 9, 1832
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell
COMMENT: with Harry F. his mother, his wife Helen E. /cem rec. Elizabeth (Parkhurst) Dobson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, ELIZ
NAME: Elizabeth
YEAR: 1865
BIRTHDATE: 1880
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: with Harry F. his mother, his wife Helen E. /cem rec. Elizabeth (Parkhurst) Dobson
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, EUST
NAME: Eustace M. Parkhurst
YEAR: 1858
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 23, 1858
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell
COMMENT: "Watch for ye know not what hour your Lord doth come."
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, GEOR
LOTNUM: 84 -e
NAME: George Thomas Parkhurst
YEAR: 1961
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 21, 1877
DEATHDATE: Apr. 17, 1961
HEADSTONE: #84-f/Thomas
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: PARKHURST/rear with his wife Ednah F. Byam

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, GEOR
LOTNUM: 84 -f
NAME: Thomas
YEAR: 1961
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, HARR
LOTNUM: 199B-b
NAME: Harry F.
YEAR: 1954
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897
DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with his wife Helen E., his mother Elizabeth

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, HELE
LOTNUM: 199B-b
NAME: Helen E.
YEAR: 1966
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912
DEATHDATE: 1966
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: with Harry F. his wife, his mother Elizabeth

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, JAME
LOTNUM: 12 -d
NAME: James W.
YEAR: 1860
AGE: 5m's 19d's
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 19, 1860
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER:
COMMENT: Son of Julius T. & Catherine E. Parkhurst/gone home

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, JOHN
LOTNUM: 28 -d
NAME: Rev. John Parkhurst
YEAR: 1875
AGE: 86y'rs 1mo.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Feb. 17, 1875
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/design
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: obscured
COMMENT: Through faith and guidience he has inherited the promises

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, JULI
LOTNUM: 12 -c
NAME: Julius T. Parkhurst
YEAR: 1860
AGE: 42y'rs 10 mos.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 26, 1860
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/JPT
MAKER: J.B. Winter, Lowell
COMMENT: He was a just man and fear'd God. And he is not, for God took him.
ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, MARI
LOTNUM: 28 -a
NAME: Maria A. Parkhurst
YEAR: 1843
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 5, 1820
DEATHDATE: Aug. 29, 1843
HEADSTONE: slate/willow/urn/columns
CONDITION: crack beginning right side
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 28
COMMENT: In memory of/"More than conquer or through Jesus"

ALPHNAME: PARKHURST, ROBE
LOTNUM: 199B-a
NAME: Robert Charles Parkhurst
YEAR: 1976
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Aug 22 1946
DEATHDATE: May 20 1976
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 169
COMMENT: PFC US ARMY VIETNAM

ALPHNAME: PARLEE, CARO
LOTNUM: 150 -b
NAME: Carol E.
YEAR: 1994
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1930
DEATHDATE: 1994
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Frederick his wife/Henry G., Marilyn E.

ALPHNAME: PARLEE, EDIT
LOTNUM: 103 -a
NAME: Edith D. Parlee
YEAR: 1984
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1896
DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: Luz Brothers,1122 Groham St. Lowell
VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:flowers/Perpetual Care/rear:with Henry M. Parlee

ALPHNAME: PARLEE, FRED
LOTNUM: 150 -b
NAME: Frederick Parlee
YEAR: 1997
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Oct 21 1920
DEATHDATE: Aug 22 1997
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush/cross
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 147
COMMENT: 

ALPHNAME: PARLEE, FRED
LOTNUM: 150 -a
NAME: Frederick Parlee
YEAR: 1997
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1920
DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE: #150-a/Frederick Parlee
CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: with his wife Carol E./Henry G., Marilyn E.

ALPHNAME: PARLEE, HARR
LOTNUM: 188A-b
NAME: Harriet M.
YEAR: 1976
AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: 1884
DEATHDATE: 1976
HEADSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: 
CONDITION: 
MAKER: 
VERSE: 
COMMENT: with Harvey T. his wife
Parlee, Harvey T. 1894 - 1981.


ALPHNAME: PEARSON, ROBE                   LOTNUM: 152-a
NAME: Robert W. Pearson                   YEAR: 1978     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1908                           DEATHDATE: 1978
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
MAKER: broken off                          VERSE:
COMMENT: PEARSON/Masonic symbol/with Vera O. his wife, Robert W. Pearson, Jr.
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PEARSON, ROBE                   LOTNUM: 152-a
NAME: Robert W. Pearson, Jr.             YEAR: 2000     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1938                           DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
MAKER: broken off                          VERSE:
COMMENT: PEARSON/with Robert W., his wife Vera O.
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PEARSON, VERA                   LOTNUM: 152-a
NAME: Vera O.                             YEAR: 2001     AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909                           DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
MAKER: broken off                          VERSE:
COMMENT: PEARSON/with Robert W. Pearson his wife, Robert W. Pearson, Jr.
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PECKINS, ABIG                   LOTNUM: 43M-a
NAME: Mrs. Abigail                       YEAR: 1835     AGE: 75
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Dec. 15, 1835
HEADSTONE: slate/wil,urn/col,ripple,desig CONDITION: mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/A.P.             CONDITION: mower scratch
MAKER: J. Park type see 43K-d             VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/fancy I,f/wife of Rev. John Peckins
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PECKINS, ABIG                   LOTNUM: 43M-c
NAME: Miss Abigail                       YEAR: 1830     AGE: 44
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Oct. 27, 1830
HEADSTONE: slate/wilurn,col,design,ripple CONDITION: mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/A.P.             CONDITION: badly tipped/mower scratch
MAKER: J. Park type see 43K-d             VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/daughter of Rev. John, Mrs. Abigail Peckins
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PECKINS, HANN                   LOTNUM: 43N-a
NAME: Hannah                             YEAR: 1841     AGE: 44
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: Aug. 31, 1841
HEADSTONE: slate/urnwil,col,design,ripple CONDITION: mower scratches/chips
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/H.P.             CONDITION: tipped but firm/chip
MAKER: J. Park type see 43K-d             VERSE: no
COMMENT: In memory of/wife of John Peckens Jr./fancy I,f
******************************************************************************

ALPHNAME: PECKINS, JOHN                   LOTNUM: 43M-b
NAME: Rev. John Peckins                  YEAR: 1846     AGE: 91
BIRTHDATE:                                DEATHDATE: July 30, 1846
HEADSTONE: slate/wilurn,col,lilies,ripple CONDITION: sunken/mower scratches/chip
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/J.P.             CONDITION: flat on ground/sod encroach'g
MAKER: J. Park type see 43K-d             VERSE: no
**PELSUE, BETS**

**NAME:** Betsy Pelsue  
**YEAR:** 1808  
**AGE:** 30  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:** Oct. 9, 1808  
**HEADSTONE:** slate/willow,urn/columns/bannr  
**CONDITION:** good  
**FOOTSTONE:** slate/Mr.W.P.,Mrs.B.P.,W.P.  
**CONDITION:** tipped/chipped  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** 98  
**COMMENT:** Sacred to the memory of/with William his wife, their son William/let those that see

**PELSUE, WILL**

**NAME:** Ens. William Pelsue  
**YEAR:** 1808  
**AGE:** 35  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:** Oct. 2, 1808  
**HEADSTONE:** slate/willow,urn/columns/bannr  
**CONDITION:** good  
**FOOTSTONE:** slate/Mr.W.P.,Mrs.B.P.,W.P.  
**CONDITION:** tipped/chipped  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** 98  
**COMMENT:** Sacred to the memory of/with wife Betsy, their son William/let those that see

**PELSUE, WILL**

**NAME:** William  
**YEAR:** 1808  
**AGE:** 4  
**BIRTHDATE:**  
**DEATHDATE:** Oct. 4, 1808  
**HEADSTONE:** slate/willow,urn/columns/bannr  
**CONDITION:** good  
**FOOTSTONE:** slate/Mr.W.P.,Nrs.B.P.,W.P.  
**CONDITION:** tipped/chipped  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:** 98  
**COMMENT:** Sacred to the memory of/with Ens. William, Betsy Pelsue, their son/Let those

**PERHAM, ARNO**

**NAME:** Anold C. Perham  
**YEAR:** 1970  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** May 21, 1882  
**DEATHDATE:** Jan. 17, 1970  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:**  
**COMMENT:** with his wife Harriet M. Emerson, his wife  Bessie L. Adams

**PERHAM, BESS**

**NAME:** Bessie L. Adams  
**YEAR:** 1962  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** Sept. 12, 1880  
**DEATHDATE:** May 11, 1962  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:**  
**COMMENT:** with Arnold C. Perham, his wife, his wife Harriet M. Emerson

**PERHAM, HARO**

**NAME:** Harold C.  
**YEAR:**  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** Aug. 17, 1915  
**DEATHDATE:**  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**FOOTSTONE:**  
**MAKER:**  
**VERSE:**  
**COMMENT:** with his beloved wife Stella C.

**PERHAM, HARR**

**NAME:** Harriet M. Emerson  
**YEAR:** 1918  
**AGE:**  
**BIRTHDATE:** Oct. 15, 1881  
**DEATHDATE:** Oct. 6, 1918  
**HEADSTONE:**  
**COMMENT:**
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with Arnold C. Perham, his wife, his wife Bessie L. Adams  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PERHAM, STEL  
NAME: Stella C.  
BIRTHDATE: May 4, 1915  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: with Harold C., his beloved wife  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PETERSON, CARO  
NAME: Carolyn Quint Peterson  
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 4, 1945  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: Beloved wife and mother/clouds, road, trees/ with Kenneth William Peterson  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PETERSON, KENN  
NAME: Kenneth William Peterson  
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 8, 1942  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: Beloved husband and father/clouds, road, trees/with Carolyn Quint Peterson  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PHILBROOK, Evel  
NAME: Evelyn M. Philbrook  
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 19, 1920  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: music notes surround the verse/She had a heart of gold  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PHILBROOK/WILSON  
NAME:  
BIRTHDATE:  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: WILSON/PHILBROOK  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PHILLIPS, LAUR  
NAME: Laura S.  
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 5, 1905  
HEADSTONE:  
FOOTSTONE:  
MAKER:  
COMMENT: PHILLIPS/cross held by praying arms/with Robert R. his wife  
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  PHILLIPS, ROBE  
NAME: Robert R.  
BIRTHDATE: July 7, 1905  
DEATHDATE: April 11, 1983
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 
COMMENT: PHILLIPS/cross held by praying arms/with Laura S. his wife 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PICKARD, DANI LOTNUM: 141 -b
NAME: Daniel J. Pickard YEAR: 1907 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 14, 1823 DEATHDATE: May 12, 1907 
HEADSTONE: #141 -d/FATHER CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with his wife Lucy A. Warren 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PICKARD, DANI LOTNUM: 141 -d
NAME: Father YEAR: 1907 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod 
enroach.bad/blackpollutio 
FOOTSTONE: no 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PICKARD, LUCY LOTNUM: 141 -b
NAME: Lucy A. Warren YEAR: 1931 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: May 10, 1844 DEATHDATE: Mar. 27, 1931 
HEADSTONE: #141 -c/MOTHER CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: with Daniel J. Pickard, his wife 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PICKARD, LUCY LOTNUM: 141 -c
NAME: Mother YEAR: 1931 AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush CONDITION: sod encroaching badly 
FOOTSTONE: no 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
COMMENT: 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PIERCE, ANNA LOTNUM: 1 -c
NAME: Anna YEAR: 1852 AGE: 87yr 
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 31, 1852 DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed CONDITION: badly sunken/verse buried 
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/A.P. CONDITION: sunken/2003tipped,new big chip 
MAKER: VERSE: 8 
COMMENT: wife of Amos Pierce/She passed in the fulness of days to rest 
***************************************************************************** 
ALPHNAME: PIKE, ALBE LOTNUM: 22 -a
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 4, 1863 DEATHDATE: 
HEADSTONE: rounded/marble/soldier CONDITION: cracked across head of soldier 
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no 
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PINNEY, ALDE  LOTNUM: 92-a
NAME: Alden Pinney  YEAR: 1885  AGE: 70
COMMENT: front: with wife Martha Maria/"Asleep in Jesus Departed this life"
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: PINNEY, ALDE  LOTNUM: 92-b
NAME: Father  YEAR: 1885  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/ivy  CONDITION: lichen  FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  MAKER:  VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: PINNEY, MART  LOTNUM: 92-a
NAME: Martha Maria  YEAR: 1883  AGE: 70
COMMENT: front: with Alden Pinney, wife/"Asleep in Jesus Departed this life"
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: PINNEY, MART  LOTNUM: 92-c
NAME: Mother  YEAR: 1883  AGE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: POND, FRED  LOTNUM: 105-a
NAME: Frederick L.  YEAR: 1982  AGE:
COMMENT: with Verna L.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: POND, VERN  LOTNUM: 105-a
NAME: Verna L.  YEAR: 1961  AGE:
COMMENT: with Frederick L.
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: PONTEFRACT, ELLA  LOTNUM: 203A-b
NAME: Ella Armour  YEAR: 1960  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894  HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:  FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:  MAKER: Colmer Monument Works 1001 Lawrence St.  VERSE:
COMMENT: with Henry M. Pontefract his wife, his sister Ethel C. Pontefract
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: PONTEFRACT, ETHE  LOTNUM: 203A-b
NAME: Ethel C. Pontefract               YEAR: 1997        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907    DEATHDATE: 1997
HEADSTONE:        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:        CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks 1001LawrenceSt.  VERSE:
COMMENT: with Henry M. Pontefract his sister/his wife Ella Armour
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PONTEFRACT, HENR                LOTNUM: 203A-a
NAME: Henry M. Pontefract               YEAR: 1983        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1899    DEATHDATE: 1983
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle    CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:        CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks 1001LawrenceSt.  VERSE: 170
COMMENT: SEA 1 US Navy World War I
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  POULIOT, RUSS                   LOTNUM: E128A-a
NAME: Russ                              YEAR: 2002        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1963    DEATHDATE: 2002
HEADSTONE: small plastic card typed   CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:        CONDITION:
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell                            VERSE:
COMMENT: In Memory of/Rest in Peace/last name from cemetery records
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PROCTOR, HOSE                   LOTNUM: 42-e
NAME: Hosea Procter                     YEAR: 1796        AGE: 19 years
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: March ye 6th 1796
HEADSTONE: slate/fancy shoulder/face etc.  CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                        CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 47
COMMENT: ERECTED By a Number of Friends In Memory of/O Procter, friend of
Virtue,
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PROCTOR, LUCY                   LOTNUM: 14-c
NAME: Lucy Amanda                       YEAR: 1853        AGE: 18
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Sept. 21, 1853
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed            CONDITION: acid rain, verse
partly obscd.
FOOTSTONE: no                         CONDITION:
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell                            VERSE: 123
COMMENT: Daughter of Willard & Maria Proctor
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME:  PROCTOR, MARI                   LOTNUM: 14-a
NAME: Maria                             YEAR: 1891        AGE: 81
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Jan. 17, 1891
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded            CONDITION: not secure
FOOTSTONE: no                         CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Willard Proctor
*************************************************************
ALPHNAME: PROCTOR, MARY  LOTNUM:  59 -b
NAME: Miss Mary Proctor  YEAR: 1795  AGE: 63
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Novr 6, 1795
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow, column  CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: slate/Miss M.P.  CONDITION: good
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: In Memory of/Daughter of Mr. Samuel, Mrs. Lydia Proctor
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PROCTOR, RUFU  LOTNUM:  43M-d
NAME: Rufus Pecken Procter  YEAR: 1800  AGE: 18mos. 6 days
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Ocr. 11, 1800
HEADSTONE: slate/draped urn  CONDITION: lichen on verse & name/mower scr
FOOTSTONE: slate/R.P.P.  CONDITION: lichen/base cracked
MAKER:  VERSE: 71
COMMENT: IN memory of/son of Mr. Gaius, Mrs. Betsy Proctor/My lovely child why art thou
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PROCTOR, SAMU  LOTNUM:  59 -a
NAME: Mr. Samuel Proctor  YEAR: 1799  AGE: 73
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Ocrt 5 1799
HEADSTONE: slate/willow, urn, column  CONDITION: lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/Mr S.P.  CONDITION: lichen
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: ERECTED In Memory of
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PROCTOR, WILL  LOTNUM:  14 -b
NAME: Willard Proctor  YEAR: 1853  AGE: 56
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 28, 1853
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed  CONDITION: slightly sunken, some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: B. Day, Lowell  VERSE: 14
COMMENT: There is rest beyond the grave
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PROCTOR. CARO  LOTNUM:  14 -d
NAME: Caroline Elizabeth  YEAR: 1856  AGE: 14yrs11mos11dys
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Jan. 15, 1856
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/dove  CONDITION: acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: Clausen & Barry Charlestown  VERSE: 7
COMMENT: daughter of Willard & Maria Proctor/Dearest Caroline thou has left us. Here
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PUFFER, FLOR  LOTNUM:  43B-c
NAME: Florence  YEAR: 1937  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  HEADSTONE: granite rectangle  CONDITION: flush/lichen
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: PUFFER, FLOR  LOTNUM:  43B-f
NAME: Florence A. Puffer  YEAR: 1974  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 8, 1894  HEADSTONE: #43B-c/Florence  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
NAME: Theodore S. Puffer                YEAR: 1943        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 30, 1888              DEATHDATE: May 13, 1943
HEADSTONE: #43B-b/Ted                          CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Eben Goodridge, his wife Florence A. Puffer perp.care

NAME: Frances Neary                     YEAR: 1989        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 21, 1926              DEATHDATE: Apr. 12, 1989
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with Herman L. Purcell, his wife Susie A. Meehan, Raymond Purcell

NAME: Herman L. Purcell Sr.             YEAR: 1951        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 16, 1874              DEATHDATE: Aug. 16, 1951
HEADSTONE: #137-a/"BOOTS"                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with his wife Susie A. Meehan, Frances Neary, Raymond Purcell Sr.

NAME: Raymond F. Purcell, Sr.           YEAR: 1998        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with Herman L. Purcell, his wife Susie A. Meehan, Frances Neary

NAME: "Boots"                           YEAR: 1951        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:

NAME: Herman L. Purcell Sr.             YEAR: 1951        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 16, 1874              DEATHDATE: Aug. 16, 1951
HEADSTONE: #137-a/"BOOTS"                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with his wife Susie A. Meehan, Frances Neary, Raymond Purcell Sr.

NAME: Raymond F. Purcell, Sr.           YEAR: 1998        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with Herman L. Purcell, his wife Susie A. Meehan, Frances Neary

NAME: "Boots"                           YEAR: 1951        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                        DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
NAME: Susie A. Meehan
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 23, 1885
DEATHDATE: Mar. 1, 1958
COMMENT: PURCELL/rear with Herman L. Purcell his wife, Frances Neary, Raymond Purcell Sr.

NAME: Daniel Raymond
YEAR: 1887
AGE: 76
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 10, 1887
HEADSTONE: marble
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: marble base next to wife/V.R. say he is buried in So. Chelms.

NAME: Eliza J.
YEAR: 1878
AGE: 56
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 3, 1878
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Daniel Raymond

NAME: Ethel M. Raymond
YEAR: 1997
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 31, 1910
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/floral design
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: no
COMMENT: sod encroaching

NAME: A.J.R.
YEAR: 1877
BIRTHDATE: May 15, 1877
HEADSTONE: granite/flush
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: no
COMMENT: lichen but legible

NAME: Andrew J.
YEAR: 1877
BIRTHDATE: 1874
HEADSTONE: #99-c/A.J.R.
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: no
COMMENT: REDMOND/Perpetual Care/child of William & Mary/with them, also William, Sarah

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, CORA**
**LOTNUM: 200A-a**
**NAME: Cora B.**
**YEAR: 1944**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1882**
**DEATHDATE: 1944**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT: with John A. his wife, Joseph L. Berube, Marion B. Berube**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, JOHN**
**LOTNUM: 200A-a**
**NAME: John A.**
**YEAR: 1968**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1880**
**DEATHDATE: 1968**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT: with his wife Cora B., Joseph L. Berube, Marion B. Berube**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, MARY**
**LOTNUM: 99 -f**
**NAME: Mary D.**
**YEAR: 1937**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1855**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT: REDMOND/Perpetual Care/rear: with parents**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, MARY**
**LOTNUM: 99 -b**
**NAME: M.D.R.**
**YEAR: 1937**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, SARA**
**LOTNUM: 99 -f**
**NAME: Sarah A.**
**YEAR: 1963**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1876**
**DEATHDATE: 1963**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT: Army Medical Corps 1918-1919/REDMOND/Perpetual Care/rear: with parents**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, SARA**
**LOTNUM: 99 -e**
**NAME: S.A.R.**
**YEAR: 1963**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
**COMMENT:**

**************************
**APLNAME: REDMOND, WILL**
**LOTNUM: 99 -f**
**NAME: William Redmond**
**YEAR: 1902**
**AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE: 1846**
**DEATHDATE: 1902**
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**
MAKER:   VERSE: no
COMMENT: PerpetualCare/front:REDMOND/rear:with wife Mary,children
Andrew, William, Sarah

ALPHNAME: REDMOND, WILL  LOTNUM: 99 -f
NAME: William H.      YEAR: 1910  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875    DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: #99-d/W.H.R.  CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: REDMOND/Perpetual Care/child of William, Mary/with them, also Andrew, Sarah

ALPHNAME: REDMOND, WILL  LOTNUM: 99 -a
NAME: W.R.        YEAR: 1902  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/gray granite CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:  
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:  

ALPHNAME: REED, KENN  LOTNUM: 199A-a
NAME: Kenneth R.  YEAR: 1972  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Feb. 27, 1972
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle CONDITION: sod encroaching/lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:  
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works 1001 Lawrence St. VERSE:  
COMMENT: REID/Masonic symbol between his dates/with his wife Viola C.

ALPHNAME: REED, VIOL  LOTNUM: 199A-b
NAME: Viola C.  YEAR: 1904  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:  
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works 1001 Lawrence St. VERSE:  
COMMENT: 5 pointed star after her birth date/with Kenneth R. Reid his wife

ALPHNAME: RICH, CHILD  LOTNUM: 43J-G
NAME: child of Elisha Rich  YEAR: 1774  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Dec. 26 1774 buried
HEADSTONE: none but this likely spot CONDITION:  
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:  
MAKER: VERSE:  
COMMENT: source: Book of Christ, by Rev. Ebenezer Bridge22

ALPHNAME: RLOWATER, ORVI  LOTNUM: 164 -a
NAME: Orville A. Clowater  YEAR: 1964  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896    DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE: #164-b/Orville Clowater CONDITION:  

FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: BYAM CLOWATER/with his wife Doris B. Clowater
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, BENJ                        LOTNUM:  87 -a
NAME: Benj. O. Robbins                        YEAR: 1906        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: May 31, 1837                       DEATHDATE: Feb. 11, 1906
HEADSTONE: granite/flush                       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/with Mary J. his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, CHAR                       LOTNUM:  81 -a
NAME: Charles O.                             YEAR: 1941        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1862                             DEATHDATE: 1941
HEADSTONE: granite/flush                       CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: ROBBINS/with Etta J.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, CHAR                       LOTNUM:  76A-a
NAME: Charles B.                             YEAR: 1965        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                             DEATHDATE: 1965
HEADSTONE: granite/flush                       CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: ROBBINS/with Evangeline M.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, ELZI                       LOTNUM:  87-a
NAME: Elzina                                YEAR: 1881        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Apr. 17, 1810                      DEATHDATE: Apr. 24, 1881
HEADSTONE:                                    CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: front:with James Robbins his wife/base:ROBBINS/top:R
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, ELZI                       LOTNUM:  87-a
NAME: Elzina E.                             YEAR: 1891        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 10, 1832                      DEATHDATE: May 18, 1891
HEADSTONE:                                    CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side/Dau. of James and Elzina Robbins/with James A.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, ETTA                       LOTNUM:  81-a
NAME: Etta J.                                YEAR: 1931        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1866                             DEATHDATE: 1931
HEADSTONE: granite/flush                      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: ROBBINS/with Charles O.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  ROBBINS, EVAN                       LOTNUM:  76A-a
NAME: Evangeline M.                          YEAR: 1949        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888                             DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush            CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
ALPHNAME: ROBBINS, JAME
NAME: James Robbins
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 28, 1806
DEATHDATE: Jan. 2, 1889
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: front: with Elzina his wife/base: ROBBINS/top: R

ALPHNAME: ROBBINS, JAME
NAME: James A.
BIRTHDATE: Jan. 27, 1834
DEATHDATE: Sept. 7, 1886
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: right side / son of James and Elzina Robbins / with Elzina E.

ALPHNAME: ROBBINS, MARY
NAME: Mary J.
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 31, 1843
DEATHDATE: Apr. 27, 1873
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear/ with Benj. O. Robbins his wife

ALPHNAME: RODRIGUES, ARTH
NAME: Arthur C.
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 21, 1919
DEATHDATE: July 11, 1986
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, 1025 Lawrence St.
COMMENT: with Elizabeth M wife

ALPHNAME: RODRIGUES, ELIZ
NAME: Elizabeth M
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 14, 1924
DEATHDATE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: Colmer Monument Works, 1025 Lawrence St.
COMMENT: with Arthur C.

ALPHNAME: S.
NAME: J.A.S.
BIRTHDATE: missing Oct. 1990
DEATHDATE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded J.A.S. CONDITION: severely tipped
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: located with Hutchins stones, lot 43J

ALPHNAME: SARGENT, ALFR
NAME: Alfred H. Sargent
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 10, 1874
DEATHDATE: June 25, 1948
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: Ayer Monument Co. Ayer, Mass
VERSE:
COMMENT: SARGENT HIGGINS/with his wife Caroline A. Iten, Helen L. Sargent
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SARGENT, CARO                   LOTNUM: 162 -b
NAME: Caroline A. Iten                     YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 30, 1875                  DEATHDATE: Dec. 7, 1929
HEADSTONE: #162-a/MOTHER/C.A.Sargent      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER: Ayer Monument Co. Ayer, Mass       VERSE:
COMMENT: SARGENT HIGGINS/with Alfred H. Sargent his wife, Helen L. Sargent
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SARGENT, CARO                   LOTNUM: 162 -a
NAME: C.A. Sargent                         YEAR: 1929        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1875                           DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/MOTHER          CONDITION: bad lichen/chip top left
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE:
COMMENT:                                  
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SARGENT, HELE                   LOTNUM: 162 -b
NAME: Helen L. Sargent                    YEAR: 1975        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 12, 1905                  DEATHDATE: Mar. 17, 1975
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE:
COMMENT: SARGENT HIGGINS/with Alfred H. Sargent, his wife Caroline A. Iten
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SASSER, ALIC                    LOTNUM: DS04 -a
NAME: Alice Mae (Sickles)                 YEAR: 1998        AGE:
HEADSTONE:                                 CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE:
COMMENT: with Robert/beloved wife
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SASSER, ROBE                    LOTNUM: DS03 -a
NAME: Robert C Sasser                     YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Jan 19, 1928                   DEATHDATE: Sept 7, 1967
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle/cross  CONDITION: sod encroaching/pollution
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE: 172
COMMENT: MASSACHUSETTS CAPTAIN US ARMY RES WORLD WAR II KOREA ARCOM & OLC
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SASSER, ROBE                    LOTNUM: DS04 -a
NAME: Robert                              YEAR: 1967        AGE:
HEADSTONE: #DS03-a/Robert C Sasser        CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER:                                    VERSE:
COMMENT: with beloved wife Alice Mae (Sickles)
 ************************************************************ ************************
ALPHNAME:  SCANDARIATO, ROSE               LOTNUM: CS056-a
NAME: Rose (Nanny Rose)                   YEAR: 1981        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1901                           DEATHDATE: 1981
HEADSTONE: granite/heart shaped/floral    CONDITION: bad lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                  CONDITION:
MAKER: [illegible] Guild
VERSE:
COMMENT: SCANDARIATO

ALPHNAME: SCHIRALDI, JANE
LOTNUM: 124 -d
NAME: Janet
YEAR: 1974
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCHIRALDI, JANE
LOTNUM: 124 -e
NAME: Janet Byam Schiraldi
YEAR: 1974
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1930
DEATHDATE: 1974
HEADSTONE: #124-d/JANET
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 141
COMMENT: rear/with Kenneth H Byam, Ella L., Beth Byam Yates

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA
LOTNUM: 117 -e
NAME: Scoboria
YEAR: 
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: dau. of Joseph & Maggie Scoboria/For such is the kingdom of heaven.

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, ALIC
LOTNUM: 96 -c
NAME: Alice V.
YEAR: 1868
AGE: 2yrs. 10mo's
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Mar. 12, 1868
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/ALICE
CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/loose
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 51
COMMENT: dau. of Joseph & Maggie Scoboria/For such is the kingdom of heaven.

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, ARTH
LOTNUM: 117 -b
NAME: Arthur G. Scoboria M.D.
YEAR: 1908
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1872
DEATHDATE: 1950
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, ARTH
LOTNUM: 117 -i
NAME: Arthur Scoboria
YEAR: 1908
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838
DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE: rectangle granite flush
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, EDIT
LOTNUM: 96 -a
NAME: Edith
YEAR: 1883
AGE: 83y'rs, 2mo's
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Apr. 18, 1883
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded/MOTHER
CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan
VERSE: 112
COMMENT: wife of John Scoboria/For me to live in Christ and to die is gain

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, EUNI
LOTNUM: 117 -d
NAME: Eunice C. Scoboria
YEAR: 1985
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1902
DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, EUNI
LOTNUM: 117 -h
NAME: Eunice Scoboria
YEAR: 1908
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1842
DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: small chip/sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, JOHN
LOTNUM: 97 -a
NAME: John Scoboria
YEAR: 1917
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1830
DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: SCOBORIA/with Louisa V. his wife, Mary A. his wife

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, JOHN
LOTNUM: 117 -g
NAME: John P. Scoboria
YEAR: 1946
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867
DEATHDATE: 1946
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush
CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, JOSE
LOTNUM: 96 -b
NAME: Joseph Scoboria
YEAR: 1905
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 11, 1832
DEATHDATE: Jan. 4, 1905
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: with Margaret J. Scoboria

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, LOUI
LOTNUM: 97 -a
NAME: Louisa V.
YEAR: 1886
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1837
DEATHDATE: 1886
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: SCOBORIA/with John his wife, Mary A. his wife

ALPHNAME: SCOBORIA, MARG
LOTNUM: 96 -b
NAME: Margaret J. Scoboria
YEAR: 1905
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar. 22. 1835
DEATHDATE: July 7, 1905
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
NAME: Mary A.                           YEAR: 1935        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1848                       DEATHDATE: 1935
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John his wife, Louisa his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SCOBORIA, MARY                  LOTNUM: 117 -a
NAME: Mary B. Scorboria                 YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876                       DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: sunken
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: wife of Arthur G.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SCOBORIA, PHYL                  LOTNUM: 117 -c
NAME: Phyllis G. Scoboria               YEAR: 2000        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1910                       DEATHDATE: 2000
HEADSTONE: flush granite rectangle             CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SCOBORIA, SUSA                  LOTNUM: 117 -f
NAME: Susan C. Scoboria                 YEAR: 1960        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1865                       DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SEARLE, ABIG                   LOTNUM: 43CD-b
NAME: Abigail Searle                    YEAR: 1833        AGE: 27
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 6, 1833
HEADSTONE: round.slate/columns/urn willow      CONDITION: good but recent bad
mowerscrat
FOOTSTONE: rounded slate/A.S.               CONDITION: mower scratches
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SEARLE, URIA                   LOTNUM: 43CD-a
NAME: Uriah A.                              YEAR: 1833        AGE: 1 yr.
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 29, 1833
HEADSTONE: round.slate/columns/urn willow      CONDITION: sunken/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: rounded slate/U.A.S.               CONDITION: tipped forward & to
right
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 124
COMMENT: Son of Augustus H. & Rebrcah Searle/Adieu sweet babe, We shall soon
meet.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  SHERWIN, HARR                  LOTNUM: 175B-a
NAME: Harry                                 YEAR: 1977        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                       DEATHDATE: 1977
HEADSTONE: COND. ITION:
FOOTSTONE: COND. ITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: front with his wife Rachel S.

ALPHNAME: SHERWIN, RACH  LOTNUM: 175B-a
NAME: Rachel S.  YEAR: 1970  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1895  DEATHDATE: 1970
HEADSTONE: COND. ITION:
FOOTSTONE: COND. ITION:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: front with Harry his wife

ALPHNAME: SHURTLEFF, WILL  LOTNUM: 68A-a
NAME: William C. Shurtleff  YEAR: 1851  AGE: 74
BIRTHDATE: 1851  DEATHDATE: Oct. 26, 1851
HEADSTONE: marble/flat  COND. ITION: chip/lichen/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/W.C.S.  COND. ITION: badly tipped/a.rain/chips
MAKER: M. Davis  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SILK, ELEA  LOTNUM: E043-a
NAME: Eleanor M.  YEAR: 1992  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914  DEATHDATE: 1992
HEADSTONE: COND. ITION:
FOOTSTONE: COND. ITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz  VERSE:
COMMENT: SILK/with Errol W.

ALPHNAME: SILK, ERRO  LOTNUM: E043-a
NAME: Errol H.  YEAR: 2001  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912  DEATHDATE: 2001
HEADSTONE: COND. ITION:
FOOTSTONE: COND. ITION:
MAKER: Adrian Luz  VERSE:
COMMENT: SILK/with Eleanor M.

ALPHNAME: SIMONDS, ELIZ  LOTNUM: 43CD-c
NAME: Mrs. Elizabeth L.T.  YEAR: 1829  AGE: 21
BIRTHDATE: 1829  DEATHDATE: Sept. 28, 1829
HEADSTONE: round.slate/columns/urn willow  COND. ITION: mower scrates/reset too high
FOOTSTONE: rounded slate/E.L.T.  COND. ITION: good
MAKER:  VERSE: 125
COMMENT: Wife of Mr. Abel Simonds/ The months of affliction are o'er, The days and then

ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, CHAR  LOTNUM: 176-a
NAME: Charles H Simpson Sr  YEAR: 1985  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894  DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/cross in circle  COND. ITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: COND. ITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 159
COMMENT: PFC US ARMY WORLD WAR 1

ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, CHAR  LOTNUM: 176-b
NAME: Charles H.                      YEAR: 1985        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1894                      DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: #176-a/Charles H. Simpson Sr.       CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:               CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: SIMPSON/with his wife Doris B., their grandson Peter B.
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, CHRIS                  LOTNUM: E036 -a
NAME: Christine M.                      YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1974                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: rear:daughter of Deborah/ with James, Mary, Deborah, Donald
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, DEBO                  LOTNUM: E036 -a
NAME: Deborah A. Simpson                YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1955                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: rear:with James, Mary, Donald,Christine daughter of Deborah
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, DONA                  LOTNUM: E036 -a
NAME: Donald J. Simpson                 YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1956                      DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: rear:son/with James, Mary, Deborah, Christine daughter of Deborah
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, DORI                  LOTNUM: 176 -b
NAME: Doris B.                          YEAR: 1980        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1900                      DEATHDATE: 1980
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE:
COMMENT: SIMPSON/with Charles H. his wife,their grandson Peter B./V.R. Doris I. Simpson
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, Dona                  LOTNUM: 122 -a
NAME: Donald C.                         YEAR: 1947        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1939                      DEATHDATE: 1947
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1001LawrenceSt.       VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with James E. Simpson, his wife Katherine D. Clark, George S.
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, George S.              LOTNUM: 122 -a
NAME: George S.                         YEAR: 1974        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                      DEATHDATE: 1974
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1001LawrenceSt.       VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/brother with James E. Simpson, his wife Katherine D. Clark, Donald C.
*****************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, JAME                   LOTNUM: 122 -a
NAME: James E. Simpson                  YEAR: 1992        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912                       DEATHDATE: 1992
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1001LawrenceSt.            VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with his wife Katherine D. Clark, Donald C., George S. Simpson
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, JAME                   LOTNUM: E036 -a
NAME: James E. Simpson, Jr.              YEAR:            AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1930                       DEATHDATE:            
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: rear:with beloved wife Mary B.Kukulski,daughter Deborah,son Donald,Christine M
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, KATH                   LOTNUM: 122 -a
NAME: Katherine D. Clark                YEAR:            AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912                       DEATHDATE:            
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorks,1001LawrenceSt.            VERSE:
COMMENT: rear/with James E. Simpson his wife, Donald C., George S.
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, MARY                   LOTNUM: E036 -a
NAME: Mary B. Kukulski                  YEAR:            AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1937                       DEATHDATE:            
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: rear:with James beloved wife,daughter Deborah,son Donald,Christine dauofDeborah
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SIMPSON, PETE                   LOTNUM: 176 -b
NAME: Peter B.                          YEAR: 1985        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1958                       DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER:                                 VERSE:
COMMENT: SIMPSON/with Charles H., his wife Doris B., their grandson
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SLOAN, P.                       LOTNUM:  92 -a
NAME: P. Maria Sloan                    YEAR: 1903        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838                       DEATHDATE: 1903
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Wm. Andrews Co. Lowell            VERSE: 110
COMMENT: right side:with Samuel Sloan his wife/"Saved by Grace."
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SLOAN, SAMU                   LOTNUM:  92 -a
NAME: Samuel Sloan                      YEAR: 1901        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1844                       DEATHDATE: 1901
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Wm. Andrews Co. Lowell            VERSE: 110
COMMENT: right side: with P. Maria his wife/"Saved by Grace"
**ALPHNAME: SMITH, ANN**
**LOTNUM: 91 -b**

**NAME:** Anne L. Smith
**YEAR:** 1885
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** Apr. 11, 1803 Me.
**DEATHDATE:** Jan. 23, 1885

**HEADSTONE:** marble/double/rounded
**CONDITION:** acid rain/lichen/mower scratch

**FOOTSTONE:** no
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** on same granite base with Rev. William Smith/Born in Pembroke, Me.

**ALPHNAME: SMITH, DONA**
**LOTNUM: 148 -d**

**NAME:** Donald A. Smith
**YEAR:** 1971
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1952
**DEATHDATE:** 1971

**HEADSTONE:** granite rect./flower, leaf des.
**CONDITION:** sod encroaching

**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** 145

**COMMENT:** he left a little of himself behind

**ALPHNAME: SMITH, FRED**
**LOTNUM: E002 -a**

**NAME:** Frederick E.
**YEAR:** 1992
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1915
**DEATHDATE:** 1992

**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**

**COMMENT:** with his wife Mary B.

**ALPHNAME: SMITH, MARY**
**LOTNUM: E002 -a**

**NAME:** Mary B.
**YEAR:** 1996
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1916
**DEATHDATE:** 1996

**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:**
**VERSE:**

**COMMENT:** with Frederick E. his wife

**ALPHNAME: SMITH, WILL**
**LOTNUM: 91 -a**

**NAME:** Rev. William L. Smith
**YEAR:** 1889
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** Sept. 3, 1808 Dennys.
**DEATHDATE:** Jan. 4, 1889

**HEADSTONE:** marble/double/rounded/FATHER
**CONDITION:** acid rain/lichen/mower scratch

**FOOTSTONE:** no
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:** Andrews & Wheeler
**VERSE:** no

**COMMENT:** on same granite base with Anne L. Smith/born Dennysville, Me.

**ALPHNAME: SPANO, EUGE**
**LOTNUM: E047 -a**

**NAME:** Eugene A.
**YEAR:** 1925
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:**
**DEATHDATE:**

**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:** HudsonMonumentsInc72DracutRd.Hudson
**VERSE:**

**COMMENT:** SPANO/with Geraldine A.

**ALPHNAME: SPANO, GERA**
**LOTNUM: E047 -a**

**NAME:** Geraldine A.
**YEAR:** 1931
**AGE:**

**BIRTHDATE:** 1931
**DEATHDATE:**

**HEADSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**FOOTSTONE:**
**CONDITION:**

**MAKER:** HudsonMonumentsInc72DracutRd.Hudson
**VERSE:**
Alphname: Spaulding, Asa
Lotnum: 430-e
Name: Asa Spaulding
Year: 1796
Age: 1 year 8 months
Birthdate: Febr 14th 1796
Headstone: Slate/design
Condition: Lichen
Footstone: No
Maker: 
Verse: No
Comment: In memory of/Son of Mr. Henry Spaulding and Mrs. Mary his wife

Alphname: Spaulding, Benjamin
Lotnum: 76b-c
Name: Benjamin J. Spaulding
Year: 1904
Age: 80 yrs. 5 mos.
Birthdate: May 12, 1904
Headstone: Marble/double monument/Father
Condition: Bad acid rain/lichen
Footstone: No
Maker: A.N. Kidder
Verse: No
Comment: with Mary A. Spaulding

Alphname: Spaulding, Benjamin
Lotnum: 76b-f
Name: Benjamin Spalding
Year: 1883
Age: 83 yrs. 10 mos. 6 dy
Birthdate: Oct. 27, 1883
Headstone: Marble/sl. rounded
Condition: Acid rain/lichen
Footstone: No
Maker: A& W.
Verse: 73
Comment: "I am the resurrection and the life."

Alphname: Spaulding, Charles
Lotnum: 98-e
Name: Charles H. Spaulding
Year: 1887
Age: 30 yrs, 4 mos.
Birthdate: Oct. 10, 1887
Headstone: Marble/rounded/Husband
Condition: Acid rain/lichen
Footstone: No
Maker: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell
Verse: 114
Comment: "Watch therefore for ye know not what hour your Lord doth come"

Alphname: Spaulding, Elijah
Lotnum: 43k-f
Name: Elijah
Year: 1800
Age: 16 days
Birthdate: July 29, 1800
Headstone: Slate/smallwillow, draped urn
Condition: Large chip middle of rt. side
Footstone: Rounded/E.S. H.S.
Condition: Chipped/tipped
Maker: 
Verse: 68
Comment: In memory of 2 children son & daughter of Deacon John & Mrs. Lucy Spalding/sleep on

Alphname: Spaulding, Elijah
Lotnum: 430-d
Name: Elijah Spaulding
Year: 1798
Age: 15
Birthdate: Octr 14th 1798
Headstone: Slate/fancy/knob on column top
Condition: Bad mower scratches/lichen
Footstone: Slate/E.S.
Condition: Much lichen covers initials
Maker: 
Verse: No
Comment: IN Memory of/Son of Mr. Henry & Mrs. Mary his wife

Alphname: Spaulding, Elizabeth
Lotnum: 73-c
Name: Elizabeth A. Tuck
Year: 1885
Age: 75 yrs 11 mos 24 d
Birthdate: 
Deathdate: Sept. 24, 1885
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: A & W  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Isaiah Spaulding
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ELLE  LOTNUM: 33-a
NAME: Ellen A. Spaulding  YEAR: 1927  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 7, 1846  DEATHDATE: May 1, 1927
HEADSTONE: granite/drk.gray/slanted  CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Top:NELLIE
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ETHE  LOTNUM: 98-c
NAME: Ethel Lulu  YEAR: 1881  AGE: infant
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Oct. 25, 1881
HEADSTONE: marble/small  CONDITION: sl. offset/acid rain/loose
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: A.& W.  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:rosebud, ETHEL/Infant dau. of Frank J. & Julia L. Spaulding
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ETTA  LOTNUM: 98-a
NAME: Etta G.  YEAR: 1960  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1960
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:SPAULDING/with Frank J. his wife, Geo. Chester
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, FRAN  LOTNUM: 43R-c
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Feb. 4, 1849
HEADSTONE: marble/flat  CONDITION: bad acid rain/mower/tipped bad
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 123
COMMENT: Son of Benjamin & Polly Spaulding  Dearest brother thou hast left us
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, FRAN  LOTNUM: 98-a
NAME: Frank J.  YEAR: 1937  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1937
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:SPAULDING/with his wife Etta G., Geo. Chester
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, GEOR  LOTNUM: 98-a
NAME: Geo. Chester  YEAR: 1890  AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: 1890
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: rear:SPAULDING/with Frank J., his wife Etta G.
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, HANN  LOTNUM: 43K-a
NAME: Widow Hannah Spaulding  YEAR: 1814  AGE: 83
**BIRTHDATE:**                            **DEATHDATE:** July 17, 1814
**HEADSTONE:** slate/willow, urn/fancy       **CONDITION:** some lichen/base chipped
**FOOTSTONE:** slate/H.S.                     **CONDITION:** fair
**MAKER:**
**COMMENT:** IN memory of/Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, HANN               **LOTNUM:** 43K-f
**NAME:** Hannah                            **YEAR:** 1801    **AGE:** 1y.3m.15d. (VR)
**BIRTHDATE:** 1801                       **DEATHDATE:** Oct. 28, 1801 (VR)
**HEADSTONE:** slate/draped urn, small willow **CONDITION:** large chip middle of rt. side
**FOOTSTONE:** rounded/E.S. H.S.              **CONDITION:** chipped/tipped
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** 68
**COMMENT:** In memory of 2 children son&daughter of Deacon John&Mrs. Lucy Spalding/sleep on
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, HELE                **LOTNUM:** 37-a
**NAME:** Helen M.                           **YEAR:** 1914    **AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** 1848                       **DEATHDATE:** 1914
**HEADSTONE:**
**FOOTSTONE:** no                           **CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** SPAULDING/with Orren J. Spaulding his wife
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, HENR                **LOTNUM:** 43F-a
**NAME:** Mr. Henry Spaulding              **YEAR:** 1827    **AGE:** 63
**BIRTHDATE:**                            **DEATHDATE:** April 25, 1827
**HEADSTONE:** slate/urn, willow, column    **CONDITION:** good but inscript. fading
**FOOTSTONE:** no                           **CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** 57
**COMMENT:** In memory of/Though in dust I lay my head Yet gracious God thou wilt not
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, HENR                **LOTNUM:** 430-c
**NAME:** Mr. Henry Spaulding              **YEAR:** 1832    **AGE:** 79
**BIRTHDATE:**                            **DEATHDATE:** June 29, 1832
**HEADSTONE:** slate/willow, urn, inscr. design **CONDITION:** lichen/mower scratches
**FOOTSTONE:** slate/rounded/H.S.              **CONDITION:** tipped/lichen/mower
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** IN Memory of
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, HENR                **LOTNUM:** 73-a
**NAME:** Henry S. Spaulding               **YEAR:** 1862    **AGE:**
**BIRTHDATE:** Mar. 4, 1836                **DEATHDATE:** June 22, 1862
**HEADSTONE:** marble/pointed              **CONDITION:** acid rain/chips/lichen
**FOOTSTONE:** no                           **CONDITION:**
**MAKER:** Witherrill, Lowell
**VERSE:** no
**COMMENT:** with Patty Spaulding/Co. E 26th Regt. M.V.M./Died at Fort St. Philip
**********************************************************************************************
**ALPHNAME:** SPAULDING, IRA                 **LOTNUM:** 43R-d
**NAME:** Ira Spaulding                    **YEAR:** 1829    **AGE:** 56yr's
**BIRTHDATE:**                            **DEATHDATE:** Sept. 18, 1829
**HEADSTONE:** slate/fancy design/urns/willow **CONDITION:** excellent
**FOOTSTONE:** no                           **CONDITION:**
**MAKER:**
**VERSE:** no
COMMENT: with Joanna F. his wife

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ISAI  LOTNUM: 33 -c
NAME: Isaiah Byam Spaulding  YEAR: 1896  AGE:
HEADSTONE: granite monument/drk gray  CONDITION: lichen starting on base
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: SPAULDING/with his wife Mary A. Richardson

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ISAI  LOTNUM: 73 -b
NAME: Isaiah Spaulding  YEAR: 1882  AGE: 89yrs 11mos 9dy
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: July 24, 1882
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: acid rain/lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, JOAN  LOTNUM: 43R-d
NAME: Joanna F.  YEAR: 1840  AGE: 67yr's
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Apr. 5, 1840
HEADSTONE: slate/fancy design  CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Ira Spaulding his wife

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, JOHN  LOTNUM: 43K-b
NAME: Mr. John Spaulding  YEAR: 1805  AGE: 80
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Octr. 12. 1805
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn  CONDITION: lichen/mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: slate/Mr. J.S.  CONDITION: lichen/tipped/mower scratches
MAKER: J. Park, Carlisle  VERSE: 64
COMMENT: ERECTED in memory of/Stay gentle reader stop awhile of death be not afraid,

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, JOHN  LOTNUM: 43K-d
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 13, 1835
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,column/ripple  CONDITION: 5 inch chip/mower scrtls.lichen
FOOTSTONE: slate/rounded/J.S.  CONDITION: tipped to side but sturdy
MAKER: J. Park, Carlisle  VERSE: 66
COMMENT: In memory of/fancy I,f/Farewell, ye friends, whose tender care, Has long

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, JULI  LOTNUM: 98 -b
NAME: Julia L.  YEAR: 1886  AGE: 30y'rs. 8mo's.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 4, 1886
HEADSTONE: marble monument/fancy/torch  CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell  VERSE: 113
COMMENT: wife of Frank J. Spaulding/Ours the loss, and not our darling's, Ours the
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, L. R    LOTNUM: 33 -b
NAME: L. Rosamond Spaulding    YEAR: 1923    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: June 3, 1852    DEATHDATE: July 24, 1923
HEADSTONE: granite mon./drk. gray/slanted    CONDITION: stone shifted/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no footstone    CONDITION:
MAKER:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/top:ROSA
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, LUCY    LOTNUM: 43K-e
NAME: Mrs. Lucy Spaulding    YEAR: 1802    AGE: 40
BIRTHDATE:    DEATHDATE: March 20, 1802
HEADSTONE: slate/smallwill.,drapedurn,col    CONDITION: large chip at bottom left
FOOTSTONE: slate/Miss L.S.    CONDITION: tipped
MAKER:    VERSE: 67
COMMENT: In Memory of/wife of Deac John Spaulding/Affliction fore long time I bore,
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY    LOTNUM: 33 -c
NAME: Mary A. Richardson    YEAR: 1899    AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 31, 1825    DEATHDATE: Oct. 24, 1899
HEADSTONE: granite monument/drk gray    CONDITION: lichen starting on base
FOOTSTONE: no    CONDITION:
MAKER:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: SPAULDING/with Isaiah Byam Spaulding his wife
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY    LOTNUM: 43K-c
NAME: Mrs. Mary    YEAR: 1846    AGE: 80
BIRTHDATE:    DEATHDATE: July 7, 1846
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,columns/fancy    CONDITION: good/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: slate/flat/M.S.    CONDITION: mower scratches on initials
MAKER:    VERSE: 65
COMMENT: In memory of/Wife of Dea.John Spaulding/Erected by SamuelV.andJohn F.Spaulding
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY    LOTNUM: 43K-g
NAME: Mary Ann    YEAR: 1893    AGE: 10 years
BIRTHDATE:    DEATHDATE: Nov. 10, 1821
HEADSTONE: slate    CONDITION: restored to lot Sept. 1993
FOOTSTONE: slate/M.A.S.    CONDITION: restored to lot Sept. 1993
MAKER:    VERSE: 122
COMMENT: Daug. of Dea. John and Mary Spaulding/stone restored to lot from cem. office
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY    LOTNUM: 43O-b
NAME: Mrs. Mary    YEAR: 1820    AGE: 64
BIRTHDATE:    DEATHDATE: Dec. 20, 1820
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,rosette,col.    CONDITION: lichen/mower scratches tipped/mower/lichen/chip
FOOTSTONE: slate/M.S.    CONDITION: badly
MAKER:    VERSE: no
COMMENT: IN memory of/wife of Mr. Henry Spaulding
*******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY  LOTNUM: 43R-b
NAME: Mary Spaulding  YEAR: 1888  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept. 8, 1798  DEATHDATE: April 25, 1888
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded  CONDITION: acid rain/chips
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: A & W  VERSE: 104
COMMENT: with Sophronia Spaulding/Sleep in Jesus

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, MARY  LOTNUM: 76B-c
NAME: Mary A. D. Spaulding  YEAR: 1902  AGE: 73yrs. 23dy.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 1, 1902
HEADSTONE: marble/double/FATHER/MOTHER  CONDITION: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: A.N. Kidder  VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Benjamin J. Spaulding

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, NELL  LOTNUM: 76B-a
NAME: Nellie G.  YEAR: 1890  AGE: 21yrs. 7mo's
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Aug. 17, 1890
HEADSTONE: marble fancy/vines  CONDITION: bad lichen/slightly tipped fwd
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: 72
COMMENT: Dau. of Benj.J. & M.A.D. Spaulding/Meet me in Heaven

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, ORRE  LOTNUM: 37-a
NAME: Orren J. Spaulding  YEAR: 1916  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1850  DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER:  VERSE: no
COMMENT: SPAULDING/with Helen M. his wife

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, PAT  LOTNUM: 76B-e
NAME: Patty  YEAR: 1829  AGE: 29y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1829
HEADSTONE: marble/sl. rounded  CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: A & W  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Benj. Spaulding

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, PATT  LOTNUM: 73-a
NAME: Patty  YEAR: 1866  AGE: 75y'rs.
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: May 1, 1866
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed  CONDITION: acid rain/chips/lichen
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/P.S.  CONDITION: sunken
MAKER: Witherell, Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Isaiah Spaulding/with Henry S. Spaulding

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, POLL  LOTNUM: 76B-d
NAME: Polly F. P.  YEAR: 1874  AGE: 74y. 8mo. 4days
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Apr. 6, 1874
HEADSTONE: marble/sl. rounded  CONDITION: bad acid rain/lichen/chips
FOOTSTONE: no  CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler Lowell  VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Benj. Spaulding
ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, RACH
LOTNUM: 430-a
NAME: Miss Rachel Spaulding
YEAR: 1861
AGE: 80y'rs 9mo'
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Dec. 9, 1861
HEADSTONE: slate/willow
CONDITION: mower scratches
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, RACH
LOTNUM: 43R-a
NAME: Rachel Spaulding
YEAR: 1870
AGE: 36
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: July 23, 1870
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: with Rufus D. Spaulding his wife

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, RUFU
LOTNUM: 43R-a
NAME: Rufus D. Spaulding
YEAR: 1870
AGE: 44
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 23, 1870
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: with Rachel, his wife

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, SARA
LOTNUM: 76B-b
NAME: Sarah L. Spaulding
YEAR: 1921
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 12, 1862
DEATHDATE: July 23, 1921
HEADSTONE: marble monument/inscrip.on top
CONDITION: inscrp.not visible 2003
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: Dau. of Dea. B.J. & M.A. Spaulding

ALPHNAME: SPAULDING, SOPH
LOTNUM: 43R-b
NAME: Sophronia Spaulding
YEAR: 1833
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: April 20, 1797
DEATHDATE: Nov. 1833
HEADSTONE: marble/rounded
CONDITION: acid rain/chips
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: with Mary Spaulding/Sleep in Jesus

ALPHNAME: STAFFORD, IDA
LOTNUM: 24-a
NAME: Ida Lizzie Stafford
YEAR: 1859
AGE: 1yr. & 7mo.
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Oct. 6, 1859
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: reset/sunken/verse obscured
FOOTSTONE: no
COMMENT: dau. of E. & J.A. Stafford/This lovely flower has fled that left us here in

ALPHNAME: STEVENS, ASA
LOTNUM: 59B-d
NAME: Asa Stevens
YEAR: 1843
AGE: 36y'rs. 2mo's
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Oct. 16, 1843
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: a.rain/tipped/scratches/chips
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/A.S. CONDITION: tipped
MAKER: D. Nichols, Lowell VERSE: 90
COMMENT: In Heavenly rest Away from every earthly care, Dear father we will meet thee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, CHAR</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 35 -b</th>
<th>NAME: Charles Howard Stevens</th>
<th>YEAR: 1919</th>
<th>AGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1854</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1919</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: no</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Mary Jane, Elizabeth Edee, Frederick Howard Stevens, Georgianna Montague</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, ELIZ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 35 -b</th>
<th>NAME: Mary Jane Stevens</th>
<th>YEAR: 1945</th>
<th>AGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1859</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: no</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Charles H., Elizabeth Edee, Frederick H., Georgianna Montague</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, ELIZ</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 35 -b</th>
<th>NAME: Elizabeth Edee Stevens</th>
<th>YEAR: 1889</th>
<th>AGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1883</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: no</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Charles H., Mary Jane, Frederick H. Stevens, Georgianna Montague</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, FRED</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 35 -a</th>
<th>NAME: Frederick H. Stevens</th>
<th>YEAR: 1951</th>
<th>AGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: June 9 1882</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: Dec 9 1951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: copper plate/flush</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: Massachusetts SGT 24 Construction CO AS World War I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, FRED</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 35 -b</th>
<th>NAME: Frederick Howard Stevens</th>
<th>YEAR: 1951</th>
<th>AGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE: 1882</td>
<td>DEATHDATE: 1951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: 35-a/Frederick H. Stevens</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE:</td>
<td>CONDITION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER:</td>
<td>VERSE: no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: with Charles H., Mary Jane, Elizabeth Edee Stevens, Georgianna Montague</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHNAME: STEVENS, PORT</th>
<th>LOTNUM: 59B-b</th>
<th>NAME: Porter</th>
<th>YEAR: 1858</th>
<th>AGE: 18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHDATE:</td>
<td>DEATHDATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADSTONE: marble/pointed</td>
<td>CONDITION: acid rain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/P.S.</td>
<td>CONDITION: replaced in ground/tipped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER: D. Nichols</td>
<td>VERSE: 87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT: Son of Asa &amp; Harriet Stevens/Not lost, but gone before.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ALPHNAME: STEVENS, Poll | LOTNUM: 43Q-a | NAME: Polly                   | YEAR: 1877 | AGE: 80y'rs 11 mo's |
ALPHNAME:  STEVENS, SAM
LOTNUM:  43Q-c
NAME: Mr. Samson Stevens
YEAR: 1817
AGE: 48
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: April 11, 1817
HEADSTONE: slate/urn, willow, side design
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: name obscured, Lowell
COMMENT: IN memory of / One day in health the next alas he's gone  A mother, wife, nine

ALPHNAME:  STEVENS, SAMP
LOTNUM:  43Q-b
NAME: Sampson Stevens
YEAR: 1865
AGE: 70y'rs 7mo's
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE: Nov 20, 1865
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: S. Sloan
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME:  STROBEL, WILL
LOTNUM: E015A-a
NAME: William H Strobel
YEAR: 1994
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov 4 1944
HEADSTONE: flush/granite/rectangle/cross
MAKER: HudsonMonumentsIn72DracutRdHudsonNH
COMMENT: PC3 US NAVY VIETNAM

ALPHNAME:  SWANSON, HILD
LOTNUM: 206 -a
NAME: Hilding L.
YEAR: 1927
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: HudsonMonumentsIn72DracutRdHudsonNH
COMMENT: SWANSON/with Joyce A.

ALPHNAME:  SWANSON, JOYC
LOTNUM: 206 -a
NAME: Joyce A.
YEAR: 1988
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: HudsonMonumentsIn72DracutRdHudsonNH
COMMENT: SWANSON/with Hilding L.

ALPHNAME:  SWEETSER, ALDE
LOTNUM:  3 -a
NAME: Alden L.
YEAR: 1898
AGE:
BIRTHDATE:  DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: S. Sloan
COMMENT: SWEETSER/with Howard & Lora

ALPHNAME:  SWEETSER, AURI
LOTNUM:  2 -a
NAME: Aurilla L.                        YEAR: 1869        AGE: 30
BIRTHDATE: 1839                        DEATHDATE: 1869
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: 11
MAKER: VERSE: 11
COMMENT: so. side with husb. Lorenzo/We shall meet again
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, DORA              LOTNUM:  2 -a
NAME: Dora E.                         YEAR: 1880        AGE: 51
BIRTHDATE: 1869                       DEATHDATE: 1880
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: west side with Eva/children of Lorenzo & Aurilla
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, DUPE               LOTNUM:  45 -c
NAME: Dupee Sweetser                  YEAR: 1838        AGE: 24y'rs
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 22, 1838Richmond
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: G.F. Witherell, Lowell         VERSE: no
COMMENT: side/d. Richmond, Va./front:Elias, Mary, John A. Sweetser
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, ELIA               LOTNUM:  45 -c
NAME: Elias Sweetser                   YEAR: 1868        AGE: 83y'rs & 4mo's
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 4, 1868
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: G.F. Witherell, Lowell         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Mary his wife, John A. their son/side:Dupee Sweetser
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, HOWA               LOTNUM:  3 -a
NAME: Howard M.                        YEAR: 1943        AGE: 77
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWEETSER/with wife Lora & Alden
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, JOHN               LOTNUM:  45 -c
NAME: John A.                          YEAR: 1826        AGE: 1y'r 8mo's
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 28, 1826
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: G.F. Witherell, Lowell         VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elias Sweetser, Mary/their son/side:Dupee Sweetser
*************************************************** ************************

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, JOHN               LOTNUM:  83 -a
NAME: John Sweetser                    YEAR: 1882        AGE: 56
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 1882
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:                 FOOTSTONE: no        CONDITION: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWEETSER/with wife Lora & Alden
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 15, 1830
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 106
COMMENT: with Myrtie his wife/left:son John V./How desolate our home bereft of thee

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, JOHN
LOTNUM: 83 -a
NAME: John V. YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 4, 1871 DEATHDATE: lot reserved
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: on left side/son of John & Myrtie M. Sweetser, who are on front side

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, LORA
LOTNUM: 3 -a
NAME: Lora M. YEAR: 1961 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1867 DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: SWEETSER/with husband Howard & Alden

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, LORE
LOTNUM: 2 -a
NAME: Lorenzo YEAR: 1910 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1831 DEATHDATE: 1910
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: lichen, acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 11
COMMENT: so. side with wife Aurilla/We shall meet again

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, LUCY
LOTNUM: 45 -d
NAME: Lucy A. YEAR: 1857 AGE: 45
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Nov. 18, 1857
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed CONDITION: mower scratch/chips at base
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/L.A.S.
MAKER: VERSE: 76
COMMENT: Dau. of Elias, Mary Sweetser/When this you see remember me.

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, MARY
LOTNUM: 2 -a
NAME: Mary M. YEAR: 1904 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1830 DEATHDATE: 1904
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 11
COMMENT: east side/wife of Lorenzo/Dearest loved one, we have laid thee In the peacef

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, MARY
LOTNUM: 45 -c
NAME: Mary YEAR: 1872 AGE: 87y'rs 27 ds
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Apr. 6, 1872
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: G.F. Witherell, Lowell VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elias Sweetser his wife, John A. their son/side: Dupee Sweetser
ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, MYRT
LOTNUM: 83 -a
NAME: Myrtie M.
YEAR: AGE:
BIRTHDATE: July 26, 1840
DEATHDATE: lot reserved
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: MAKEr:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: with John Sweetser/left:son John V.

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, NANC
LOTNUM: 30 -a
NAME: Nancy Sweetser
YEAR: 1887 AGE: 69 yrs.
BIRTHDATE: DEC. 10, 1887
HEADSTONE: granite monum/drkgray/pointed CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: MAKEr:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: wife of Nathaniel Sweetser

ALPHNAME: SWEETSER, SARA
LOTNUM: 30 -c
NAME: Sarah E. Sweetser
YEAR: 1877 AGE: 55 yrs
BIRTHDATE: July 21, 1877
HEADSTONE: granite/drk gray/rounded CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: MAKEr:
VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: TABOR, EDWA
LOTNUM: E084 -b
NAME: Edward O Tabor
YEAR: 1993 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sep 24 1919
DEATHDATE: Apr 14 1993
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: MAKEr:
VERSE:
COMMENT: Medical Doctor

ALPHNAME: TABOR, EDWA
LOTNUM: E084 -c
NAME: Edward O.Jr. M.D.
YEAR: 1993 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1919 DEATHDATE: 1993
HEADSTONE: #E084-b/Edward O. Tabor CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: MAKEr: Rock of Ages
VERSE:
COMMENT: TABOR/with Ruth House, Beloved Wife

ALPHNAME: TABOR, RUTH
LOTNUM: E084 -a
NAME: Ruth H Tabor
YEAR: May 1 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sep 20 1921 DEATHDATE: May 10 1998
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: MAKEr:
VERSE: 188
COMMENT:
ALPHNAME: TABOR, RUTH
LOTNUM: E084 -c
NAME: Ruth House
YEAR: 1998
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1921
DEATHDATE: 1998
HEADSTONE: #E084-a/Ruth H. Tabor
CONDITION: Rock of Ages
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: VERSE:
MAKER: Rock of Ages
COMMENT: Beloved wife/with Edward O. Jr. M.D.

ALPHNAME: TAYLOR, CHAR
LOTNUM: 68 -h
NAME: Charlotte Battles
YEAR: 1908
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 3, 1864
DEATHDATE: Jan. 17, 1908
HEADSTONE: granite/v. small
CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: VERSE:
MAKER: no
COMMENT: wife of Leonard A. Taylor

ALPHNAME: TAYLOR, ISAB
LOTNUM: CS021-a
NAME: Isabel E. Taylor
YEAR: 1990
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907
DEATHDATE: 1990
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION: VERSE:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER: no
COMMENT: HALLOWS/with Mildred Louise Hallows

ALPHNAME: TAYLOR, LEON
LOTNUM: 68 -i
NAME: Leonard A. Taylor
YEAR: 1936
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Oct. 12, 1858
DEATHDATE: Sept. 14, 1936
HEADSTONE: granite/v. small
CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: TAYLOR, RICH
LOTNUM: E102A-a
NAME: Richard L Taylor
YEAR: 2003
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Mar 24 1932
DEATHDATE: Jan 29 2003
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle
CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: VERSE: 201
COMMENT: not on cemetery list

ALPHNAME: THAYER, HOME
LOTNUM: 65 -a
NAME: Homer E. Thayer
YEAR: 1902
AGE:
HEADSTONE: small marble monu./rounded
CONDITION: acid rain
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Co. G., 1 Vt. H.A./Cemetery Dept. records:d. Oct. 13, 1902 age 64yr,9mo,13dys

ALPHNAME: THIBODEAU, JOSE
LOTNUM: 166 -c
NAME: Joseph Irving
YEAR: 1949
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884
DEATHDATE: 1949
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION: VERSE:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION: VERSE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: Front/DUDLEY, Rear/THIBODEAU/with Mabel Dudley his wife
ALPHNAME: THIBODEAU, MABE LOTNUM: 166 -c
NAME: Mabel Dudley YEAR: 1954 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1888 DEATHDATE: 1954
HEADSTONE: CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: COMMENT: Front/DUDLEY, Rear/THIBODEAU/with Joseph Thibodeau his wife

ALPHNAME: TITCOMB, LUTH LOTNUM: 43C-a
NAME: Luther Calvin Titcomb YEAR: 1918 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 7, 1830 N.H. DEATHDATE: June 2, 1918 S.Chelm.
HEADSTONE: granite block/top slanted CONDITION: good/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: born in Webster, N.H./A member of Co. E. 16th N.H. Reg't. G.A.R.

ALPHNAME: TURNER, ELIZ LOTNUM: 32 -a
NAME: Elizabeth B. YEAR: 1929 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1843 DEATHDATE: 1929
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/TURNER CONDITION: secure but set too far back
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: 33
COMMENT: with Eugene A. Turner/ his wife

ALPHNAME: TURNER, EUGE LOTNUM: 32 -a
NAME: Eugene A. Turner YEAR: 1918 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1838 DEATHDATE: 1918
HEADSTONE: granite/slanted/TURNER CONDITION: secure but set too far back
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elizabeth his wife

ALPHNAME: VALK, AMY LOTNUM: 110 -a
NAME: Amy YEAR: 1962 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite block CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION: 
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: top:AMY

ALPHNAME: VALK, AMY LOTNUM: 110 -e
NAME: Amy B. Valk YEAR: 1962 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1910 DEATHDATE: 1962
HEADSTONE: #110-a/AMY CONDITION: FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: L.A.BYAM/front:with Lyman, Grace Byam their dau.,Arzella/rear:Edwin, Edna

ALPHNAME: VOSE, CHAR LOTNUM: 40 -c
NAME: Charles W. YEAR: 1858 AGE: 11d
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE: Aug. 12, 1858
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/buds on stem CONDITION: bad acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no CONDITION:
COMMENT: Son of William M. & Mary S. Vose/death date illegible 2003/verse mostly illeg.

ALPHNAME: VOSE, ELIZ                      LOTNUM: 59A-c
NAME: Elizabeth Vose                    YEAR: 1820        AGE: 30
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: March 23, 1820
HEADSTONE: slate/willow,urn,column     CONDITION: tipped/lichen
ground/tipped badly
FOOTSTONE: slate/E.V.                           CONDITION: loose in
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 83
COMMENT: In memory of/wife of Jeremiah Vose/outside granite enclosure/My dear beloved w

ALPHNAME: VOSE, JOSI                      LOTNUM: 59A-d
NAME: Josiah Vose                       YEAR: 1846        AGE: 67
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Feb. 1, 1846
HEADSTONE: marble/flat starting/mower scrts
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/J.V.             CONDITION: tipped
badly/lichen/acid rain
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 84
COMMENT: His months of affliction are o'er. His days and nights of distress. We see

ALPHNAME: VOSE, JOSI                      LOTNUM: 59A-f
NAME: Josiah Vose                       YEAR: 1884        AGE: 69yrs 3m. 29dys
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Dec. 2, 1884
HEADSTONE: marble monument             CONDITION: sunken, acid
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 85
COMMENT: Jesus saith unto her. Thy brother shall rise again.

ALPHNAME: VOSE, MARY                      LOTNUM: 40-a
NAME: Mary E. Vose                      YEAR: 1913        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: 1850 1913
HEADSTONE: marble/3 flowers             CONDITION: lichen/acid rain/chips
on base
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell              VERSE: no
COMMENT:

ALPHNAME: VOSE, MARY                      LOTNUM: 59A-e
NAME: Mary                               YEAR: 1876       AGE: 91y'rs 1mo& 19d
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: Apr. 25, 1876
HEADSTONE: marble monument/MOTHER/fancy   CONDITION: acid
rain/lichen/mower/chips
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler, Lowell              VERSE: 5
COMMENT: Wife of Josiah Vose/Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first

ALPHNAME: VOSE, REUB                      LOTNUM: 59A-a
NAME: Reuben Vose                       YEAR: 1822        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: June 22,1765Milton 21,1822Westford
HEADSTONE: marble monu./fancy/acorns,oak     CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
COMMENT: Outside granite enclosure.

ALPHNAME: VOSE, RUFUS
LOTNUM: 59A-b
NAME: Rufus
YEAR: 1817
AGE: 20 months
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 11, 1817
HEADSTONE: slate/willow
CONDITION: lichen/tipped
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: VERSE: 82
COMMENT: Son of Jeremiah, Elizabeth Vose/outside granite enclosure/Come view me in the

ALPHNAME: VOSE, WILL
LOTNUM: 40-b
NAME: William M. Vose
YEAR: 1903
AGE: 80 yrs 6 mos 4 dys
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 9, 1903
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: C. Wheeler, Lowell
VERSE: 36
COMMENT: with Mary Sweetser his wife/Princes, this day must be your bed, In spite of all

ALPHNAME: VOSE, WILL
LOTNUM: 40-b
NAME: Mary Sweetser
YEAR: 1902
AGE: 79 yrs 6 mos 2 dys
BIRTHDATE: Feb. 3, 1902
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER: VERSE: 36
COMMENT: with William M. Vose his wife/Princes, this day must be your bed, In spite of all

ALPHNAME: WAITE, DELL
LOTNUM: 196-a
NAME: Delia B. Waite
YEAR: 1968
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1885
DEATHDATE: 1968
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with George L. Waite his wife, Edward A. Waite, George F. Waite

ALPHNAME: WAITE, EDWA
LOTNUM: 196-a
NAME: Edward A. Waite
YEAR: 1927
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1927
DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with George L. Waite, his wife Della B. Waite, George F. Waite

ALPHNAME: WAITE, GEOR
LOTNUM: 196-a
NAME: George L. Waite
YEAR: 1948
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886
DEATHDATE: 1948
HEADSTONE:
FOOTSTONE:
MAKER:
VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with his wife Della B. Waite, Edward A. Waite, George F. Waite
ALPHNAME: WAITE, GEOR LOTNUM: 196 -a
NAME: George F. Waite YEAR: 1995 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1918 DEATHDATE: 1995
HEADSTONE: 196-b/George F. Waite CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT: Perpetual Care/with George L. Waite, his wife Della B. Waite, Edward A. Waite

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WAITE, GEOR LOTNUM: 196 -b
NAME: George F. Waite YEAR: 1995 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec 10 1918 DEATHDATE: Oct 30 1995
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 166
COMMENT: S Sgt US Army Air Corps World War II

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WALKER, OTIS LOTNUM: E042 -a
NAME: Otis Burton Walker YEAR: 1992 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Dec 5 1925 DEATHDATE: Jan 22 1992
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 183
COMMENT: see #E042-b/Otis B.

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WALKER, OTIS LOTNUM: E042 -b
NAME: Otis B. YEAR: 1992 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1925 DEATHDATE: 1992
HEADSTONE: granite/anchor/fallen cross CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 182
COMMENT: WALKER/also a dropping flower design/see also #E042-a Otis Burton Walker

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WARD, AMY LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Amy E. YEAR: 1889 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886 DEATHDATE: 1889
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Susan, Charles, Ruth, Florence, Frank

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WARD, CHAR LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Charles E. YEAR: 1878 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1876 DEATHDATE: 1878
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Susan, Frank, Ruth, Amy, Florence

*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME: WARD, FLOR LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Florence E. YEAR: 1897 AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1879 DEATHDATE: 1897
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Susan, Frank, Charles, Ruth, Amy
ALPHNAME: WARD, FRAN
LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Frank E.
YEAR: 1878
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1874
DEATHDATE: 1878
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Susan, Charles, Ruth, Amy, Florence

ALPHNAME: WARD, J.
LOTNUM: 58 -e
NAME: J. W. Ward
YEAR: 1861
AGE: 61
BIRTHDATE:
DEATHDATE: Jan. 19, 1861
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/hand up
CONDITION: many mower chips
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/J.W.W.
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: 81
COMMENT: Yet again we hope to meet thee When the day of life is fled When in heaven

ALPHNAME: WARD, JOHN
LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: John W. Ward
YEAR: 1900
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1841
DEATHDATE: 1900
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with Susan, Frank, Charles, Ruth, Amy, Florence

ALPHNAME: WARD, MARY
LOTNUM: 58 -a
NAME: Mary Adelaide
YEAR: 1860
AGE: 16yrs 10mos 10d
BIRTHDATE: July 19, 1860
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed
CONDITION: lichen/bad acid
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/M.A.W.
CONDITION: some lichen
MAKER:
VERSE: 79
COMMENT: dau. of J.W. & Mary G. Ward/Mourn not for her, She has passed away. Away to a

ALPHNAME: WARD, MARY
LOTNUM: 58 -d
NAME: Mary G.
YEAR: 1867
AGE: 6ly's. 9m's.
BIRTHDATE: June 15, 1867
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed/rose
CONDITION: acid rain/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of J.W. Ward

ALPHNAME: WARD, RUTH
LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Ruth E.
YEAR: 1887
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1884
DEATHDATE: 1887
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:
VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Susan, Frank, Charles, Amy, Florence

ALPHNAME: WARD, SUSU
LOTNUM: 94 -b
NAME: Susan E. Ward
YEAR: 1891
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845
DEATHDATE: 1891
HEADSTONE:
CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:
CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: WARD/with John, Frank, Charles, Ruth, Amy, Florence
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WARREN, ELLE                    LOTNUM: 58 -b
NAME: Ellen M.                          YEAR: 1857        AGE: 25
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: July 3, 1857
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed                      CONDITION: some lichen/acid rain/chips
FOOTSTONE: no                                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 80
COMMENT: Wife of Augustus S. Warren/Adieu! dear friends, adieu! Weep not though the
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WARREN, JAME                    LOTNUM: 58 -c
NAME: James Ward Warren                 YEAR: 1857        AGE: 1 year 2 months
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE: May 19, 1857
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed                      CONDITION: fair
FOOTSTONE: marble/J.W.W.                        CONDITION: standback to back of headstone
MAKER: Andrews & Wheeler                         VERSE: 68
COMMENT: Son of A.S. & E.M. Warren
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WERNER, HARO                    LOTNUM: 136 -a
NAME: Harold F. Werner                  YEAR: 1975        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1910                          DEATHDATE: 1975
HEADSTONE: redbrown granite/floral design      CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                      CONDITION:
MAKER: Luz brother,Inc 1122 Gorham Lowell        VERSE: 70
COMMENT: WERNER on front/inscription on rear
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WERNER, LINDA                    LOTNUM: DS10 -a
NAME: Linnea C.                         YEAR: 2003        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909                          DEATHDATE: 2003
HEADSTONE:                                CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 70
COMMENT: with Walter P.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WERNER, WALT                    LOTNUM: DS10 -a
NAME: Walter P.                         YEAR: 1984        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907                          DEATHDATE: 1984
HEADSTONE:                                CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 70
COMMENT: with Linnea C.
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITE, MERR                     LOTNUM: 187A-a
NAME: Merrill White                      YEAR: 1993        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Aug 14 1912                  DEATHDATE: Mar 18 1993
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross     CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                CONDITION:
MAKER:                                           VERSE: 215
COMMENT: US Army World War II
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WHITE, MERR                     LOTNUM: 187A-b
NAME: Merrill E. White                   YEAR: 1993        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1912                          DEATHDATE: 1993
HEADSTONE: #187A-a/Merrill White
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: Hepworth Memorials Londonderry, NH
COMMENT: front CLOWATER WHITE/rear with his wife Pauline M. Clowater, James Y. Clowater

ALPHNAME: WHITE, PAUL
LOTNUM: 187A-b
NAME: Pauline M. Clowater
YEAR: 1983
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1926
DEATHDATE: 1983
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: Hepworth Memorials Londonderry, NH
COMMENT: front CLOWATER WHITE/rear with Merrill E. White his wife, James Y. Clowater

ALPHNAME: WICKENS, MARG
LOTNUM: CS101-a
NAME: Margaret V.
YEAR: 1988
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1928
DEATHDATE: 1988
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: blank space on right for another name

ALPHNAME: WIGGIN, BESS
LOTNUM: DS02 -a
NAME: Bessie R.
YEAR: 1994
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Nov. 4, 1912
DEATHDATE: July 5, 1994
HEADSTONE: 
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: WIGGIN/with Frank C.

ALPHNAME: WIGGIN, FRAN
LOTNUM: DS01 -a
NAME: Frank C.
YEAR: 1967
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept 25 1898
DEATHDATE: June 29 1967
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: MAINE GM2 US NAVY WORLD WAR I

ALPHNAME: WIGGIN, FRAN
LOTNUM: DS02 -a
NAME: Frank C.
YEAR: 1967
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Sept 25 1898
DEATHDATE: June 29 1967
HEADSTONE: #DS01-a/Frank C. Wiggin
FOOTSTONE: 
MAKER: 
COMMENT: WIGGIN/with Bessie R.

ALPHNAME: WIGGINS, THOM
LOTNUM: 109 -a
NAME: Thomas E. Wiggins
YEAR: 1948
AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1898
DEATHDATE: 1948
HEADSTONE: red granite monum./short/vine
FOOTSTONE: no
MAKER: 
COMMENT: rear: WIGGINS

ALPHNAME: WILDER, FLOR
LOTNUM: 91A-b
NAME: Flora J.                          YEAR: 1996        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1896              DEATHDATE: July 23, 1996 cem rec
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 109
COMMENT: front: WILDER/rear: WIFE Flora J., HUSBAND Milton W./Thy will be done
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILDER, MILT          LOTNUM: 91a-a
NAME: Milton Wyeth Wilder         YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: March 9, 1896          DEATHDATE: June 13, 1961
HEADSTONE: granite/flush/a cross          CONDITION: good
FOOTSTONE: #91a-a/Milton Wyeth Wilder     CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: Massachusetts Y1 USNRF World War I
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILKINS, ANNA          LOTNUM: 56-a
NAME: Anna M.                     YEAR: 1884        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1878                   DEATHDATE: 1884
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: side: with Prescott, Mary, Elvira/front: W.L. Wilkins, Paulina/at rest
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILKINS, ELVI           LOTNUM: 56-a
NAME: Elvira B.                   YEAR: 1881        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1860                   DEATHDATE: 1881
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: side: with Prescott, Mary, Anna/front: W.L. Wilkins, Paulina/at rest
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILKINS, MARY           LOTNUM: 56-a
NAME: Mary E.                     YEAR: 1870        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1858                   DEATHDATE: 1870
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                   VERSE: yes
COMMENT: side: with Prescott, Elvira, Anna/front: W.L. Wilkins, Paulina/at rest
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILKINS, PAUL           LOTNUM: 56-a
NAME: Paulina R.                  YEAR: 1899        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1834                   DEATHDATE: 1899
HEADSTONE:  CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                   VERSE: 15
COMMENT: with W.L. Wilkins his wife/side: Prescott, Mary, Elvira, Anna/at rest
*************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WILKINS, PRES           LOTNUM: 56-a
NAME: Prescott N.                 YEAR: 1866        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1863                      DEATHDATE: 1866
HEADSTONE:                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                     CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                  VERSE: 15
COMMENT: side: with Mary, Elvira, Anna/front: W. L. Wilkins, Paulina/at rest

ALPHNAME:  WILKINS, W.              LOTNUM:  56 -a
NAME: W. L. Wilkins               YEAR: 1883        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1825                    DEATHDATE: 1883
HEADSTONE:                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                     CONDITION:
MAKER: S. Sloan                   VERSE: 15
COMMENT: with Paulina his wife/side: Prescott, Mary, Elvira, Anna/at rest

ALPHNAME:  WILKINS, WILL            LOTNUM: 143 -a
NAME: William Wilkins             YEAR: 1892        AGE: 59yrs. & 16dys
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: May 6, 1892
HEADSTONE: rounded/granite        CONDITION: roots/sinking/some lichen
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/HCS HCW    CONDITION: tipped/chips
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Everett, Eva, Constance Harris. Charles Wilson

ALPHNAME:  WILKINSON, HARR          LOTNUM:  59B-c
NAME: Harriet Chamberlin          YEAR: 1878        AGE: 66yrs. 4mo's
BIRTHDATE:                       DEATHDATE: Nov. 20, 1878
HEADSTONE: marble/pointed         CONDITION: Sunken/acid rain
FOOTSTONE: marble/flat/HCS HCW    CONDITION: tipped/chips
MAKER:                             VERSE: no
COMMENT: Wife of Asa Stevens, Later wife of Joseph D. Wilkinson

ALPHNAME:  WILSON, ALMA             LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Alma H. Wilson              YEAR: 1983        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1890                    DEATHDATE: 1983
HEADSTONE:                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                         CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Everett, Eva, Constance Harris/Charles Wilson

ALPHNAME:  WILSON, CHAR             LOTNUM: 170 -a
NAME: Charles G. Wilson            YEAR: 1967        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897                    DEATHDATE: 1967
HEADSTONE:                         CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                         CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT: with Elijah Dyer, his wife Mathilda, Everett, Eva, Constance Harris/Alma Wilson

ALPHNAME:  WILSON, LUCR             LOTNUM: 148 -a
NAME: Lucretia F.                 YEAR: 1933        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1846                    DEATHDATE: 1933
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/MOTHER CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                         CONDITION:
MAKER:                             VERSE:
COMMENT:                          

******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WINNING                         LOTNUM:  16 -b
NAME:                                  YEAR:              AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: rectangular, face down on grd. CONDITION: poor
FOOTSTONE:                              CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE:
COMMENT: It is a base for a missing stone.

ALPHNAME: WINNING ALBE                   LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Albert                            YEAR: 1872         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1872
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with RobertElizabethParkerWalterJuliaEdithHazel

ALPHNAME: WINNING ELIZ                   LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Elizabeth                         YEAR: 1908         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1908
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with Robert Albert Parker WalterJuliaEdithHazel

ALPHNAME: WINNING, EDIT                  LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Edith A.                          YEAR: 1897         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1897
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with RobertElizabethAlbertParkerWalterJuliaHazel

ALPHNAME: WINNING, HAZE                  LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Hazel I.                          YEAR: 1917         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1917
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with RobertElizabethAlbertParkerWalterJuliaEdith

ALPHNAME: WINNING, JULI                  LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Julia E.                          YEAR: 1943         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1943
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                           CONDITION:
MAKER:                                  VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with RobertElizabethAlbertParkerWalterEdithHazel

ALPHNAME: WINNING, PARK                  LOTNUM:  16 -a
NAME: Parker                            YEAR: 1893         AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                              DEATHDATE: 1893
HEADSTONE:                              CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                          CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with
RobertElizabethAlbertWalterJuliaEdithHazel
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WINNING, ROBE  LOTNUM: 16 -a
NAME: Robert               YEAR: 1886      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                  DEATHDATE: 1886
HEADSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with
RobertElizabethAlbertWalterJuliaEdithHazel
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WINNING, WALT  LOTNUM: 16 -a
NAME: Walter R.            YEAR: 1927      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE:                  DEATHDATE: 1927
HEADSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE: no                CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: no
COMMENT: WINNING on front names on rear/with
RobertElizabethAlbertWalterJuliaEdithHazel
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOLCOTT, HAZE  LOTNUM: DS08 -a
NAME: Hazel E. Jones       YEAR: 1969      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: July 17, 1900    DEATHDATE: Sept. 3, 1969
HEADSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWrks/LawrenceSt.Lowel     VERSE: 
COMMENT: WOLCOTT/with Paul A. Wolcott/his wife
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOLCOTT, PAUL  LOTNUM: DS08 -a
NAME: Paul A. Wolcott       YEAR: 1984      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Aug. 29, 1911    DEATHDATE: Dec. 22, 1984
HEADSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
FOOTSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
MAKER: ColmerMonumentWorksLawrenceSt.Lowel     VERSE: 
COMMENT: WOLCOTT/with his wife Hazel E. Jones
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOLF, ELAI      LOTNUM: 185 -c
NAME: Elaine House Wolf    YEAR: 1993      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: Dec. 29, 1942    DEATHDATE: May 2, 1993
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle       CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOOD, FRAN     LOTNUM: 100 -a
NAME: frances ellen wood   YEAR: 2001      AGE: 
BIRTHDATE: may 5, 1921     DEATHDATE: oct. 1, 2001
HEADSTONE: brown granite rectangle/cross       CONDITION: excellent/almost flush
FOOTSTONE:                   CONDITION: 
MAKER:                                         VERSE: 
COMMENT: 
******************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: WOODBURY, LEMU   LOTNUM: 120 -b
NAME: Lemuel C. Woodbury   YEAR: 1969      AGE: 

BIRTHDATE: 1881                      DEATHDATE: 1969
HEADSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with his wife Susanne M. Mansfield
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODBURY, SUSA                  LOTNUM: 120 -b
NAME: Susanne M. Mansfield              YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882                      DEATHDATE: 1961
HEADSTONE: #120-a Susanne                      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Lemuel C. Woodbury, his wife
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODBURY, SUSA                  LOTNUM: 120 -a
NAME: Susanne                           YEAR: 1961        AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE: granite rectangle/flush             CONDITION: excellent
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD                        LOTNUM: 121B-d
NAME: Woodhead                          YEAR:             AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                            DEATHDATE:
HEADSTONE:                                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD, ALEE                  LOTNUM: 121B-g
NAME: Aleene Gates Woodhead             YEAR: 1974        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1886                       DEATHDATE: 1974
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge      CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD, ALLE                  LOTNUM: 121B-e
NAME: Allen Gates Woodhead              YEAR: 1980        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1914                       DEATHDATE: 1980
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge      CONDITION: lichen
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD, Clair                 LOTNUM: 121B-c
NAME: Claire Rooney Linstad Wood.       YEAR: 1999        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1925                       DEATHDATE: 1999
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge      CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                                           CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE:
COMMENT:
*************************************************** ************************
ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD, FRAN                  LOTNUM: 121B-a
NAME: Frank Allen Woodhead              YEAR: 1959        AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1882                       DEATHDATE: 1959
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                     CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                       ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WOODHEAD, SARA     LOTNUM: 121B-f
NAME: Sarah Faulkner Woodhead  YEAR: 1964  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1909                DEATHDATE: 1964
HEADSTONE: flush rectangle/scalloped edge  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE:                     CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE:
COMMENT:                       ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WOODWARD, OLIV      LOTNUM: 15 -a
NAME: Oliver W. Woodward       YEAR: 1940  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1846                DEATHDATE: 1940
HEADSTONE: granite/FLT in circles  CONDITION: misplaced into lot #23
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: WOODWARD/with Sarah E. Hutchins His wife
 ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WOODWARD, SARA      LOTNUM: 15 -a
NAME: Sarah E. Hutchins        YEAR: 1916  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1845                DEATHDATE: 1916
HEADSTONE: granite/FLT in Masonic circles  CONDITION: misplaced in lot #23
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT: WOODWARD/with Oliver W. Woodward his wife
 ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WYMAN, CARL         LOTNUM: CS079-a
NAME: Carl P.                  YEAR: 1983  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                DEATHDATE: 1983
HEADSTONE:                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Helen L. his wife
 ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WYMAN, HELE         LOTNUM: CS079-a
NAME: Helen L.                 YEAR: 1993  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1907                DEATHDATE: 1993
HEADSTONE:                     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE:
COMMENT: with Carl P. his wife
 ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  WYMAN, RUTH         LOTNUM: 103A-a
NAME: Ruth I.                  YEAR: 1952  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1903                DEATHDATE: 1952
HEADSTONE: granite monument/slanted  CONDITION: good/lichen
FOOTSTONE: no                   CONDITION:
MAKER:                           VERSE: no
COMMENT:                       ******************* ****************************

ALPHNAME:  YATES, BETH         LOTNUM: 124 -c
NAME: Beth A. Yates            YEAR: 1985  AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1928                DEATHDATE: 1985
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross  CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 140
COMMENT: 

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ZANI, ANDR         LOTNUM: E041 -a
NAME: Andrew J Zani         YEAR: 2003   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb 7 1926       DEATHDATE: Feb 20 2003
HEADSTONE: flush/granite rectangle/cross    CONDITION: sod encroaching
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: 181
COMMENT: GM3 US NAVY WORLD WAR II

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ZANI, ANDR         LOTNUM: E041 -b
NAME: Andrew J.             YEAR: 2003   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: Feb 7 1926       DEATHDATE: Feb 20 2003
HEADSTONE: #E41-a/Andrew J. Zani    CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Designed and crafted by Colmer Monument     VERSE:
COMMENT: ZANI with Myrtle B. wife

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ZANI, MYRT         LOTNUM: E041 -b
NAME: Myrtle B.             YEAR: 2003   AGE:
HEADSTONE: CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: Designed and crafted by Colmer Monument     VERSE:
COMMENT: ZANI with Andrew J.

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ZOLLINGER, DORO    LOTNUM: 70 -e
NAME: Dorothy Zollinger     YEAR: 1986   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: 1897             DEATHDATE: 1986
HEADSTONE: #70-g/DOROTHY     CONDITION:
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: with Nathan Bean, wife Welthy, Finett, Minot, wife Clara, Valmar Gladu, Mildred Gladu

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: ZOLLINGER, DORO    LOTNUM: 70 -g
NAME: Dorothy               YEAR: 1986   AGE:
BIRTHDATE: DEATHDATE:       
HEADSTONE: granite/rectangle/flush     CONDITION: some lichen
FOOTSTONE: CONDITION:
MAKER: VERSE: no
COMMENT: 

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: no stones          LOTNUM: 123
NAME:                       YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                 DEATHDATE:      
HEADSTONE:                  CONDITION:     
FOOTSTONE:                  CONDITION:     
MAKER:                     VERSE:         
COMMENT: 

***************************************************************************
ALPHNAME: no stones          LOTNUM: 149B
NAME:                       YEAR:          AGE:
BIRTHDATE:                 DEATHDATE:      
HEADSTONE:                  CONDITION:     
